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NOTICES.

CLEARING THE TRACKS.
Armies of Shovellers Digging
Stranded Railroad Trains.

Out

Further Reports of the Doings of the
Great Storm.

Stories of the Hardships Undergone by
Blockaded Travellers.

A Gang of Laborers Run Down by
Train in Massachusetts.

a

as

it was cleared out in front

it would fill in

worked until they were
the
almost completely exhausted bofore
snow plow was got on the track and made
well
cared
were
for,
They
ready to start.
however, by Mr. and Mrs. Fisk, of the Fisk
House who gave them a bountiful supper.
The men feel very grateful for the treatment
which they received at the Fisk House and
wish to extend thanks to the proprietor and
shown
his wife for the many kindnesses
them.
It was ten minutes past 10 o’clock p.
m. when the first of the day trains passed
through Biddeford.
behind.

The

men

GRAND TRUNK.

Pure.

Absolutely

hard all day at this place, and it was ten
minutes of 9 o’clock at night before the
“The morning train
blockade was broken.
which left Portland at 7.30 a. in.,” said a railroad man who was called to Old Orchard,
“got as far as the Beach and then stopped.
A snow plow ran close behind it. When the
plow reached Old Orchard and found the
7.30 train stuck in the snow, It was decided
to side track the train and let the snow plow
go on ahead and break the way. At this
point the 8.40 train, drawn by the engines
Pilot and Huntress, came along and ran into
the snow plow knocking it off the track and
tearing off the sheathing from one side. The
steam chest of the first engine was also
somewhat damaged. The air was so full of
snow that one couldn’t see a rod ahead of
him. We had to shovel the snow from under the engine every few minutes and as fast

purity
Tills powder never varies.
economical
strength and wliolesomeuess. More be
sold at
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot
competition with the multitude of low test, short
ouly ln
weight alum or phosphate powders. AoW
Royal Baking Powder Co., iw! wall
cans.
v
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Maine Central

WHITE GOODS

What Has Been Done iu Portland and

A marvel of

Shaken Up
in Derailed Cars.

Possengers

All day yesterday scores of men and snow
plows, each of which were driven by two engines, were busy clearing the track. The

Montreal train, due here Thursday noon,
arrived at about 10 a. m. yesterday. The 1.30
p. in. train from this city was the first that
left here during the day.
In the forenoon

plows were sent out. There was
train from Montreal during the day and it
was not until a late hour last night that the
train, which was due here at noon, arrived.
The train due here at noon Thursday was 25
hours and 15 minutes coming from Gorham
to this city. At 5.30 p. m. Thursday a snow
plow was thrown from the track at Lewistwo snow

SALE.

The sun shone out brightly after the storm
yesterday morning, but the wind had crept

fourth page is advertised
White Nainsook sale.

On

a

Our store will close hereafter, till
further notice, at 5.30 p. m.
it will be open till 9 p.m.

Saturday
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WEATHER.

Washington. Jan. 28.
The indications lor New England are
slightly colder, fair weather, brisk to high
northwesterly winds, diminishing in force.
Storm from the northwest signals are dis-

played
more

from

Atlantic coast

the

on

Balti-

to Eastport.
Portland, Me., Jan. 27, 1888.
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Thermometer. 6.
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DewPoint. 3.
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Humidity. 90.
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Weather. LSnowIClear Clear
Maximum tiler... 14.3
Mean dally bar...29.26
Minimum ther.. .—4.6
Mean daily tlier... 2.0
Max.
vel. wiud... 36
Mean daily d’wpt—3.7
Total precip.02
Mean dally hum..78.0
METEOROLOGICAL RETORT.
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MAINE.

Waiting for Better

Weather.

Rockland, Jan. 27.—The storm yester-

day necessitated the postponement of the
Secretary
Farmer’s Institute in this city.
Gilbert, of the Board of Agriculture, and
Dr. G. M. Twitchell have been here snowbound for two days. They left this morning
for home.
Interstate Commerce.

Rockland, Jan. 27.—Railroad Commissioner Mortland, after speaking of the effect of water competition upon the railroads in Maine, making any law preventing tiie roads from competing with
coastwise vessels disastrous to the former,
says: "In the West and iu some other portions of the United States there may have
been occasions for the enactment of a law
embracing all the features and conditions of
the inter-State commerce law, so called, but
it is exceedingly difficult to enact a law the
operation and provisions of which will apply
equally and fairly in all our different communities and to all our sectional interests.
I am of the opinion that in Maine, and I
may say in all of the New England States,
there was no such unjust discrimination on
the part of the railroads in freight and passenger rates as would call for,the enactment
of any law on the part of the government to
regulate commerce. 1 believe that the provisions of the fourth and Dftli sections of the
act should be repealed, or so amended as to

give railroads in Maine and in New England an equal chance to compete for the

business of the localities through which they
constructed, and that our trunk line
should be placed ou an
in the United States
in Canada.
equnl footing with those
are

The Reading Troubles.

Kenney
Kead.no. Pa., Ja»President Corbin,
from
a
reply
received
has
of the committee
in answer to the appeal
askinghim to arfrom the Reading Council,
troubles.
bitrate the miners’ and railroaders
to arbitrate, and
is
nothing
there
Ho says
employes in this
compliments the company’s
their eaiu
eitv on their good sense in using
for themselves and
fnus to purchase homes
families, instead of striking
of the miners who
away their money. Some
have
resumed work in individual collieries,
to
again quit, and others appear determined
disobey orders to join the strikers.

^Msyor

end.i^g^ho

mine
a gas explosion in the Nottingham
Plymouth, Pa., yesterday, five meu were
hurt.
dangerously if not fatally
at

By

street thermometer during the day was 10°.
The streets presented a lively appearance,
or, to speak more correctly, the thoroughfares. The city joined hands with the horse
railroad company and greatly gangs of men
were busy at work
and carry off the

trying to open
huge piles of

the streets
snow that
cases, ten to

reared their heads, in some
twelrc feet high.
People were also busily
engaged trying to get their sidewalks clear.
T___

4U

__

D4.nn»

r'nmmlcolnnnr

Staples, yesterday, that gentleman said, “I
consider this storm the worst Portland lias
It is
ever experienced to my knowledge.
worse than the great storm that took place
after the fire of 18GG, because, not only has
more snow fallen but it lias packed in so
hard that when a horse’s hoof goes through
it, over he tumbles. The streets are in the
worst state ever known. I have been undo anything towards breaking
out the Jstreets at the West End, but shall
get to them as soon as I can. I have had to
put sixty men on to Munjoy Hill, and have

able, as yet to

dug out Atlantic aud Monument streets,
something never before necessary. In some
other storms we have dug out on Congress
to Burgess, Fobes & Co.’s factory, but this
time I have had to go through to Fore
street. Now is the time for men who want
There is no excuse for any
work to get it.
man who can use his arms and legs to say he
1 have got on every man I
can’t do work.
can scrape up and could employ many more.”
Just as soon as possible the horse cars will

again.

The Deering horse cars were on runners
yesterday, and made hourly trips to and
from the city.
Teams were busily engaged all day yesterday clearing the railroad track on Commercial street, from the Grand Trunk to the
Truck teams had
Maine Central station.
hard work getting along and wholesale busiThe
ness was practically at a standstill.
harbor was cleared of ice by the storm. The
gale of Thursday night had broken up the
masses of ice into bits aud they were floated
out to the ocean by the tide. Excent under
the lee of the breakwater, where there was a
fringe, no ice could be seen as far as the eye
could reach. The ferry boat, Cornelia II.t
resumed h«r trips yesterday and is now running on time, and the Mary W. Libby is also
running, ihe Forest Queen having broken
out the path Thursday night.
The railroad men spent a lively day, but by
nightfall, their lines had pretty generally
been put in position to allow of the regular
ruuuiug

uiuus.

ul

MAINE CENTBAL.
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back to its old quarter in the we«t, and the
mercury had dropped to 4° at 7 a. m. It was
a decidedly cold day, for the wind blew
briskly after 11 a. m., and the highest registered by the mercury in an Exchange

be running

LOCAL WEATHER RETORT.

Velocity.

the Suburbs.

When the snow ceased to fall Thursday
afternoon, the travelling public began to
think there

might

be a

possibility

of

getting

the hardest work for the
trains still lay before them. The terrific
gale that has been blowing all along packed
the snow in with tremendous force, and so
long as the wind lasted every train thut
moved only made matters the worse for the
For, as the heavy plows
following ones.
were forced through the drifts, the snow was
pressed on each side into a compact mass, so
somewhere;

but

much the harder

for the next train to

push

snow—which had by this time been
blowniagain into the cut—against.
Train service yesterday was incomplete
confusion.
Every engine had to be called
Into duty, and hundreds of shovellers employed. The engines invariably worked in
pairs, end for end, so as to be of most assist
the

Over 200 extra men
other.
were employed by the Maine Central in the
Portland yard, and it is estimated that the
cost to the company for extra .service in
handling snow alone, will amount to $5000.
The morning train from Boston, at I
o’clock of Thursday, reached Portland at 2
ance

to

each

o’clock Friday morning, nearly fifteen hours
behind time, having been delayed by a traThis
mendous drift at North Berwick.
train was immediately started for Bangor,
and at 9 o’clock yesterday forenoon had
reached Richmond, and at 12 Waterville,
Here It was obliged to coal up, and the
morning train for Bangor overtook and
passed it. It pushed on to East Newport,
where It met with what, in the absence of
snow, would have proved a serious accident.
from the track, and two of these
overturned. Two passengers were hurt, hut
not fatally. Here the train which they had
passed at Waterviile re-passed them, and arrived in Bangor at 5 o’clock, having used 16
hours in the passage from Bortland. ihe
derailed train was soon put in shape, and
proceeded to Bangor.
The Thursday morning train from bkowhegan. Conductor Anderson in charge, was
obliged to spend the night at Green's Ledges,
thrown

Everything
few miles east of Lewiston.
that could be done for the comfort of pasFood was brought froni
seDgers was done.
Greene, and with the aid of the Sewall
heater, with which this train is equipped, a
was spent.
night not altogether unpleasant
Yesterday morning the train succeeded in
here at C
arrived
and
getting to Lewiston,
o'clock, the first train that had passed between Lewiston and this city since Wednesday afternoon. It is reported there were 40
ladies on this train cn route to Lewiston to
attend the meeting of the Women s Relief
a

Corps.

Yesterday’s noon train from Bangor, due
at 1 o’clock, arrived at 4.
The lower road Is all clear, aud trams are
now able to go by way of tiiat route as usual,
but the back road is still blocked. The Lewistou morning train from this city was cancelled, but otherwise all went as usual, only
trains were late on account of having to wait
for the Boston & Maine trains. The Augusta train got in at 2 o’clock p. in.
The blockade is now practically raised, except for a short distanco on the hack route,
and today trains will probably run very near
ly on time.
BOSTON & MAINE.

Work was resumed in clearing the track
on the Boston & Maine yesterday, and when
night came the road was pretty well opened
uu.
The two morning trains on the Western
division came m about 13-4 hours late. The
noon train was about hull an hour late and
tlie 5 o’clock train was about 45 minutes late'
The noon trains on the Eastern division were
about 2J hours late and the night train was
also very late. The trains left for Boston as
usual. To-day it is expected that trains will
run nearly on time.
During the storm Thursday the train men
at Old Orchard on the Boston & Maine rail-

road, probably
crew

on

had

the road.

as

hard a time as any

About 40

men

worked

no

The
Junction and one side broken in.
track was so cleared yesterday that the
Lewisat
this
and
least
between
city
trains,
ton, will run as usual.
ton

PORTLAND A

ROCHESTER.

The Saccarappa and Gorham trains were
resumed yesterday and made their regular
trips. The mixed train from Rochester arrived at 11 a. in., the Gorham morning train
about 50 minutes late and the train due
here at noon did not get in until 5 o’clock.
The track
Tlie other trains were on time.
has been cleared and trains today will run as
usual.
was

rUlVXLAnD

&

uui/£i»om.au>

The morning train on this road was about
an hour late but otherwise the trains run almost on time. No accidents were reported.
NOTES.

Two horses were stuck fast in a snow
drift in the lane between the Jose Building
md Colesworthy’s, on Exchange street, yesterday, and were extricated with difficulty.
Goss, the shoe man, dug out shelves in the

great drift, in front of his store yesterday,
covered them with rubber boots and shoes,
md labelled them "Goss’s winter quarters.”
One of the Pbess carriers was three hours

delivering
yesterday morning,
md a half

the papers on his route
and another, in the

suburbs, delivered his papers on Norwegian
snow-shoes.
The Boston boat did not sail Thursday
night on account of the storm, but at 5.30 a
m. yesterday the Forest City left the dock
md arrived in Boston late in the afternoon.
IN
Trains

OUR

STATE.

OWN

Ready to Resume
Regular Trips.

Cenerally
Their

Bangob, Jan. 27.—The violent storm

was

ill over in Bangor this morning but a high
wind still prevailed. All communication by
rail with the city has ceased but the work of
clearing the tracks of all roads is in progress.
The roads are still drifting badly and

the work is difficult.
Maine

CentraGPassengers

Bruised.

Bangob, Jan. 27.—The 7.15 a. m. train for
(he West left on time, but was greatly delayed by heavy drifts on the road. The
train for Piscataquis left at 9.30 a. in. reading Greenville at three, and arriving here on
ts return at 10.45 p. m. The train from
Greenville at 5 a. id. reached here at 6.30 p.
The St. John trains left here at 2.30 p.
m.
Trains
m. and arrived here at 9.30 p. m.
from the West, due at 6 a. m. and 12.05 p. m.
irrived at 0.30 p. m. The latter train which
was ahead, met with an accident between
East Newport and Etna by the spreading of
die rails. The cars left the track, running
m the sleepers 200 feet. Two passenger cars
containing eighteen passengers rolled over
in their side in the snow bank, breaking in
tho windows, but fortunately only slightly
bruising and scratching two of the passengers. The engine from the other train helped
get the train, except the passenger cars, on
the rails and all arrived here at 6.35 as stated. The train due from the West at 6.05 p.
in. arrived at 10.45 p. m.
The country roads are badly blocked and
no stages have arrived except frem Amherst
and none went out today. The schools are
suspended today and tomorrow on account
The weather has
of the bad travelling.
cleared off fine and is quite cold.
nun

u

iviiicu.

Bangob, Jan. 27.—A man giving the name
of Thomas Porter, of Fredericton, N. B..
while walking on the track between the
stations at 4 '"jut 11 o'clock to-night was
struck by tbj delayed Bucksport train and
run over, shockingly mangling his hip and
hour. Porter
was one of the persons injured in the acciHe had a cut
dent at Etna this afternoon.
on his face and a handkerchief around and
over his head and ears prevented his hearing
the train. He was about thirty-five.

causing his death in about

an

Drifts Higher than the Cars.

Augusta, Jan. 27.—It stopped snowing
early this morning. The wind continues to
blow a gale and the snow is drifting badly,
than yesterday. The
if anything worse
About
roads to the country are impassable.
two feet of snow has fallen. The first train
to roach the city today was No. 11 from Portland to Bangor, George Whitney, conductor,
which was due here at 6.35 .yesterday evening. It arrived in this city about 10 o’clock
this morning. The train from Bangor which
was obliged to stop at this station over night

Men With Shovels Digging Out the
Snow Plows.

Doves, N. H., Jan. 27.—No trains have arrived from Alton Bay, Farmington or Rochester on the Dover and Winuipiseogee railroad
up to 8 p. m., because of the derailing at Alton Corner of a snow plow. Through trains
between Boston and Portland are all right.
Tbe mercury is 7° and a severe gale is blowing. There was no school today on account
of the snow blockade on the streets, the
drifts in some places being 12 feet high.
Burled Under by Drifts.
Concord, N. H., Jan. 27.—Noprogressbas
yet been made towards raising tbe blockade
on either the Northern railroad or the White
Mountain division of the Boston and Lowell.
On the former a passenger train is stalled in
a snow drift 15 feet deep near Andover and
will have to be dug out. Several locomotives
On the
are also in that locality out of fuel.
White Mountain division three trains and a
snow-plow are suck near Ashland.
The blockade on the Claremont was raised
this morning. The Peterboro train, which
was stalled and remained at WestHopkinton
all night, will have to be dug out.
Travel in Suncook valley has been sus-

pended since yesterday afternoon and cannot
be resumed until a mixed train, which is fast

a drift near Suncook, is dug out.
A mixed train on the Acton railroad is
stalled near Dunstable.
Trains were running on the Concord railroad today but all were l#te. But one through
express train from the north has arrived in
Concord since Wednesday evening. A high
wind was still prevailing at noon and the

snow was

drifting badly.

Officials of the Northern end of the White
Mountain division of the Boston and Lowell
have little hope of opening their lines for
travel today.
A Crash In the Snow.
to a late
hour tonight no trains have moved in this
locality on the White Mountain division o*
the Boston and Lowell railroad since yesterday afternoon, and there are no prospects of
their moving before tomorrow night, and
possibly Sunday. The snow is piled in drifts
from three to ten feet deep and very solid.
This afternoon, while three locomotives were
pushing a plow through the snow, near Meredith, the plow broke and the locomotives
went through it. Soon after, the Canadian
Pacific express, due here yesterday morning
came along. When near the wreck it was
stormed ouicklv and one man was thrown on
the stove and severely burned. About forty
started for the village hotel at
leredith, and a number froze their hands
and feet going through the deep snow. A
hundred men went to the scene from Lake
Village with shovels this evening, the plows
being abandoned. All stage lines in this
locality have been discontinued since Wednesday, and but few teams are moving. Two
cases of freezing are reported in tpwn tonight, but the condition of the parties is not
known. It has been the severest weather
and hardest travelling for years.

Trains

in

Rockland.

boats and

packets

are

frozen up.

No Mails in Camden.
Camden, Jan. 27.—No mails were received
the
here yesterday, and none today from
back towns of Jflncolnville, Hope and Searsmont. The icy crust cuts the horses’ feet.
Grocers delivered their goods on foot ana
milkmen hauled their pungs themselves from
house to house. No mails arrived from the
west last night or today.
Trains Running Through IBIddeford.
Biddefoud, Jan. 27.—The storm subsided
this morning, and it is now clear but windyThe railroads are sUll drifting but the constant moving of trains keeps the track dearAll trains are now running through Biddeford on botli divisions of the Boston &
Maine, though with no regularity. Only one
■mall mail was received at tho Biddeford
was
post office yesterday. When the office
opened this morning a dozen sacks, received
from the delayed trains, were distributed.
Twenty passengers on the Eastern division
remained at the Biddeford .house last night
and started east on the first train this morning.

west bound expresses and these
held in New York city. The
depot waiting rooms were filled with people
who had expected to take these trains.
The snow blockade on the Eiie delayed all
through trains about six hours. The St.
Louis limited express about which many reports reached New York during the day and
which was due here at noon finally ploughed
its way through the Orange county drifts
and pulled into Jersey City at 6 o’clock last
night. The Scranton express oxer the Erie
due in New York at 1 p. m., did not get in
till 7 a. m.
Trains over the Jersey Central, Pennsylvania and Lackawanna roads were all several hours late.
A despatch from Binghampton this morning said that all trains on the Erie road are
snowbound at points east and west of that
city. Only one train has arrived from New
York in 30 hoars and there is small chance
of another getting through before tonight.
The snow' has drifted very badly and all
trains are either abandoned or running wild.
Three Delaware & Lackawanna westbound through trains were snowed up at
Kokomo Mountain. Penn., all night, but
managed to move at 7 o’clock this morning
Trains from the west on this road are also
moving very slowly. No trains have arrived
in Binghampton from Albany on the Delaware <fc Hudson since noon yesterday, dnd
the blockade is complete.
The Chicago limited express over the New
York Central due in New York city at 7.30
last night, did not arrive until 8 o’clock this
morning. At IX o’clock today the Michigan
Central train due at the Grand Central depot
at 9.30 last night, had not arrived.
The St. Louis limited, bound east over the
Erie road, was snowbound at Deposit, 20
miles west of New York.

trains

blockade known for many years >
plete
All back
and is hourly growing worse.
roads are impassible. No attempt is made
to move freight trains.
The Boston mail
due at midnight had no t arrived at noon.
The wind was high all t his forenoon and the
roads were still drifting badly.
snow

LINES.

to Move

Trains Unable

and

Several Accidents Reported.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 27.—The passengers
on the Portland express on the Boston &
Maine, Western Division, due here yesterday morning, reached Boston about 5 o’clock
this morning, having spent the day and
night on the road. Every provision was
made for their comfort by the officials of the
road, but the delay was vexatious neverthe-

in

t.h«

1M vision

Master’s

last train to reach this city on that road arThe last train
rived at noon yesterday.
from here left at 6.1S last evening. That
train took 21 hours to accomplish a journey
usually made in an hour and a half. The
train on the Auburn, due in this city at 4.30
p. m., is snowbound near Seneca Falls and
abandoned.
A Blockade Raised.

Saratoga, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The

Nine Locomotives Not

nffioft.

of the various roads in this section and Central New York are blockaded. A snow plow
on the Elmira, Cortland & Northern, with
nine engines behind It, accomolished little.
Tue Jennie Yeaman theatrical company left
Utica yesterday morning and spent all last
night In the cars between there andCortland.
They arrived at 8 o’clock this morning.
Nearly all the trains on the various roads
are behind tonight.
An Accident.

Trot, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The effects of the
storm were felt with greater severity this
morning than yesterday. The Boston sleeper
out of Troy at 10 o’clock' last night ran into
the rear end of a freight train a mile west of
Williamstown, Mass., at 12.30 this morning
and Conductor f\ Cudmore, of the freight,
was killed.
He was in the caboose with
three brakemen. George Wheeloek was also
killed and two others seriously injured.

Holyoke, Mass., Jan. 27.—The train from
the North on the Connecticut River railroad
due at Holyoke at 6 o’clock last evening became stalled in a cut about three miles north

at Work.

are

huge

OUI l«l

•
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Pittsfield, Mass., Jan. 27.—Five long
passenger trains are snowbound at the depot
here, awaiting news of the opening of the
road west before venturing further. The
fast St. Louis express. Conductor Gough,
composed of six drawing-room und sleeping
cars, which left Boston yesterday afternoon
at 3 o'clock, reached Springfield all light;
proceeding west, they became stalled a mile
and a half east of Middlefield, but finally
got as fai as Washington Cuts, where it

spent the night,

with

about 100 passengers.

The train reached Pittsfield at 10 o’clock this
morning. The passengers were hungry, but
ad not suffered much from cold, altnoughh
the thermometer was 10® below zero last
night. The fast mail, with 150 passengers,
which left Boston at 7 o’clock last evening,
left Springfield at 10.45, and brought up at
the quarry between Middlefield ana Becket,
reached Hinsdale at 1.45 a. m„ where it spent
the night, a mile from the station. The passengers—many of whom suffered much from
cold in the transfer—including many ladies,
Some of the men
were much prostrated.
made their way te a local drug store, procured food, brandy and other stimulants, and
returned to the cars to relieve the ladies.
Several young children were frostbitten and
Conductor Fairbanks had his ears and one
f his bands frozen. Freight trains covering
over a mile of track are blocked near ShakMuch perishable property will be lost.
ers.
Engineers say that the snow between here
and Becket is drifted 15 to 30 feet deep, and
there are miles of track where it is 8 to 12
feet. Passengers here are pretty much dis
gusted, having spent twenty hours in going
forty miles.
Vessels In Distress.

Chatham, Mass., Jan. 27.—The schooner
J. P. Merrow’s anchor caught in something
and holds her just outsideflof Kilpond Bars.

Enough.

Ithaca, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The wind is
Almost all
blowing a furious gale tonight.

Killed In the Snow.

Wreckers

Delaware

& Hudson road raised the snow blockade
It lasted almost thirty
here at 9.30 p. m.
hours.
The Fitchburg road is still blockaded.

trains are all right toThe New York
day and will run through on time. The
trouble is with the Western Division from
Springfield to Albany. The working of the
road on that portion is actually paralyzed.
The train that left Boston yesterday at 3 p.
in, is resting in the snow near Pittsfield,
where the drifts are very heavy, and the
wind is blowing in the snow as fast as it is
The train from the West due
thrown out.
In Boston at 10.85 last night did not arrive
until 11.49 this morning, over twelve hours
late. No trains will be started for Albany
or from Albany to Boston until the snow is
cleared away.

of that city. A gang of men went to work
The snow was
this morning to dig it out.
blowing about so thickly that nothing could
be seen a few feet distant, and the 7.20 train
from Greenfield an hour later dash ed into
tbe gang, killing three men and injuring
another so that nis death is momentarily expected. The killed are Martin Griffin, James
Kennedy and John Shea, and tbe injured
All belong at
man is Michael Connors.
Holyoke. The train men say that they had
not been warned to look out for the gang.

were

Still Storming.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The storm has
increased the past 48 hours, and tonight
The Home, Watertown
seems at its height.
& Ogdensburg load, running north, is snowbound, and all trains are aband oned. The

less. On the Eastern Division the express
due here at 9.30 last night rolled into the
station at 7 o’clock this morning. A car was
derailed at Biddeford and it was some time
before it could be replaced upon the track.
The workmen were greatly impeded by the
snow, which drifted across the track as fast
The trains
be thrown out.
as it could
are running on the Boston and Lowell and
Fitchburg lines. The through trains are
from one to two hours late.
The situation at the Boston and Albany
station this morning was explained to a

ronnrtflr

YORK.

and 6.30

Wednesday night.
Hourly Crowing Worse.
Hanover, N. H., Jan. 27.—The 18 inches
of light snow with the fierce wind which
has prevailed here has made the most com-

Many

NEW

that the snow blew upon the tracks as fast
as it could be shovelled away, and that the
wind was so bitterly cold that the laborers
on the tracks could not stand up against it
Under these circumstances it was Ideemed
foolish to send out of the depot the 6 o’clock

stood at 6° below zero, while the wind was
blowing a hurricane. Seven trains ar# now
blocked between Warren Summit and Ashland. Some are without fuel or water and it
is impossible to communicate with them. Xo
mail has been received in Plymouth since

MASSACHUSETTS

IN

Storming Last Night.
New Yoke, Jan. 27.—There was one of
the biggest blockades yesterday ever known
Divison the New York Central railroad.
ion Superintendent Bissbll had the entire
working force of his division out shovelling
»now, but at 0 o’clock that night he tele*
graphed to General Superintendent Tuucey

Plymouth, Jap. 27.—The weather at
Plymouth last night was the worst known
for years. Eighteen inches of snow fell during the day and night and the thermometer

drift near Amherst, where it still reA passenger train on the Central
mains.
Massachusetts road, which left Boston at
5.‘25 p. m., for Northampton, stuck in a snow
drift at South Am herst, and remains there
still. A snow plow went from Ware to Amherst, on tbe Central this morning, to clear
the track, but ran off the iron. Another
wrecking train came from Boston, and all
are now hard at work clearing the snow
drifts. The weather is very severe.

No

BLOCKADED

Not Pleasant for the Travellers.

ALONG

cleared.

Accounts from a State Where It was

Sassengers

Killed.

Rockland, Jan. 27.—Rockland for the
second day lips been shut out from Railroad
communication. Today’s train has not yet
left Bath, the ferry boat ?not being able to
cross the Kennebec.
A heavy wind has been Iblowing here all
day. The schooners Addle, Wessels and
Annie .1. Russell fouled each other in the
harbor, both sustaining damage. Last
night’s .storm flooded the Hanrahan kiln,
where 2500 casks of lime were stored, setting
the lime on fire which was extinguished by
snow and
prompt and hard work. The icyall over the
crust has stopped travelling
from
county. No word has been received steamthe neighboring island towns as all

as

Laconia, N. H., Jan. 27,—Up

Wabe. Mass., Jan. 27.—The snow drifts
10 to 15 feet deep, and the roads are impassable. The train from Wincbendon, on
the Ware River road, is snowed in. Conductor Phelps’s train from Northampton to
Ware, due here last night, was stalled in a

Lewiston, Jan. 27.—Yesterday’s Waterville train arrived at 2.30 this afternoon. As
it entered tlie station, Joseph Dubois, aged
25, a shoveier, was struck by the plow and
probably will die.

to move the train non. Montreal due here at
The Bennington and Rut10.33 last night.
This is the
taud road is ruaning trains.
known here, the surever
worst blockade
is
and the
badly
choked,
country
rounding
roads are impassable. It is growing bitterly
cold, and promises to be the severest night
The snow is still drifting,
of the season.
filling up the railroad tracks almost as fast

FROM ALL AROUND.

Despatches Which

Reveal the Full

Extent of the Storm.
•

Pittsburg, Fa., Jan. 27.—The Pennsylvania railroad express train, No. 9, due at 8 a.
Alleghany
in., was snow bound on the
The first train
mountains this morning.
from the East did not arrive until 11 o’clock.
The snow is one and a half to two feet deep
at places and drifted so that the engines
cannot push through. A large force of men
put to work but the high wind caused
the snow to drift in again almost as rapidly
The trains on the Alleas cleared away.
ghany Valley road are also more or less delayed. The Fort Wayne trains are an hour
was

and a half late.

Scranton, Pa., Jan. 27.—Traffic was resumed on the railroads entering this city
and the blockade on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western railroad was raised this
Trains
afternoon.
schedule time.

are

making

almost

Maryland’s Experience.
Frederick, Md., Jan. 27.—The snow of
Wednesday night has bo drifted that the
railroads are badly obstructed. On the Frederick branch of the Pennsylvania road, the
snow in the cuts Is from six to eight feet
deep. A gang of men have been sent to
On the Baltimore &
clear the snow out.
Ohio road near Frederick Junction, the snow
had to be removed before the trains could be
It is expected that both
put in motion.
roads will be clear tomorrow.
In the Oominlon.
Montreal, Jan. 27.—The snow storm
still continues. All the trains are seriously
delayed.

Kiciimond, Que.. Jan. 27.—The snow has
fallen steadily since yesterday and it Is from
six to eight feet deep. The mercury is below zero. Kailroads are blocked and travel
on the countiy roads entirely suspended.
Halifax, Jan. 27.—The severe snow and
hail storm last night again impeded travel.
The express from Quebec is 30 hours behind
and the western shore stage due last evening did not arrive until noon. The eastern
from.
stage has not been heard

Cars.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The
freight blockade on the Hudson ltiver *
New York Central service Wednesday, was
the heaviest ever known, 2000 loaded cars
being held awaiting orders.
Iowa Roads Snowed Up.
Dubuque, Iowa, Jan. 27.—A light snow
and higli wind have blockaded the roads in
trains are all delayed,
every direction! and
24 hours late. The
some of the mails being
blockade is being raised, aud full coiumuutThe
cation Is expected to be made today.
drifts along the road are very high and the
handle.
to
difficult
snow is
Two Thousand

the Delegates In Their Ses-

Doings of

sion at Waterville.

What They Will

Recommend to Our

Legislators’
The

Convention

Attention.

Resolves

Against

Strikes, Favoring Arbitration.
LSpecial to the Press.]
Waterville, Jan. 27.—The annual meeting of the Knights of Labor of Maine, in
Waterville, this week, was an important
An intelligent delegate to
one for the order.
the convention talked freely to your correspondent today, mentioning some interesting matters in connection with the convention. He said: “The meeting favored a 10hour law for all- men, women and children
alike—and the Knights will present a bill to
the next Legislature, the special feature of
which will be ten hours labor for men, to
apply to all industries. The employes from
the saw mills and lumber camps are especially urgent in their demand for this, and
members of assemblies from the back districts expressed dissatisfaction ^because they
were obliged to work 11 hours or more
while the women were limited to 10. I have
no fault to find in this direction and am
glad the women are favored. Candidates
for the Legislature will be required to endorse this measure and stand by the interests of labor before we shall give them our
support. We raised an able committee of
four to advocate laDor legislature. The delegates were instructed to return to their
locals and make reports. The enforcement
of the enactment of the last Legislature in
regard to child labor was regarded as lax
and a better enforcement was called for.
The convention took a very strong position
against strikes, arbitration being favored
where labor difficulties existed. A contribution of $52 for the benefit of the striking
Pennsylvania miners was raised by the dele-

gates.”
One of the pleasantest features of the entire meeting was the presentation to Master
Workman Beaton, at its close, of a handThis same
some present from the delegates.
delegate said that he had personal knowledge that a large majority of the delegates in
attendance were Republicans and they did
not regard the stand which the Master
Workman took in his address as more in opposition to one political party than another.
1UQ
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ensuing

year:
District Master Workman—A. A. Beaton, of
Rockland.
District Worthy Foreman—Edward Stafford, of
Hallowell.
Recording Secretary-C. E. Halladay, of Sacca-

I'Fnanclal Secretary and Treasurer—B.

liams,

pay our State debt; It will require
at least 80 years until 11)68!
But I fail to see in tho Treasurer’s estimated expenditures for the present year any
provision at all toward any payment toward
the debt, however small. I observe an item
for “interest on the public debt $250,000,’’

A.

Wil-

but nothing further.

Is it proposed to abandon even the trivial
pittance of $37,000 for that purpose?
The last legislature, not only extended our
indebtedness for forty years, and took off a
mill from the State tax, but added largely to
the annual appropriation bill, in spite of
the opposition and protests of some of the
most experienced and sagacious of its mem-

bers.

Perhaps I may not have correctly apprehended the report, and possibly there may
be some sufficient explanation of the present
situation apparently disclosed therein; if so,
it is to be hoped that it will be offered. As
the thing looks, the financial aspect of the
C. W. G.
State is hardly satisfactory.
School

Western

The following Is an extract from a letter
written from St. Petal’s, Minn., under date
Of Jan. 14, 1888:
"if the com thermometer you gave me
Christmas were out of doors tonigbt.ft would
be wrestling with the twenties below .Thursday night we had a blizzard as was a blizzard, and the wind is not yet through howlFriday morning we
ing on the prairies.
started for school with the thermometer 22°
below and the wind blowing a gale. On the
avenue the walks were passable, but in the
post office a good friend, president of one of
the banks, told mo uot to try to face the wind
on the street leading to the schoolhouse.
He
followed me over to a drug store, where I
met two more teachers, and fairly pleaded
with us not to go. ‘It is perfectly suicidal,’
he said. But we started. One of the teachers froze both ears before she had gone a
block, and she and her companion retired to
the drug store in despair. I was tor going
on.
The drifts were not impassable as far
as I could see; but Dr. Merritt, anuther bighearted man, who is kind to school teacbers,
called me into a livery stable and made me
Then came
wait till bis team was ready.
the tug. Twice we nearly upset and once
the horses went down in a big drift; right in
I thought my
town this was, mind you.
nose and cheeks would freeze before we
could get to the schoolhouse, but I arrived
safely, except for one or two little bites of
frost. When Mr. Lord, the superintendent
of the school, came in with one cheek and
part of his nose thawed out from a recent
freeze, he said to me, “Well, the fool-killer
did not call at the house this morning.’ Seven of the fifteen teachers got to their schoolhouse, four more started and gave it up. and
the rest were wise beyond their day and generation and stayed at home, Of course there
were not enough scholars to hold school.
Dr. C—told me tonight that our beautiful
country was in the worst condition ever
known to the whites, the roads in the counAnd now,
try being almost impassable.
worse than all, St. Peter’s is suffering a wood
famine. Farmers can’t get beie with their
sleds. At the present hour, 9 p. m., the
thermometer stands at 30° below, and there
is no knowing to what depths it may descend
before morning.
"Tonight the first mail in two days came
in town. Ah, spring, gentle spring!
Vermont’s

In an

English Ship.

Paris, Jan. 27.—The Figaro advices from
Dunkirk that a mutiny prevails on the British ship Annie M. Low, Captain Prout.
which left Philadelphia December 22, and

which is now off that place. Signals for assistance were made by the ship, but the sea
was so heavy that it was impossible to give
aid.

Foreign Notes.
officially announced that

It is

Admiral

Hotham succeeds Lord Charles Beresford as
Junior Lord of the Admiralty.
The doctor of the prison in which Wilfrid
Blunt is confined, has advised that Blunt be
put in the hospital.
CENERAL NEWS.

The Knights of Labor are steadily decreasing in numbers in Toronto.
Experts are examining the finances of
Manitoba aod interesting developments are

expected.
The publishers

of the Providence, R. I.,
Telegram have sued Hon. Charles S. Bradley for 8200 for expenses incurred in the late
political campaign.
Bartholomew Connolly has been sentenced
to ten years in State’s prison for garrotting
a man on Kneeland street, Boston.
The investigation in the affairs of the Central Bank of Toronto shows an organized
scheme to wreck the institutian.
A German named Anshlag of Santa Anna,
Cal., was lynehed Thursday (for the murder
of a farmer named C. B. Hitchcock land his
wife.
Hon. Charles Gayene, New Orleans, the
oldest ex-Senator of the United States, is
dying, aged 84.
Damage to vessels and probably loss of
life is reported from the mouth of the Columbia river, in Oregon.
The tariff meeting in Philadelphia last evening “to enforce and endorse the recommendations of Presidents Arthur and Cleveland
that the revenue must be reduced, was en-

tirely successful,”
The Management of our Maine Finances.

To the Editor qf the Press:
Will Ie a watchful eye Is kept upon congressional management of the main question
which now interests the nation, the reducof the

surplus

government, It may

revenue
be

of the

general

prudent not to be-

wholly indifferent to the drift of our
State finances, w here a deficit is soon
A brief
liable to give us food for reflection.
review of the past twenty years may not be

come
own

unprofitable.
In 1869, the $3,500,000 twenty-one years
loan was issued, in accordance with the popular vote, which assumed the amount of the
The rewar debts of our cities and towns.
lief was wise and timely, although a gross
blunder was committed In falling to give the
State the option of calling in its six per cent

bonds, before the expiration of the twentyone years.
By this unfortunate oversight,
the State has been mulcted from 2 to 3 per
cent annually, for many years, an annual
loss of from $75,000 to $125,000.
However, careful provision was made for
an adequate sinking fund, and If that wise
legislature had not been meddled with, the
entire indebtedness of the State would have
been extinguished In 1890, only two years
hence, and Maine would have stood today as
favorably as New York or any other State.
But we .were not content to leave well
enough alone, and in an evil hour the legislature of 1875 struck a fatal blow at the system of 1869, by postponing the redemption
This was the second
of the State debt.
great financial mistake.
The scheme was opposed by Judge Webb,
by the writer and others, but it was carried
through under the specious plea of reduced
taxation.
Nevertheless, even under the
emasculated legislation of 1875, a slow reduction of the public debt still went on,
which, had it not again encountered interference, would have wiped It out about tho
rnu

a

Portland.

FOREIGN.

tion

In

Teachers
Blizzard.

D. 3.—Ella F. Davis, of Belfast.

Mutiny

CANADIAN DISCRIMINATION.

only half

KNIGHTS OF MAINE.

near

VERMONT REPORT8.
Affairs There !n Similar Condition as
In Other States.
Rutland, Jan. 2?,—The train which left
Boston yesterday morning arrived this afterIt
noon 27 hours late and went no farther.
started back at 0 o'clock witli two engines
and three passenger coaches and got as far
as East Clarendon, when the engines and all
No one was inthree cars left the rails.
jured. The wrecking train was sent from
The Delaware and Hudson road
Rutland.
got a train through from Whitehall, but the
main line is entirely blocked. The Rutland
and Washington division is open, but Dot
runniDg regularly. The Central Vermont is
North Rutland.
Seven
still blocked at
locomotives to-night,at Shelburne, are trying

in

left for Portland immediately upon the arrival of Ns. 11. The Bangor train arrived
about 10 a. tn. Railroad men report that the
road drifted worse than for years, the drifts
along the road being higher tnan the cars.
Thu Ipt.tpr earners ad their rounds on snow
shoes.
A Lewiston Laborer Probably

the shore, with colors
union down last night, got under way this
morning and worked some distance off for
anchorage. All the other 20 schooners are
apparently holding, but with the Ice getting
thicker every hour and heavy masses from
the westward pressing in. It is impossible
predict what the results may be if they are not
extricated from their present situation before
It is now unanother easterly storm.
to
certain about tugs being able
get
ice
to
their
tho
heavy
assistance.
in through
Tug 11. W. Morse passed west this morning.
The channel is full of drift ice. It is impossible
for sailing vestfls to pass through or over the
shoals. The northwest gale continues blowing almost a hurricane. Steamer Gen. Whitney, from New York for Boston, also steamer Winthrop, from New Tork for Portland,
were passing north at 11.30.
Another schooner

ON NEW HAW HAMPSHIRE ROADS.
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But, most unfortunately, as the writer believes, the late Governor, in his inaugural
address, was pleased, three years and a half
before the maturing of the State bonds referred to, to recommend the issue of nearly
three millions of new bonds, and at the same

time to reduce the State tax one mill on the
dollar. The legislature not only adopted the
recommendation, but extended our State indebtedness beyond the lifetime of the present
generation, and far into the twentieth century, by the issue of bonds reaching forty
years into futurity, and repeating the first
mistake of 188!), by denying the State the option of calling them in and paying or renewThis
ing them at a reduced rate of Interest.
scheme was pressed not only by the Governthe
Committee
and
or, but by the Treasurer,
on Fiuance, but did not pass without protest.
And now the first annual report of the
Treasurer reveals the practical operation of
the third great mistake, as is believed, in the
management of our State finances.
The report admits that although “May 24,
the Treasurer advertised to exchange $2,800,000 of the new 3 per cent, bonds for bonds
maturing in 1889, no proposals have been re-

ceived.”
This admission justifies the prediction ventured in opposition to the scheme at the time
that it was broached one year ago, and prepared for another admission which is its logical sequence.
For the report further confesses that, under tlie last tinkering of our State finances,
there has been during the year 1887 a net reduction of the State debt of only $37,970.07.
“This amount,” the report proceeds to say,
“may seem small when compared with the
reduction on 1886, which was $209,112.16,” a
sum nearly six times as great.
The treasurer states the total bonded debt
of Mainers about four million dollars ($3,958,000,) and if the mutilated sinking fund
of $949,060.64 is subtracted, the net bonded
indebtedness of the State is a little over
At last
three million dollars ($3,009,339.36.)
*
year’s rate of deb -ayment, forty years will

venerame

senator.

[Washington Despatch to New York Sun.]
Senator Morrill of Vermont was in his
seat in the Senate to-day for the first time
since his illness. He was present at the
opening prayer, and sat half reclining in his
chair for some time before any of his brother Senators noticed his presence.
Senator
Edmunds finally dropped his eyes on his colleague, and, jumping up, warmly grasped
his hand, and, congratulating him on bis recovery, welcomed him back to the Senate.
Edmunds’s greeting attracted the attention
of other Senators, and one by one nearly
every one in the chamber, Democrats and
Republicans, went over and said something
pleasant to the Vermont Senator. Mr. Morrill was very much pleased, but it cannot be
said that he was looking very robust to-day.
His face does not indicate a man nearly SO
years of age, but his form is becoming very
much bent, and he walks with a feeble and
halting step. It is well known that during
Senator Morrill’s recent illness, his family
and friends were very much worried, and
were quite surprised that he threw off his severe cold so easily. Senator Morrill, it is
said, is the only member of the Senate who
has not a personal enemy in it, Democrats
and Republicans alike have always been
treated with great courtesy by him, and during the few days that his recent illness lasted, hundreds of cards were left at his door,
and many Senators called personally to make
inquiry about his condition. He said to-day
that be felt quite strong, and did not think
his attack of illness had left any lasting effects.
No Reference to the Trout of Maine.

[Hartford Courant.]
We have received a large handsomely
printed volume from the government entitled The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of
the United States. It has nearly 800 pages
*
and weighs several pounds
It gives data as
to the fisheries of this country in the year
1880, and is a part of the last census I It is a
farce to have such a work come out eight
years behind the facts. To read now how
many nets were used in shad fishing in this
State in 1880 is a waste of time. But if the
thing were thorough it might be of value to
put away for reference as a record of the condition of fisheries then. But it isn’t thorough. There is no reference to trout in
Maine, beyend a quotation that they were
very abundant there about 1U38. The existof the Maine lakes and their stores of
trout is not mentioned apparently. There is
no allusion to salmon as ever having been in
the Connecticut river, or as being occasionBlack bass are not
ally found here now.
mentioned as found in Connecticut, and
“perch” in the index are a salt water fish.
“Yellow perch,” by the index,are meutioned
bat once in the book and then as not being
found in a Montauk uoud! They would seem
therefore only to exist in the Index. “Brook
trout” has but one reference in the index,
and that is to say that the fish are found in
Los Angelos
“Trout
river, California.
brooks” have but one reference in the index,
and that is to say that
“a
multitude
of
trout brooks” flow into Greenland bay, New
Hampshire. Apparently these are all the
trout brooks in the United States.
It is a
disappointing work in many respects, and
what fish there is in it is very stale.

Senator

Frye

on

When Western Congressmen Realize
How New Englanders Feel.

funny

I have a

Hampshire—a

Time

old uncle

crank on

down in New
clocks. 1 spent a

night in his house not long ago, and I don’t
intend to spend another there soon. I am a

light sleeper, and when I am awakened 1
have a hard time to get back to sleep. Well,
at 12 o’clock that night I was awakened by
the loud, lazy stroke of an old-fashioned, tall
clock in the hall. It seruck 12 times and I
thought it would never quit and let me go to
sleep. I had just swooned off in the direction of sleep when a nasty little Yankee
clock with

a

busy, whanging knocker, pelted

In a few minutes the soothing
pretty French clock came up
through my bedroom floor from the parlor.
off 12 more.

chime of

a

T mi edit Iiava crnnA to *1pad undor thla intlnence, but in a few moments more tbe loud,
jangling voice of another clock in some other part of the house drove all sleep from my
eyes. In sheer desperation I lay and counted clock after clock, until 12 of them had
each struck 12, and then, just as 1 had concluded that was the end of the procession of
noises, the big father clock of all—the one in
the hall—struck 1, and the rest followed Its

example.

In the morning I discovered that the 12
clocks were just live minutes apart.
“What do you keep your clocks all set differently for?” I asked.
“Well,” said my uncle, “when I wake up
in the night I like to know what time it is.
Now, as I have my clocks arranged, one of
them strikes every five minutes,|so I don’t
have to wait long to find out whether it is
time to get up.”
He knew the voice of every clock In the
house, and knew just what time it was whenever any one of them struck.

Captain Seth E. Bryant.
Captain Seth E. Bryant died in Kennebunk, Lower Village, January 26th, aged ‘JO
years and 10 months.

In

He

was

well

known
and
and
With the

military, municipal, temperance
political circles as the conscientious
our

faithful defender of his beliefs.
example of his father in the War of 1812,
and of a graudfuthcr In the war of the Revolution, our friend twice enlisted against the
Rebellion, and was captain in both the 27th
and 32nd Maine Regiments.
Excepting his
absence m war time, he was deputy collec26
tor of this port for nearly
years, ami the
of that time served as chairof the board of selectmen, as a trial justice and conveyancer, an "Ulcer in the r ree
Masons and Good Templar lodges, and In
other capacities, in all of which positions
his varied accomplishments were to the benefit of his town, the societies aud bis clients.
His marital life of over 37 years was excep
tionallv happy and Mrs. Bryant and their
M.
two sons survive him.

larger portion

man

Mr. Woodbury, in view of tbe failure to
enforce the

prohibitory law In such manner
to stamp out utterly the traffic In liquors,
suggests tbe re-auoptlon of tbe license system. That has been tried and has failed,
in iirtcisely the same respect In which It Is

as

Usefulness of the Grand Trunk and
Other Canadian Lines.

claimed that the prohibitory law has
failed.
Experience has shown that it has
the same defect which tbe prohibitory law is
alleged to have, besides numerous others peculiar to itself.
In my boyhood an attempt
was made in Waterville to enforce the law
under the license system.
Some licenses
were taken out in those days, but by far tbe
greater part of the liquor sellers took out
none.
Prosecutions were commenced, and
now

Washington, Jan. 26.—An Associated
Press despatch from Canada, which states
that the Canadian government is discriminating against the Northern Pacific railroad,
and that it has refused to allow American
cars to enter Canadian territory over rails
laid down to connect with the Northern Pacific rails, attracted much attention at the
Capitol. This is especially true as to the
members of the commerce committees and

tbe most strenuous efforts were made to suppress the sale by unlicensed dealers, but the
efforts resulted in disastrous failure. Tbe
idea that the licensed dealers would Join
of the Canadian Pacific road by the United
with the temperance people to enforce tbe
States government is a subject which Is under
law proved to tie a “delusion and a snare."
consideration in two of the committees of f. More success was attained under the prothe Senate, and this despatch from Ottawa,
hibitory law of 18*1, but as prosecutions unif it shall be authenticated, will doubtless
der that were in the nature of civil action,
tend to increase the interest in the question.
in tbe name of a private citizen, and wholly
Senator Frye, [chairman of the committee at private expense, the Sght was too unequal
on commerce, was not surprised that the Deto be long sustained in any community. In

of the Inter-State Committee and of the representatives from the districts along the
The receut bonding
Northwestern border.

minion government had Issued such an orand was glad to know that the order
was affecting, people in the Northwestern
States, for the reason that the representa-

tbe southerly part of Somerset county, however, under the lead of Joshua Nye, tbe law
was enforced sufficiently to diminish the

tives from that section, in consequence,
would be more apt to understand the feelings of the representatives of New England
in the fishery matters,
lie thought the congressmen in the Northwest would be indlg

additions to the law in 1820 gave tbe means
of a stronger and more vigorous prosecution
of it, which in that section of the State began to tell visibly upon the traffic.

nant at this proceeding, and that some formal demonstration might be expected on account of it. He did not think that the administration would concern itself in the matter, for it did not seem to be tp accordance
with the administration policy to place any
restrictions upon the Canadian road. On
the contrary, the bonding of the Canadian
Pacific road by the Treasury Department
was directly antagonistic to the interest of
the United States transcontinental roads.
Senator Frye was asked what remedy
could be applied, supposing any one desired
to apply one to counteract either the bonding of the Canadian Pacific or the recent order of the Dominion government relative to
the entrance of the Northern Pacific cars in.
to Manitoba. He answered that he did not
know, and that he was not certain that any
He had written to
remedy could be found.
several railroad officials, who had manifested great interest in the matter, to ascertain
whether they had any definite views to suggest as to a remedy, and he had, as yet, received no reply which contained any practical suggestion.
The fact is, that whatever
and poopposition there may be in railroad
litical circles to the bonding of the Canadian
of
the
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very strong opposition
to any measures which would prevent the
of
the
roads by
Canadian
competition
aud
consumers.
producers,
shippers
The
Canadian
one
memas
roads,
ber of the Inter-State Commerce Committee
said, are very useful in regulating the
through freights from the West to the seaboard. Much as the transcontinental Hues
may be opposed to the rates which the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk and other
Canadian
roads
establish
for through
freights, the United States roads are comto
to
those
rates
so far as
conform
pelled
or lose their freight, and the result
possible
is that the competition of these Canadian
roads establishes cheaper rates from the
West to the seaboard, as well as for the
Eastern manufactures to the West, and that
interest Is quite as large and is willing to
receive as much consideration at the hands
of Congress as the interests of the American
competing roads. All through New England
there is no doubt that the competition of the
Canadian roads very materially reduces the
through rates, and in addition there is a
very large business interest in Portland and
in other ports of Maine built up almost entirely on the through trade of Canada.

lines, there is

can

a

OTHER WASHINGTON NEWS.
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What

Brotherton

of

the

Central Pacific Claims.

Wasiiinotok, Jan. 27.—C. E. Brotherton,
director of the Central Pacific road, representing eight millions of stock of the investment shareholders, who purchased after the
Thurman act became a law, appeared before
the flouse committee on Pacific Railroads
today and entered into a long explanation of
the affairs of the road, concluding by a statement that the road was unable to meet annual payments provided for by the refunding
bills of the Pacific Railroad Commission or
Mr. Outhwaite. The speaker then submitted
a proposal for the extension of the Pacific
debt SO years on a three per cent, basis, and
claimed the recommendation, if carried into
effect, of either the Commission or Mr. Outhwuite, would simply wipe out the stockholders.

The Nation’s Cratltude.
The following pensions were awarded to
residents of Maine to-day:
Elvira, widow ot Bicbard

D.

Brldgton.

Douglass, West

onionrAi..

Elijah J. Lothrop, Union.
INCREASE.

Charles L. Joyce, Wiuterport.
tleorge A. Smart, Brewer.
Llewellyn Hanson, Appleton.
Frank A. Jordan, Lubec.
BE-IBSC E.

ltuel W. Porter, Detroit.

ence

How to Know the Time at any
of Night.

International

an

Question.

concerning rionimum.
To the Editor of the Press:
In the discussion of tbe questions growing
out of the efforts to suppress intemperance
it is worth while to consider what tbe history
of the past has taught us.

Notes.
A

postoffice

was

established at Benton Sta-

and Blake T.
Daw was appointed postmaster.
Benj. F. Osgood, Jr., was today appointed
postmaster at Kingman, PeDnbscot county.
Me., vice Henry A. Smith, resigned.
The High Joint Commission, called together by Secretary Bayard to consider and
or
to suggest
settle the fishery dispute,
means for settlement, is about taking a reFew people becess of indefinite length.
result has been
lieve that any definite

tion,

Kennebec county. Me.,

reached.
In answer to the

Dlngley

resolution

call

ing upon the Secretary of the Treasury for
information regarding alleged discrimination
by the Canadian government regarding
American

vessels

and

cargoes

passing

the Welland Canal, the Secretary
today sent to the House au extract from the
report of the Commissioner ot Navigation,
as yet unpublished, and (several communica-

through

tions from customs officers and mercantile
firms tending to confirm the allegations.
The movement of E. C. Allen v <
Augusta, for a revival of script, is making
headway, although it is opposed by the
Treasury Departmeut. Allen A Co. have secured the co-operation of many other publishing houses; and in response to their petitions Representative John A. Andersoil has
introduced a bill for the issue of SlO,OOi),OU>
in script.

Lth

I’OMEMKST SESSION.

HOUSE.
Wasuistuton, Jan. 27.
Mr. White of New York introduced a bill
for the protection of forests on public lands.
The Douse then took up the private caleudar, and after considerable discussion upon
oine claims from the 49th Congress, wtthuut
action at 4 o’clock adjourned until Monday.
Bowdoin College.
[Correspondence of the Press.]
Huuskwick, Juue26.
As this is theday of praver for colleges the
regular work is suspended. Rev. Mr. Dallock of the Willlston church, Portland, addressed the students this morning from Murk
10, 26—“Who then can be saved?”
There was a full attenance of the students
and Mr. Dallock held their undivided attention throughout his address.
The interest in Christian work here is inSince the beginning of the college
year thirty of the students have for the first
time acknowledged Christ as their Master,
and the work goes steadily on. The moral
tone of the college was never better.
The classes with the exception of the Seniors have elected their officers. Portland
carries off her share of the houors, being
represeuted by Messrs. John M. i*bt>Iau aud
George T. Files, orator aud poet respectively
of the Junior class. These honors are considered the highest conferred by the class
duriug the coursa.
Mr. Phelan, a son of Rev. Mr. Phelan of
Preble
the
chapel, fitted for college at
Westbrook Seminary, graduating in the class
lie
has
’85.
made a specialty of the
of
classics, having delivered au original Greek
oration as a graduatiug part at tile seminar)
Mr. Files is a son of Principal Files of the
North school, and graduated with high honHe also
ors at the Portlaud High school.
makes a specialty of the classics.
in
lectured
YarProf. Robinson recently
mouth on "The Practical Things of Cliemistense.

try."

Prof. Uttle, who is in South Carolina for
the benefit of his health, writes that he is
much improved aud hopes to return next
month.

traffic, but not to suppress it.

The material

In 1826, tbe prohibitory law was repealed,
license law, deemed nearly perfect,
was adopted. Mauy dealers took out licensee
but the vast majority did not, and sold with

|attempt at concealment. That law remained In force two years, but during that
time not a single prosecution for the violation of it came under my observation, and I
doubt if there was a single one In the State.
Yet rum was sold openly and freely. So
miserably did the license law fail in Its expected effect, that when, two years later, It
was repealed and the prohibitory law enacted. there was scarcely a ripple of opposition.
The question was submitted to the people,
and the change ratified by an overwhelming
majority. Considering that the license law
had been made the principal plank in the
of the Democratic party, and the
tate had been carried upon that issue, its
failure must have been manifest, when in
two short years, in spite of its partisan support, so few were found who were willing to
One objection to the sysoppose its repeal.
tem, in the minds of the people, was that It
able
to
those
gave
pay for the license the
monopoly of the business; so that the poor,
unlicensed dealer had not only the support
of his customers, but the sympathy of a
large part of tbe community.

no
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to enact a license law, I believe our people
would not be guilty of the folly of repeating
the failures of former years.
But the enemies of prohibition and some
who claim to be Its best friends unite in declaring the prohibition law to be a failure,
because the traffic has not been entirely supall parts of the State.
To the
pressed in
former, we may well apply the Hudlbras

couplet:

"No rogue e’er felt the baiter draw
withjsoed opinion of the law.”
The pataacea of the Utter is more and severer law.
Gen. Dow quotes with substantial though
not literal, correctness a remark of mine
upon which he founds an argument for more
law. I am as fully satisfied of the correctness of that proposition today as 1 was when
I made it. But there are other propositions,
bearing upon the question, equally true.
As long as there is a demand for the sale
of liquor, men will be found who will take the
risk of selling it in suite of any penalty
which the law may provide.
The greater the demand for its sale, the
greater will be the number who will engage
in the unlawful sales without regaid to the
penalty of the law.
Further, paradoxical as it may seem, experince shows that the greater number of
offences committed, the greater will be the
per ventage of the number of such offences
that escape punishment
Now, then tne sad truth Is that in many
communities, the demand for the sale of
liquors is so strung and so great, that men
can make money in the business if they can
evade the law, and the consequence Is that
they take the risk.
Do I then hold that the prohibitory law is
useless or a failure ? By no means.
But I
do hold that “moral suasion” for the people
and "legal suasion” for the rumseder must
go hand in hand in order to achieve success.
Experience shows that the latter U effective
only when sustained and encouraged by the
effect of the former.
And my experience and observation have-..
further taught me that in a yjiuuuunity In
which those who endeavor to^Worce the
laws have to contend against not only the
criminal, but also a larger class whose interests are identical with those of the criminal,
and a still larger class who sympathize with
him, they can have only a partial success,
and the success is still less when In addition
to these, friends of the law devote their efforts to advance criticism of the conduct of
officers. The idea that our police force of the
size it now is. can attend to their other necessary duties, anil enforce the Honor law in
a community having the demand fur the sale
of iiuuor that exists in Portland (Including
the demand by persons here only temporarily) is preposterous. The police force must
be largely increased, or private citizens must
set prosecutions on foot, or we must be content with the Enforcement of the law as it
ha aieragrd fur jears pa-t.
But there is another, and I regard it as the
most effective of all the causes of the inability to enforce the law: and that is the attempt
to
preach the lau> and the enforcement of it
into partisan politics.
It an.mt
be successfully controverted
that the judgment uf men, however honest,
is insensibly warped by their religious and
political beliefs. On questions of apolitical
character, in which there is room for doubt,
judges most frequently divide according to
their political faith; those on each side are
surprised that those on the other side differ
from them, the same is more generally true
of juries. In the early days of the prohibitory law many civil suits grew out of its enforcement. before the liquor question was
made apolitical one, there was eery little
complafui in cases which fell under my observation, that just verdicts were not ob
tained. But biter the summer of 1885, when
the question became a political one, it was a
frequent occurrence in civil cases of this
character for a jury to divide precisely according to the political proclivities of its
members.
It was hoped. In 18S8, when the law was
submitted to the people, that the question
would be removed from the sphere of partisan politics, and that the enemies of intemperance would all unite in a common effort to
enforce the law. Fur a lime that hope was
realized
But after a time some good people,
impatient because greater prn.ress was not
made, and others, who thought they saw
chances fer political preferment not otherwiuM
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make it a political question. Tbe natural result followed; tbe enemies of the law cunningly used this movement to divide and distract its friends, and with such success that
it would seem that only the wilfully blind
could not see it.
Finally, measures were taken to engraft the
system into the constitution, the amendment
was adopted by votes of people who expected
the measure would remove the question from
politics. But they have beeu doomed to disappointment. There is the same effort to
make the question a political one; there Is
the same use of those making the effort, by
the enemies of the law, as unconscious “cat’spaws,” to attempt to pull political chestnuts
out of the fire.
The frteuds of the law are divided and distracted; officers charged with its enforcement are hindered anu embarrassed In the
discharge of their duty; ami politics invade
the court room aud interfere with the administration of justice.
But in tills last attempt there Is an additional element and a very daugerous one.
The movement Is avowedly an attempt to
drive the Republican party into tbe support
of all the measures these parties advocate
The effect has
or else to destroy the party.
been already to disgust many Republicans,
who have always sustained the law, but have
not been enthusiastic iu its support, aud to
make them indifferent as to its euforcement.
This “coercion policy” uever makes converts but invariably tends to drive very
many into tile ranks of the opposition.
Tlie enemies of the law perfectly understand this, uud are skilfully eucuuraging the
political prohibitionists, and using them in
their Plan of substantially repealing the
I say “substantially repealing” the
law.
law, because while no license law can be
adopted the power of the Legislature over
the penalties is plenary and they may be reduced in a constitutional manner to any extent. If the enemies of prohibition can succeed In dividing the friends |of the law and
securing a majority in the Legislature, the
modification ut the law will surely follow.
For these reasons 1 regard the political
prohibitionists as the most dangerous enemies of the prohibitory system—all the more
dangerous because they apparently fall to
understand the necessary consequence of
their owu acts.
J. U. I>.

Over one hundred persons had a narrow
escape from death by the falling ol a bridge
at Portland, Oregon, Wednesday. Two per
sous were

probably fatally Injured.

_
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operations In
Company have lost on its coal
miners wages.
the past'l2 years went into

ENGLAND RESERVOIR,
r Loudon Times.]
The hungry soil to which the Mayflower,
brought its pilgrims is a better mother of
keen, brave men than caterer for their material wants. Massachusetts and the sister
States have been a perpetual nursery whence
the continent has supplied itself with pioneers of industry and agriculture.
Whatever
diversity of treatment the infinite variety of
American circumstances required, the exact
instrument demauded has always been .found
ready in the arsenal of New England shrewdness, stubbornness and mother wit.
THE NEW

8ATUKRAY MORMA'U. JAY. 28.
We do not read anonymous letters aud comma
ideations. Tlie name and address of the writer
are m all cases Indispensable, not necessarily tor
publication but as a guarantee ot good faltli.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
_

The Concord People and Patriot taunts
Maine with the fact that she has never furnished a President. Nor Maine wouldn’t
try to either If she thought she couldn’t furnish a better product than Franklin Pierce.
The Republicans of Vermont are actively
at work forming clubs and in other ways
preparing for the campaign of 1888. Because they can roll up a majority larger than

the whole Democratic party the Republicans
of the Green Mountain State do not find
therein any reason for slumber.
The Republicans of the Eleventh Congressional district of Michigan have nominated
Henry W. Seymour, of Sault Ste. Mario to
fill the seat left vacant by the death of Mr.
Moffat. It took one hundred and sixteen
ballots to make the nomination, among Mr.
Seymour's competitors being so prominent
a politician as ex-Congressman Jay Hubbell.
_

The green hands who are taking Uncle
Bill Morrison’s place in drawing .up a Democratic tariff bill, are doing some unusual
things. They want to draw up their bill
without the Republicans participating in the

But

there are.Jof course, a minority
of Republicans on the ways and means com*
mitte, Mr. Mills and his Democratic friends
have adopted the plan of stealing away and
holding hearings in secret. The Republican
members of the committee, instead of at
tempting the unprofitable task of hunting
them up, have wisely gone to work considerwork.

ing

as

subject by

the

themselves.

The proposed exodus of Sautheru negroes
to Brazil will probably not materialize to
any great extent, and it is not for the welfare of the negro that it should. Many attempts have been made to colonize the negroes, and as a rule they have not turned
out well. The Liberian Republic is a good
a
deal of
failure, and its citizens, if
the stories that come from there are trust-

worthy, are drifting toward barbarism. The
Southern negro has much to complain of
where he is, his treatment is not such as he
is entitled to and rights guaranteed him by
the constitution are denied him. Yet it is
very much to be doubted if his present condition and future prospects will be improved
by emigrating elsewhere.
The Portland Press formally announces Hon.
H. B. Cleaves of that city is a candidate for Governor. Hasn’t Cumberland counfy had enough
for tbe presen ?—Farmington Cbronlclo.
The locality argument for or against a man
for the office of governor is a pretty poor one.

No

man

should be selected because he comes

from Cumberland county,or Franklin county
or Aroostook county, neither should he be
The question
rejected for such reason.
should be, not where the candidate comes
from, but what be is and what kind of a govWhen a man urges that
ernor he will make.
he ought ~fo be selected as a candidate for
governor because he comes from a certain
county be is pretty bard up for arguments,
and when a newspaper urges that a man
should not be selected because he comes from
a certain county it is in the same condition*

The Massachusetts Club has planned to
have In the winter and spring a series of interesting memorial days at which will be given

personal reminiscences of distinguished past
members of tbe club. Tbe series will begin
today, which has been set apart to tbe memAmong those
ory of John A. Andrew.
present will be such veterans as Albert G.
Browne, Governor Andrew’s private secretary, Charles Carleton Coffin.tbe distinguished
war correspondent and historian, tbe Hon.
E. F. Stone, State Senator in 1861, and the
Hon. A. A. Ranney, estate Representative in
1863. Tbe days of tbe war are not iso far in
tbe past that there are not many men in
Massachusetts who must remember much
The reminabout the great war Governor.
iscences today ought to be very many, and
they are certain to be very interesting.

EVERYTHING IN HIS FAVOR BUT LOCALITY.
[Rockland Free Press.]
While the Free Press is inclined to favor
the uomifaation of Hon. E. C. Burleigh, who
seems to be quite unanimously supported as
a candidate of
the eastern section of the
State, we concur in the statement of our
Portland contemporary, that, “should Mr.
Cleaves be selected as the standard bearer of
the Republican party in Maine, in the coming; election, he would receive its hearty and
united support.” Cumberland county having had the honor of furnishing the Governor
for two terms proceeding the election of the
late Gov. Bodweli, however, we apprehend
tliat public voice will award it |to some other
locality at the next election.

CONCERNING BOOKS.
BY

E.

CAVAZZA.

to early numbers of
the serial mere than one reader will acknowledge to have felt a tense of injury that Mr.

Looking back

Howells, whose novels it is impossible not
to read, should claim the attention of grown
persons in order to relate the romance ef two
commonplace and immature young people.
Nevertheless the “spring of love” of Mr.
Dan Mavering and Miss Alice Pasmer, with
its extraordinary resemblance to “the uncertain glories of an April day,” is noted by the
nevelist with such sensitiveness of the moral
barometer that the story holds the reader’s
attention with the official authority of a

weather report. Presently it is apparent
that Alice Pasmer is a type new to fiction,

perhaps not uncommon among daughters
of the Puritans. The workmanship expend-

but

ed on this character is so nice, so competent,
that one regards the author with admiring
interest, which is denied to the heroine.
Alice Pasmer|is a singularly exact study of a
young girl swayed by inconsequent and foolish impulses under the domination of a morbidly alert and ingeniously mistaken eonscience, assuming also direction of other
people’s lives with the entire confidence
with which she misguides her own. One
does well te beware of women who prefer
the caprices of the soul te the caprices of

the heart; the former are unnatural, unamlable, and work strange ruin with their
exactions and bigotries. To err is human,
but to err out of the line of one’s nature is
inhuman. One’s faults should at least retain the virtue of being “the defects of his
qualities.” Alice Pasmer’s failures appear
—if their inconsequent course can be traced
to its springs—from modern self-censclousness and nerves added to the Puritanic belief that whatever is according to nature or
agreeable Is wrong, and that conscienee is to
apeak in aeason or out of season. This combination perfectly qualifies her to provide
continual and new torments for herself and
all who come near to her. A very useful
point is cleverly taken in the contrast of
Alice’s strenuous preference of the letter of
truth to its spirit, her fierce, unelastic inconsistencies with the amiable and healthy nature of Dan, sincere and steady in its main
direction, if ready to slip comfortably around
minor difficulties.
Mrs. Pasmer, Mrs. Brinkley and Miss Cotton are well sketched. The refreshing lightmindedness of the first, the audacious good
sense of the second, and the awkward raptures of the last of these ladies are in the
the New York
girl one is able to welcome the first appearance in a novel by Mr. Howells of a young
woman with sound nerves and a brain capable of a little accurate thought. Julia An-

true

spirit of comedy. In

makes perhaps her mistake like
another; but hers is an honest, unselfish decision of a problem hardly admitting satisfactory solution.
The commonplace which must result from
the realization of the April Hopes of Dan
derson

Tbe present weather has set the old settlers of Boston to thinking of tbe cold days
of 1844, when it was necessary to cut a long
canal in tbe ice from the dock in South Boston to allow tbe steamer Britianta to goto
sea on her vogage to Liverpool. Speaking of
that canaltho Boston Post says it was a “line
of black water in the broad expanse of Ice,
whose surface on either side was occupied
with booths and peanut stands, some of
which, it was rumored in that day, remained
too l£i&«nd melted their way through to the
'bQ£.’.' The cold in Boston
this year has p.od’uced no such results as the
extended cold snap of 1844. More remarkable than the cold weather of this winter was
the severity of Thursday’s storm. When the
sun appeared the trouble had but begun, and
in Maine at least, the hard and high drifts

^psUtCom oftb^u

will trouble travellers and impede
for days and perhaps weeks.

business

Prohibition and License.
Those people who are so fond of telling us
how much license is to be preferred to prohibition and how much more satisfactory
are its results, can find some food for reflection In what has just taken place in
the Massachusetts Legislature. Massachusetts for many years past has had a local
option law, under which cities and towns
license or prohibit the liquor traffic, as their
Inhabitants deem best. Under this law the

policy of some cities and towns has been to
prohibit rumselling entirely, in others the
traffic has been restricted, or sought to be by
license. The people of Massachusetts have
had the opportunity, therefore, to watch the
operations of the two methods side by
side. It is fair to presume that the great majority of them would judge between these
two systems purely on the results they produced. Of course there are some who would
reject license, even If its results were better,
on conscientious grounds, but they are comparatively few. Now if license has been
working so admirably in Massachusetts, as
its advocates tell us it will work, and prohibition has been working so badly as its
opponents assure us it always must work, it
would be reasonable to expect that the tentency among Massachusetts people would

be toward the universal adoption of the forWe should expect to find
mer system.
towns and cities that had started in with
prohibition changing to license, and that
system constantly growing in favor with the
such been the case? The passage of
a resolve by a large majority of the member*
of both branches of the Massachusetts Legislature submitting a constitutional amendment in obedience to the recommendation of
habitthe political party which almost
ually controls the State, does not look like It.
On the contrary it points in precisely
the opposite direction and shows conclusively that it Is not license, but prohibition which has been increasing in favor. It
will be said that this action was a political
move

and that many of

the men

who voted

for it did not believe in prohibition. But
that is tantamount to an admission that it is
a popular move, which it would not be unle is there were a tendency among the people
to reject license and substitute throughout
license
^the State prohibition in its stead. If
were generally satisfactory, if it had met the
expectations of the people there would be no
inducement for the politicians to listen to the
prohibitionists because they wrould lose more
votes by so doing than they would gain. It
is upon the advancing wave of popular sentiment that the politician always seeks to get
and not upon the receding. .So that to say
that the passage of the resolve is the work of
politicians after votes is to admit that prohibition is the advancing wave and license the
receding—in other word) that the sentiment

of Massachusetts people who have seen the
workings of prohibition and license side by
side for many years is setting toward the
former and away from tho latter.
CURRENT

[Toronto Globe.]
Dakota has over four thousand miles of
to
railway, but for the present you’ve got
take her word for it.

BEADING'S FHILAJtTUKOl'Y.
[Philadelphia Ledger.]

is suspected that not all of the $12,000,& Reading Railroad

ooi thl ffiadelphia

realist.
The whimsical fancy presents itself that
April Hopes, this story of modern society in
Eastern Massachusetts, is in some sort a
plea upon the other side of the cause superbly argued by George Eliot in Romola.
It is agreed that Romola was right and Tito
But supposing also Tito had
was wrong.
his grievances. The minority report is yet
to be presented. To live in a thin irrespirabie otmosphere of high and serious ideals,
applied equally to the greatest and least affairs, would exhaust and confuse the spirit
of most people. One could scarcely take bis
innocent pleasure in life as it goes, with an
unindulgent erudite angel like Romola always

reproof.

It does not appear
that Romola ever met Tito on any common
ground of tangible interests, that she sympathized with his elegant tastes or smiled at bis
delicate Greek etprit. And her husband
probably (one always sneaks of George Eliot’s personages as if they were to be seen
from all sides, credited with traits undiscovered by their inventor) found himself so utterly reprobate for trifling failures that his
great refusal seemed but little worse. A
in
the world, is apt
woman, inexpert
to be very severe in arraignment of those
she loves. Her head accuses in order that
of ina verdict
her heart
may give
But if
the head be stronger
in speech than the heart—my lady puts on
the black cap, aud doom is without reprieve.
Romola is raised upon so stately a pedestal
that it is easier to consider certain inconven-

nocence.

ient traits of

the woman whose

ideals

are

unconnected with practical conditions, in
the funny, and partly unrelated, parody
which one ventures to fancy in tha character of Alice Pasmer. Of course Alice is as
much less of an angel than Romola as Dan
is more of a man than Tito; for she is selfish,
hysterical and vehement as unsteady; and
he would have been incapable of going far
in the direction of his amiable shiftiness.
Yet there is a certain grotesque resemblance
of the situation. Mr. Howells forgot to mention how Alice, in the alternate hours when
she dismissed her fears of Dan’s imminent
apotheosis, thought him in danger of becoming Just like Tito. We may be sure that she
did so; and that Miss Cotton gave such vague
comfort as she could, while Alice’s fancy

painted herself in alternate rose-color and
black, guardian angel or unworthy worshipper of the Images equally unlike Mr. Dan
Mavering—than whom, by the way, few men
of] his age would be more agreeable to meet
at the club.
At all (Tents, Mr. Howells deserves much
credit for this precise and steady handling of
as

unimposingly detestable

a

little heroine

as

made the misery of a hero of fiction.
The studies of types are careful and well defined, and the bosk is written with sound

ever

purpose underpropping its light structure.
Tlie hope may, however, be expressed that
Mr. Howells shall presently choose to add a
little more romance to his material, while
retaining his realism of workmanship. One

would not ask too much, not a second "inexpressive She," not a holiday pantomime of
science like King Solomon’s Mines—but
novels of which the plot shall represent as
much incident and drama as might fall to the
lot of persons of a little more than average
experience. It may be however, that the
code of the realistic school forbids action or

of Buddhist belief.

i

SELL

SHALL

WE

50 Pattern Dresses, with Braided Panels,

$8.00. We also
sale,

for

$10.00 Suit

25.00
30.00

offer in this

25 PIECES 6-4 TAILOR SUITINGS

35.00
40.00

again do

work super
which he has sacrificed

to these poems

sound and liberal, do not lend themselves so freely to art as do the pictorial beliefs of the past. Yet in the long poems,
such as the Babes of God and The Confession,
beautiful expressions and figuras frequently
vary the somewhat heavy and elaborate
design. The soliloquy of Orpheus, after the
second loss of Eurydice, is anything but
It
Greek, although stately and balanced.
contains striking and noble images, but they
are, for the most, of modern meditative tone.
Mr. Wasson was a noble thinker; but his
verse moves most freely in dramatic and

Scipio

the Senate is generously imagined. The little dialogue between
the ghosts of Addisoa and Carlyle gives pre-

lyric

vein.

to

to the technical faalts of the
poetry of Mr. Wasson—aiming at compactness and point, he adopted and coined words
quite foreign to the spirit of poetry as well
At the same
as of the English language.
time, rare virtue in a transcendental writer,
The
his meaning is never unintelligible.
Sanded Floor, The Rival, Preacher, The
Bride are genuine and natural drama; and
Shlreen is deliciously tuneful. The Sonnets

cisely the clue

modelled rather after the English than
the Italian classics; containing occasional
fine lines, they lack ease and movement. In
the rapturous Joy Month and All's Well, the
poet’s voice and feeling are at their height
of optimism.
(Boston: Lee & Shepard;
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)

sort which harms no one. His style is wholly
of
without pretension; easy and ready
words, he tells a great deal that is worth
knowing; and Incidentally makes many sensible and authoritative remarks on art and
its requirements. It would be Impossible in

the limits of a brief review to give even the
names of the eminent or original people of
whom Mr. Frith ha3 something to say; but
the reader of these reminiscences will find
great store of entertainment in the Academician’s frank and unaffected record. (New
York: Harper A Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)

uottsoerger;
mon.)
H.

romana: coring,

snort « jt»r-

selling:

$1.50 this

for

n.

Powerful Beutedy*
at eoetii but 145 cent*

per bottle.

All Druggists.
feblS

INK A,MON A

CO., BOSTON.

TTk&8lst2dor4tbpnrm

“

“

“

11

11

“

11

“

“_■_“

“.I~.00

“

2

-

to measure,
1
“

470

Building,
”

Support home industry.

season.

.00

24.00
28.00
32.00

-

Smoke ttie best 5 rewt

Cigar.

Secured by JI*rnn|r upon the

Ho artificial flavoring.

WORKS,

NEBRASKA.

TWO

Bonds outstanding.*2’?2SMwK
Annual interest charge.
JsJvJKI
I’resent basis, gross earnings.
555
"

Brand Festival Concerts
by P. S. Gilmore and
his Famous New
York Band and

lTO.uuu

“o.uuu
..
anEarnings increasing at the rate of $50,000 per

Street.

Congress

WATER

OJIAIIA

uetearnings.•••••
Surplus, after pay ing expenses and In-

eodtl

The City of Omaha now has a population ot
these
100,000. and is entirely dependent upon(miatia,
works for its water supply, as Is also South
where the large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on the Nesv 1 ork Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
Interest subject to advance in price, the $800,000
last Issued.

Woodbury & Moulton

Manufactured and

£STS THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,

BALANCE

WINTER DRESS ROODS
regardless

Must be closed out

W. &

dll

of this Cotton Wash

Fabric;

signs in Plaid, Stripes and Plain,
perfectly fast colors,

ONLY 12 I-2 CTS. PER
AT

Jan24

dec 21

CORNER ELM

ClCARSl

—

DEALERS IN

Securities!

La Roma Londre,
La Roma Concha,
Straiton & Storm’s

San Juan,

First National Bank

Farrington’s

Building.

Solace Conchas.

Cabinets,
We

are

selling the above cigars by the single one at the rate that ordinary deal*
ers pay by the thousand.

of

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

WINTER CLOTHING!

CONGRESS STREET.

Our Semi-Annual Mark-Down Sale is always looked forward to
of the grand occasions at which

TT&Stf

Jan 14

LADIES !

WHAT CHOIRS NEED.

eodtf

PER CENT

FIVE

Consolidated First Mortgage

Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everyPrice lOc. a package—40 colors.
where.
They
Bnmon'a Anthem, nf Prni.e. $1.00; per
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
doz. $9.
1
In
packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadPerkin’. Anthem Harp. $1.26; per doz. $12.
ing Qualities. They do not crock or smut. For
American Anthem Beak. $1.26; per doz.
& Co., Druggists, corner
Order with Ditson’s Imprint, j sale by D. W. Heseltlne
$12.
and Myrtle streets: N. G. Mchols, DrugSelectina*.
$1.60; per Congress
Drc.ler’. Naered
corner
Grove street; E. w.
787
1st,
Congress,
doz. $13.60.
§tevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
I/an* Deo. Hensbaw. $1.00; per doz. $9.
Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Constreets;
Mantaral. rainier & Trowbridge. $1.00; per
aud Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
doz. $9.
gess
rugglst, corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
Ftx Landis. Emit Leslie. $1.00; per doz. $9.
P. Horr, Druggist. 638 Congress street; William
Dow'b Reip«»ei aad Rriu icf*. 80c.; per ;
s. Banks, Druggist, junction Congress aud Free
doz.

*7.20.
Perkin.’ Ka.y Anthem*.
$1.00; per doz. $9.
and many ?others. Please send for lists and
descriptions.

Singing Societies and Clubs need
Chnru.
Bnenrai
at
Chorvt Bookt,
Back. $1.
Perkin.’ Hire and Cham. Baak. $1.
Apograph. Zerrahn. $1.
C’aaeert Weleetiaa.. Emerson. $1.
Also the Choruses olthe Oratorios. (See

lists.)
Caatata. (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s Chrlstus,
40 cts.; Rhelnberger’s
Chrlstoforus, $1.;
Three Holy Cbrlldren, Stanford, $1.; Fair
Melusiua, Hofmann, 76c.: Wreck of the
Hesperus, Anderson, 36 cib. ; Battle of the
Huns, Zollner, 80 cts.
Caatata* (Scenic).
Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, $£.: Itutu and Naomi, Damrosch, $1.
Rebecca. Hodges, (easy) 66 cts.; Esther,
Bradbury, (easy) 60 cts.
Also more than a hundred Marne., containing
the best and sweetest of sacred music.
Any Book mailed far the Betail Price.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

Boston.

BOSTON.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

Remodelled, Refnrnislied, Newly Decor,
ated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public harlors i gentle
men’s cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class
In every respect.
noons FBom *1.00 a oak up.

jan27

J. F.

MERROwTcO.,

Proprietors.eotMin

ARRIVED.

JUST

Hard Wood Trom Bobbins, all prepared
ready for use, only $6 per cord, delivered. Also the largest assortment of
Wood kept In the city, including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed and split by steam power.

TELEPHONE 687 B.

W. YORK.

eodlm*

CAOeATIMTJO.,

DIVIDEND NO. I.
QUARTERLY dividends

Aandtheafter
par value of the stock
Feb. 20, 1888. to
>n

of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

one per cent on
will be payablo

stockholders

on

■eoord at close of business Feb. 15,18*8.
Translcr books will bo closed till Feb. 20.1888.
CHAS. B. STROUT, Treasurer.
jan24eodlm
Portland, Mo., Jan. 20,1888.

Established 1872.

000.000
Up Capital.
73,000
ttui-plus.
offers for sale, at par and accrued Interest, 6 per

as one

band,which

presentation.

personally,

8

Per Cent First Mortgages in Kansas.
the next 90 days
shall give

During

our cus-

we

tomers 8 per cent, on any money they may
send us for Investments we have for sale. We have
on band First Mortgages and applications for
money upon first mortgage loans, mostly upon 180
acre farms, amounts ranging from $260 to $600.
We have also mortgages in amounts $1000 to $20,000 at 7 per cent, which we offer.
How much
money can you furnish us tor these loans? They
are A 1 security.
The stringency hi the money
market enables us to cut down amounts applied
for in each case to an amount that Is safe beyond
a doubt. Now is the time to get a nice Hue of small
gilt edge loans. Write for our New Investor's
Guide. Kemit with advice to JOHN D. KNOX &
CO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents, Topeka, Kan. Boston Office* Room 24, No. 30 Brumfield street.

SPECULATION

IN

BEESWAX,

Crude, imported and domestic, by the c-i't
only. Price 22yac. to 24c. per lb. Also,

Refined
PARAFFINE

or

GENEROUS MARK-DOWN

In thin cakes In casei of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
and white M. P. 130°. Price 10c. per lb. by the

only.

W.

H. BOWDLEAR

nov24eod3m(47

&

FARRINGTON,

180 -MIDDLE STREET-182
Jan

Exobauge

P£R

First

CENT.

CO.,

PEAKI. NT., RONTON.

Pearmain & Brooks,
5t State Stieet,

97

I -2

AND

orders by mall
eaded to.
All

—

Me.

eodtl

MONDAY

EVENING,

JAN.

30,

The Young American Artiste,

■%

I

I

t*anKS,

(The laid of Orleans.)
Under the management ot Mr. CHAS. E. COOK
A Lari' and Rlraai Company.
Mplrndid Wprcinl Mcrnrry.
Thrilling Bailie Tnblrans.
'Iiiguiticeui Armor and Caslamrs.

or

AND

40

EXCHANCE

a

full line of

that the

—

Tuesday Ei eiilU(, Jan. 31st.
Tickets 50 Cents.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

Janasulw

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 1st.
—

BY THE

—

Haydn Chorus,
1 OO VOICES,
«ASD THE

—

33 MUSICIANS.
PROGKAMMK:

HILLER'S SO

OF VICTORY!

Keacrved seats 75 ceuU and $1.00: admission
50 cents; now ou sale at MtockbrUljge’s. Half fare
on \1. C. K. h. to all huldlug coucert tickets.
dlw
jan20
fiEKrnus.

transact!)>ii of any other business that
Dome Indore them, will be held at

mav

legally

tbelr office
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday, the 1st day of
in.
o'clock
10
a,
at
Feb’y, 1888,
Per order. HENRY FOX, Clerk.
Janl.Hdtd
Jan'y 23,1888.

SOLD MEDAL. PARIS, 1878.

BAKER’S

JreaM Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cotton, from which the excess of
Oil baa bfcen removed. It ha* three
timet, the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch. Arrowroot or Sugar,
and Is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It 1s delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for personam health.
Held by Croccrs everywhere.
W

st-

West!

Otlice,

STREET,
eod2w*

Clyde Marine Hallway has been thor
ougbly rebuilt, and is now iu readiness to
take out all vessels iu need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guurante-d
Address.
W. 0. ST1MPSON, Jr.,
r rt Clyde, Me,
deeieJtf
Port

engraved or printed. W. W.
DAVIS & CO., Engravers, 411 West Street,
Hoston. 20 samples and estimates sent tree.

INVITATIONS

codiSin

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in
Head,
Soots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation ol
Heart, Pam in Region of Heart with
ol
feelings

•*®*“*n» Hinging Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in
Skis, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Coneral Debility with Loss of
Appetite,

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

6DST0N&NEW YORKSTOCKS
Bought ami sold
and upwanls.
Orders by mail

on

or

a

margin of 2 per cents

telegraph

TUE NATIONAL STOCK

a

Specialty,

EXCHANGE,

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

Congress St., Boston, Mass.

24

sep22

dtim

HAVINGS BANK HOOK LOST.
have been notilled la

writing, as required
Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section
WE byIsaac
M. Low. that his
113, by

WEUniNG

Janll

on

day of January. 1888, by mutual consent, and
Albert K. Katon, Is authorized to settle uil debts
due to and by the eompauy.
JOHN J. ROCHE.
ALBERT If. EATON.
Janl7d3w

Me.

To Vessel Owners.

THE

AT

NOTICKM.

was

—

Portland, .vie.

—

Montgomery Guards

ARVn ftl*

novlleoutf

Ticket

BY THE

dtt

PEHSONALLl CONDUCTED.

janll

—

—

Letters of Credit issued and Bills
of ExcliaiiKe drawn,
available In all tbe principal eitle of Kurope. We
nave always on hand and offer

Is

teiepboue promptly

Points

Union

MILITARY BALL

PART 3d.

AGENTS FOB

hereby given
partnership
NOTICK
lately existing between John J. Roche and
this sixteenth
dissolved
Albert K. baton

The follow ing dates are announced for the Union Ticket Office Excursions to California and
other Western Points: Jau. i:lil, Eeb I lih.
147th, .Vtnrrh l-llh.Klth. Only excursions at
rates named through to Pacific coast hi firs!-class
cars.
For price and further particulars, call or
send for circular to

IlKOW.Sf’M BLOCK,

JanO

PORTLAND THEATRE

Part tst.-MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIALTY.

FINE JOB PRINTING A

Ollier

Portland,

jan24dlw

bridge’s.

ANNUAL MEETING.

—

Exchange St., Portland,

and after careful examination recommend
them for investment.

Greene & Go.,
Wyer
STENOGRAPHER,

Evening tickets 25, 35 and 60 cents; Course
tickets 75, 90 ccuts *1.10; now on sale at Stock-

(LIMITED)

INTEREST,

will be the order of the day at YYYER
GREENE & CO’S for the next 30 days;
nil Broken Lots, Samples and Misfits to
be closed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
Waukenphast Boots only $2.50, formerly 93.50; several lots of Ladies’ Fancy
Slippers will be closed out less tliuu
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

A Superb Comedy Company.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE IN EUROPE.

—

We offer a limitej amount at

PRICES

and bis famous monologue:

There You Are—There You Ain’t; He, She and the
Postman; Dorcas Pennyroyal (spinster);
The Howling Swell; The Good-Tempered Man; Dad’s Dinner I’ail; Whitcomb Kiley’s Nothing ’Tall to Say.

Germania Orchestra,

PDINTEUM’ EU ll niiE,

Principal and interest payable at

LOW

BEWITCHED!

Notin' of Dissolution of Partnership.
Annual Meeting of the Maine steamship
for Iho choice of officers and the
THECompany

Job Printer

WATER GO. BONDS

eodOm

entitled,

nt.

BANKERS,
PORTLAND,

C'OPAHTNKKNIIIP

lit!

HARKS

I

—

miss A. II. Everett,

91 CHESTNUT STREET,
Type-writing and copying done. Orders by mail
cod3m
jan27
promptly attended to.

•

WOT. OT.

SINKING FUND

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook,

in a New Farcical Scream, by E. K. Kidder,

at CITY HALL,

for sale

Mortgage Book, Card

BostonSafeDepositandTrustCo

Sol Smith Russell,

Street

24

SIX

30.

Eccealric 1'mtnrdj,

16th STOCKB RIDGE

Jana

ear

of

limited amount of above bonds at

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURITIES (or INVESTORS

1ST

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

WAX

a

oi‘

SWAN & BARRETT,

entire stock to close it out during the dull season. All who desire to obtain these bargains should make an early call.

oct21
bb

the American Loan and Trust Co., ot
Boston.

MASS.
BOSTON,
Janatl’dlw

100 AND ACCRUED

Rail Road mock. in Fractional Lots Bought
and Sold upon an entirely new plan, the distinctive feature being 4'u.louicro Never Incur a
IjO.h.
Small margin only required. Send for explanatory circular and first class references.
H. »V. Pei.I.AKb, Stock Broker,
43 Broadway, N. V. l ily
JanSeod&wlm

at

Send for further information.

C. J.

Mit|bl

Monday Evening, Jan.

Principal due 1907.

August.

lOO and Accrued Interest.

offered in durable as well as stylish garments. As specimen bargains we offer several lots Suits, mostly small sizes, which formerly
sold for $15, $18, $20, $23, now marked at the extremely low price of
$12 per suit. All Wool Children’s Suits that sold for $7, $8 and $10,
Men’s Overcoats and Ulsters, greatly reduced in price.
now only $5.
In fact we have made a

STOCKS

Within Reach of All.

Nlammchnaclta.

are

our

A

—

Both Principal and Interest

payable

We oiler

Paid

cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farms
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three aud four times the amount loaned thereon,
aud fully guaranteed by this company. Also its
own 6 per cent debenture bonds, aud further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of New York,
A supply of mortgages and bonds contrustee.
Investors are Invited lo call
stantly on
and examine.
Coupons cashed on
or oy letter, for list of
Please apply
references and other information. C. C. CHAPM AN, <>«n. Agrat, Oxford Building, 183
dec20eod0iu
Middle hired. Basra ll.

Quincy,

Interest Feb y and

GENUINE BARGAINS

of

CITY HALL,

AT

—

WATER CO.,

QUINCY

of

BY

IMtTXD

t|uiu«'? l-t.OOO. Valuation
$•*,000,000. n. Handed Debt.

Authorized Cupital.§1,000.000

case

rial Ml., © Washington St., and
Cor. Dan forth and Clark Nts.

onniM

SEWALI SAFETY

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO.

eod&wtc

HOUSE,

REVERE

Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Dauforth
street; Cook, Everett & Pennell; John W. Perkins
& Co.; H. H. Hay & Son, and A. W. Smith, Druggist, 107 Portland St., Portland, Maine. W. W.
Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square, and Woo
fortPs Corner, Peering, Me.Jlylleodly

THE

Population

MTHEll BOOKS.

—

Sale ot seats commences Friday. Jan. 27; prices
76. 60 and 85 cents.
Jan2«-1

—

501

4th POPULAR

our

MEN’S, YOUTHS’, BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S

& Foss,

]au28

DEPOSITS

Twenty Year Bonds*,

Schlotterbeck

DANCING,
SATURDAY EVENING.
utf

JOAN of ARC!

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

CLOSING-OUT SALE
Bouquet

l'.M'Jt

in the Great Spectacular Production,

TTh&Stf

Bergonzys,

tail

GILBERT’S GLASS

■ ■

DOMESTIC.

Elena Regalia,
Elena Concha,

I'm***!

TRUST COMPANY Mauoe

CO.,

BOSTON.

jelO

Elena Londre,

Entire change of Programme and Sol.nU

Kt Mi>k

eodtf

PORTLAID

Semi-Annual Reduction and
IMPORTED,

cents.

—

dec28

_dd'»

Jan23

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,
STERLINC EXCHANCE

Dwellings.

_

_

application.

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
cities In Europe.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

CIGARS!

25 shares Casco National Bank.
First National Rank.
Canal National Bank.
1000 Bangor Os, due 1894.
500 Bath Municipal 5s. due 1897.
5000 Androscoggin & Kennebec K. it. 8s, due 1891
6(8)0 Leeds & Farmington K. K. tie, due 1896.
8000 Maine Central K. K. 7s, due 1912.
Frices and any other particulars desired given
20 shares
5 shares

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

eodtf

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores

C. J.

Investments.

BANKERS,
32 Exchange Street.
jan24
_dtf

METAL SKYLIGHTS
and

YARD,

9__TT&Stf

Investment

333 t-!?rrif<on Avenue

w

ar

BAWKERS,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

—

HOMSTED,

which

are a

We also have a good selection of Water Works
Co. 6s, that are guaranteed Frlncipal and Interest,
for sale at Far and Interest.

Hotel,

Falmoutni

£. VAN NQCRDEN &

T. F.

—

Legal Inveeiuient far Having* HiiuL.,
Ike (iaaranleed Mortgage Laaua,

on

and^Furnisher,

de-

new

IN THE

get prices before buying elsewhere. II. M. PAYSOY & CO.,

The Clothier
Under

case

tf

BALTI.11URE.

5 PER GENT DEBENTURE BONDS

doc

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

TOILE DU NORD!
1

Janl3

n.lTIVEE TICKETS
Reserved, 35 and 50 cents; Admission 25 cents.
Tickets now on sale at Stockbrldge’s Music
For tickets, programmes and particulars,
Store.
nldress IRA C. STOCK BRIDGE, care SUx kbrldge's Music Store, 124 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
**•*«»•
II tl.E FA HK aa m. C. M.
K., and R. T. H. K. II..If Fare I®
<«..P AK. R. K. l.l.Tr.l.o.U T.
Half Fare only I® lb®-®- holding C ®®eert
Ticket., Students’ matinee tickets 25 and 35

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.

Suitings,

for Cash to Reduce Stock.

BROS.

JanSB

WILSON, COLSTON & CO.,

—

_

TURNER

and the charming Soprano,

Reserved, 90 and 79 cents

INVEST JANUARY DIVIDENDS

HEAVY UNDERWEAR

to call and

Quartette of French Horns! Quartette of Trombones

evKi\n« TicftiTi
Admission 35 cent*

SMITH,

PHILADELPHIA.

SALE !

BARGAIN

P.

LKPK1IRE, Saxophone

The Price of Tickets Reduced

7 and h per eenl inlere.l.

sure

Mr. E. A.

Mr. BENJAMIN C. BENT, Cornet,
SIGNOR DkCAHLO, Piccolo,
Mr.HARRY WHITTIER, Antonlophone,
HERR STOCKlgT, Clarinet,

.Racical Oirm.', P. S. Rll.flOKE.

BOSTON.

OVFRCOATS and ULSTERS,

Be

assisted by the following celebrated Soloists;
Mr. FRED LAX, Flute,
HERR MATES, Petit Clarinet,
SIGNOR RAKKAY01.0 Knphoulum.

Miss LETITIA FRITCH.

eodflra

Winter

Orchestra.
50- Ht SItl WS- 50

PORTLAND, HE.

Northern Banking Co’s

of value.

25 Dress Patterns reduced from $16.25 to $7.00.
20 Dress Patterns reduced from $10.00 to $4.75.
100 other Patterns at as great reduction.
Several lots of Black Goods included.
5 pieces Black Satin Rhadame$l>25; would be good value at
$1.75.
Black Surah Silk, 241-2 inches wide, $1.25; worth $1.75.
15 pieces Jersey Silks 95 cents; worth $1.25.
Job lot 50-cent Hamburgs at 25 cents.
Misses’ Hosiery reduced from 75 cents to 50 cents.
Large stock of Table Damask, just opened, to be sold at low
Prices.

jan25

A

“

1

COMPANY,

14.40

-OF-

OFFICES,

l.nrge Bottle.
Host eeouomit III,

11

Jan 26

IO C

A

“

GREAT

C.

HEALS Bruises
lies. Stiffness of the Joints.
Scalds, Burns, Cuts, Cracks and Scratches. (Best
Stable Remedy in the world.) CURES Kheumalsni, Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
tnd all kindred aflictiona.

“

-

FRED R. FARRINGTON'S

ORDERS SOLICITED.

BECUBEM Pains, External and Internal.
l.IEVGS Swellings, contractions of the Mus

“

-

-

THK—:-

C. H. VENNER & CO..

of

mon.)

“

“

oy!9

jan 14

Baron Munchausen.
From the Best English and German editions.
With Illustrations.
(Knickerbocker Nuggets.)
Cloth, 241 pp. New York: G. F. Putnam's Sons;)
(Portland: Lorlng, Short St Harmon.)
Robert Emmet. A Tragedy of. Irish History.
By Joseph I. C. Clarke. Cloth, 134 pp. (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; Portland; Coring,
Short St Harmon.)
ai-phton's Atlas of the United States.
Consisting ol General Maps of the United States
and Territories, and a County Map of Each of |th*
United States, together with diseriptlve text
outlining the history, geography, and political and
educational organization of the States, with latest
statistics of their resources and Industries. New
York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Coring,
Short St Harmon.)
A Phyllis of the Sierras and A Drift from
Redwood Camp, By Bret Harte. Cloth, 215 ppgl.OO. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland : Lorlng, Short St Harmon.)
Queen Money. By the author of The Story of
Margaret Kent. Cloth, 513 pp. gl.GO. (Boston:
Tleknor Si Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short St Har.
The adventures

(ii

Lotus and Jewel is the beautiful name
which Mr. Edwin Arnold has chosen for a
recent volume of verse, mostly suggested by
or translated from Hindoo and Sanskrit
legends. It would be difficult to determine
whether Mr. Arnold’s art is more a cause or
an effect of the moderu fancy for Euddblsm
and esoteric research. At all events, he is a
poet; and in his quality a poet actively con-

Been

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Natural Resources of the United States.
By Jacob Harris Patton, M. A., Ph. D., author of
A Concise History of the American People, etc.
Cloth, 523 pp. (New York: D. Appleton & Co. j
Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Mr. Absalom Billingslea
and
other
Georgia
Folk. By Richard M. Johnston,
author of Old Mark Langston, etc. Cloth, Illustrated, 414 pp. (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Lorlng, Short 4t Harmon.)
Life and Labor or Characteristics of Men of
Industry, Culture and Genius. By Samuel Smiles,
L. L. D. Cloth, 448 pp. (New York: Harper &
Brothers: Portland: Lorlng. Short & Harmon.)
Tales of Chivalrt and The Olden Tims,
selected from the works of Sir Walter Scott.
Edited with notes by William J. Rolfe, A. M.,
Lltt D. Cloth, Illustrated, 149 pp. (New York:
Harper & Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short &
Harmon.)
The Vagrant and other Tales. By Vladmir Korolerko. Translated from the Russian by
Mrs. Aline Delano. Cloth, 286 pp.
(New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell; Portland: Lorlng, Short h
Harmon.)
A History of the Inquisition of the Middle Ages. By Henry Charles Lea, author of An
In
Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy.
Vol. II, cloth, 686 pp. (New
three volumes.
York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Lorlng,
Short & Hannon.)
What I Remember. By Thomas Adolphus
Trollope, author of Lindisfarn Chase, lie. Cloth
546 pp. (New Y'ork: Harper & Brothers; Port
land: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Shakespeare in Fact and in Criticism.
By Appleton Morgan, A. M., LL. B. President of
the New York Shakespeare Society; author of
Venus and Adonis, a Study in the Warwickshire
Dialect. Cloth, 366 pp. (New York; Benjamin
& Bell; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
The Second Son. By M. 0. W. Ollphant and
T. B. Aldrich. Cloth, 624 pp. |1.60. (Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Portland: Lorlng, Short
& Harmon.)
Leon Boch, A Romance by B. Perez Galdos,
author of Gloria, 8tc. From the Spanish by Clara
Bell. In two volumes. Vol. I. 315 pp. Vol. II.
287 pp. 60 cents a volume. (New York: Wm.

“

98 CENTS PER YARD.

are

The Autobiography and Reminiscences of
Mr. W. P. Frith, of the Royal Academy of
London, will be found pleasant and varied
reading. In his long and successfnl career
Mr. Frith has met many persons worth
knowing, and under conditions favorable to
He sees keenly and geodobservation.
naturedly, and his gossip is of an agreeable

“

BY

Bonds

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

“.12.00

W 31000.00 SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND. -A3

<& Harmon.)

ever

11

Lancaster

In

bodily infirmity and blindness, sound triumphantly in his verse. The technical merit
and poetic quality of his werk varied; perhaps modern theology and philosophy, how-

“

-ISSUED

$ 8.00

Overcoat for

“

HASKELL & JONES,

something of value
for sake of novelty and emphasis. (Boston;
Roberts Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short
Tiie Poems of the late David At wood Wasson are published according to his expressed
desire, and will be welcomed by a choice
group of readers. The superb courage and
mounting hopefulness of his spirit which
only gained swiftness and sight from his

or

“

dec31

AT

Twenty-Year

Commencing Monday, Jan. tS<>, and continuing uiilil March 1st, we
will sell Winter Weight Clothing of all kinds, both ready made
and to measure. Cor CASH only at ‘JO percent below our reguWe make this oi'fer to reduce stock and iilso to
lar prices.
give our customers the advuutugc oC very low prices.

AMi—WW._

SIX PER CENT

j^INrJNTOXJJNTCJIIIlVtEinvrT.

18.00
20.00

$4.50 EACH.
selling:

HASKELL & JONES.

15.00

AT

Been

VIINTANilAL.

mHCEI/LANOCM.

FRIDAY MORNING

Just now, Mr.

Arnold’s work seems decorative rather than
doctrinal. Iu the volume of verse collected
under the title of Lotus and Jewel, are
found a variety of subjects and metres’
treated fancifully and with extraordinary
knowledge of minute details of Indian life
and thought. The effect is sometimes brilliant; sometimes bizarre and confused, as If
the artist had studied the intricate, alternately mystic and trivial details of Hindoo lore
until his sense of proportion and of outline
was somewhat bewildered by the images and
fancies that throng into his verse like a troop
of Indian dancers with color of robes and
flash of jewels and tinkle of rings. In the
series of verses called A Casket of Gems,
Mr. Arnold displays rapid
imagination,
curious learning, and a flexible treatment of
metre, in which he allows phrases to run
from line to line and stanza to stanza with
the freedom of blank verse. Sometimes the
effect is admirable, occasionally the music
is too abruptly modulated. In an Indian
Temple is a rather'.dramatic colloquy between
and an
an Indian priest, a Nautch-girl
Englishman; but the reader will be apt to
find it a little too frankly decorative in its
Grlshma Is
use of Indian words and ideas.
a brilliant succession of sensuous pictures,
in an exacting metre which is sometimes
handled with great charm and sometimes
shows the strain of its rhythm and rhyme.
On the whole Mr. Arnold is scarcely at his
has done and can
best in this volume;

the part of its subjects; that Mr.
Howells has put a watchword of his faction
into tlie mouth of the amateur photographer
at the picnic included among the other callow delusions of April nopes, when that
artist exclaims: “Confound those fellows,
they moved 1” (New York :Harper & Brothers ; Portland: Coring, Short & Harmon.)

passion

COMMENT.

NONE TO BE SEEN.

Tt

and Alice is hinted at in the closing paracranh with the clever and iust touch of the

at hand for his

examples

niRCBLLANEOIlR.

■

April Hopes, the serial contributed to recent numbers of Harper’s Magazine by Mr.
W. D. Howells, issues in book form and
seems to gain in literary effect and significance under the hands of the book-binder.
Regarded as a whole, the novel is a careful
and clever social study; but no one installment seemed strong enough to carry the Interest of the reader to meet the next month’s
portion.

tributes to the current thought of his times
His simple and noble poem "lie who died at
Azan,” was immediately accepted by critics
»nd by the public. The Light of Asia, a
much more extended and ambitious work,
shared the same favor; although It may be
open to the comment that its doctrines ars
more or less consciously filtered through a
Christian mind before they are offered as

411.834 Is lost and
issued to him.

Deposit Hook. No.
a duplicate Book

that he desires

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treasurer.
Portland, Me., Jan. 31, 1888.
dlawM3w
jau33

(Trade Mark.)
be only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it is a sure cure for
paralysis* Rheuma*

tism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
A

Co..
Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HuTcniNsolr
Enosburgh Fills. Vt.,U. S. A. Price$!.ooa bottle,
Circular
mud
for
Tc.tl6 bottle, for $5.00. Send
menials.
far *aU by Druggist! *ni Dralsrs in MtJicitu

Send 16 cents for “100 emergencies and how to
tliein^'• amrftwodly

treat

IlTAlTiB-A MAN OF TEMPERATE AND
moral habits, seeking rmployineti, torepreTV
icnt an old established house m his own sectloii.
Salary, If suited. Sloe per month. References exuded. Suet. MANirAcruuuiti House, 30 Keade
dcc20dlawM4w
it., N. Y.

1

Lowest.

PRESS.

THE

PRESS.

THE

of N.

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots
Marquis,
G. Fessenden, llorse Katlroad Station;
Exchange St.; Armstrong, E.& M. C. It. K. DeJohn
Cox, 600
Poriland
St.;
pot ; Hodusou, iM,Mi
Congress St.; Costello, 7 Exchange St.; Lawson,
Peter604
St.;
Congress
47 Middle St. i Jewett,
corner Congress and
son, 2 Exchange SI.; Goold,
St.
10U
Congress
; HopChestnut Sts, Chisholm,
kins,Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Con-

Congress St.; Beardswortii,

fress8t.iKosa.X03

standard A 6 66-100 ;Mould A 7V4c;Confectioners
A at 7c cut loaf and crushed 8c; powdered 7V*c;
granulated at 7Vi :Cubes at 7s'»c. Molasses dull;
at
88c
Pork is firm and more active. Beef steady. Lard
higher and flrm-Western steam 7 77Va®7 80;
closed 7 86; city steam at 7 60; refined 7 80 for
Continent; 8 A 8 40. H utter is quiet and steady,
t heme firm and In fair request.
Freight* to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. Jau. 27.1888.—Flour dull aud neglected: choice to fancy winter patents at 4 00®

62%

48%
48%

63%

£ot«at

Portland Dally Prees Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Hahrktt, Bankers and
Brokers, 188 muddle street.
STOCKS.
Far Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.loo 168
148
Casco Nat. Bank. .100 146
118
First National Bank.100 116
61
Cumberland National Bauk.. 40 60
123
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 121
140
National Traders’Bank.100 138
96
100
Portland Company.
66
70
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
104
State of Maine 6s. due 1889 ...102
116
Portland City 6s,Municlp’l variouslOO
Portland City6s, K. R. aid 1907...123
126
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
106
Bath City 6s H. R. aid various.... 101
103
116
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid....118
126
Bangor City 6s, ong Mun.123
Belfast City 6s, RTr. aid...... 104
106
And. A Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 103
104
111
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896 109
111
Leeds & Fannlng’tn R. It. 6s.109
120
Maine Central 8. R. 1st mtg 7s. .118
134
Maine Central R. R. Censoi 7s....132
106
106
Maine Central B. R. Skg Fund 6s.
Portland WaterCo. 1st mtg6s....100%
"
106
2d mtg 6s.106
1
"
112
3d mtg 6s... .110

JAN. 28.

SATURDAY MORNING,

48%
48%

Closing.

@12

—

__

[By Telegraph.]
NEW VORK, Jail. 27 1888.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 2% to 3 per cent.;
last loan 3, closing offered at 2% per cent. Prime

WIT AND WISDOM.

“Do you intend to hear the new minister tomorpaper a' G.a.7. Sterlim hxcuauge dull a d steady.
row?” Inquired a member of the deaeon.
Government bonds dull but firm. Railroad bonds
••No, 1 don’t. I’m not going to hear any new
fairly active and strong. The stock market closed
preacher until I know what folks think about extremely dull but firm, generally at slight frachim.”
I tions better than opening prices.
,,
“But you ought to use your own Judgment.
oe transactions at the Stock Excfiange aggre“I never work on Sunday."
gated 196.964 shares.
*.iie touowing are to-dav * mutations of Government securities:
I have been troubled with catarrh of the head
United States bonds, 3s.
and throat for five years. Three years ago I comNew 4s, reg..126
126
New 4s, coup..
menced the use of Ely’s Cream Balm, and from
New4%s, reg...108
The sense of smell,
the first I was relieved.
New 4%s, coup.. 108
113%
which had been lost, was restored. 1 have tound
Central Pacific lsts........
catarrh
Denver <4' H. Gr. lsts..121
the Balm the only satisfactory remedy for
99%
Erie2ds....
L.
H.
cure
in
case.
a
my
and it has accomplished
.106
Kansas Pacific Consols.
Y.
N.
Nav.
lsts.109%
Oregon
Myer, Waverly,
of catarrh aud re.113%
Union .Pacific 1st.
Ely’s Cream Balm cured me
do Lend Grants
the head
cold
In
For
smell.
of
sense
stored my
do Sinking Funds.
It works like magic.—K. H. Sherwood, Banker,
The tollow.ng are to-day's closing quotations of
Elizabeth, N. J.
stocks:
Jail, 27.
Jan, 26
“Isaac,” said Mrs Partington toher nephew,
“when you enter the state o> alimony choose a
ClosOpeu- ClosOpenvoracious and well-informed young woman. Then,
lug
l„s
and
infernal
will
be
love
yotr
prosdear,
your
my
107% 107%
perity certain.”
New York Central..107% 108
V'3
93
93%
Lake Shore. 93%
28
28%
28%
Old and young, rich and poor, all unite in testiKrle eomiuon. 28%
»4
o4%
<’4%
64%
Canaua southern.
fying to the merits of Dr.Bull’s Cough Syrup.
109%
109%
108%
Northwestern.10944
The Cashier of the Germau Bank of Baltimore,
76%
76%
76%
St. Paul. 7S¥«
39%
39%
39%
August Weber, Esa., recommends Salvation Oil Omaha common.... 39%
67
66%
66%
Union Pacific. 67
for headache, sprains and neuralgia.
77%
774*
77%
Western Union. 77%
22%
22V*
22%
Oregon Cranscon... 22%
94
93%
9344
Tom
little
gtavl.9344
said
Oregon
mind
Bigbee
“Let's play
cure,”
Delaware, L.& W. 131% 131% 130% 130%
the other day.
1094s
108
Delaware « H.109% 110%
“What’s that?” Inquired his playmate, Jack
79
7844
80%
Jersey Central.... 78%
Plane.
66%
66%
make
be66%
66%
&
Phlla
Heading.
and
in
the
mouth,
you
“Oh. I butt you
46
46%
46
North. Pacific. pre( 46
lieve it doesn't hurt.”_
36% 86%
Pacific Mail. 3 644 36%
8444 86%
86%
Daoun racittc....; 86%
us
that
teaches
poor
Household
in
the
(Science
17
17%
17%
Kansas Texas. 17%
hi
til
hly#
hi
aud adulterated Flavoring Extracts, while costing
1.OU818VU10 A .N
37Va
3hV»
3714
and
E.37%
hills,
N.
doctor’s
&
the
increase
a trifle less,
22%
22%
Richmond Terminal 22% 22%
make nature's gift, a healthy stomach, a curse.
44%
454a 444s
Norfolk & West pfd 444*
are
Extracts
Burnett’s
pure.
^Stocks Dy Associated Press:
Central Pacific. 32
Omaha.1P7%
St.
Judge—This man seems sufficiently Intelligent. K.j Paul|&
Tenn, new. J''%
Please take your seat in the box.
6J%
Teun. 1st pref.
Hast
not
I
vas
Juryman—So hellup me, Shudge,

European Markets.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Jan. 26, 1888.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, Ac.:

....

riour.

lnfii

bmg

Wells. Fargo

A man’s wife should always he the same,
especially to her husband, but if she Is weak and
she cannot
nervous, and uses Carter’s Iron Pills,
be, for they make her “feel like a different person,” so they all say, and their husbands say so,

...

Now York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

Quicksilver.
do preferred.

..

Brunswick.•••

First candid miss of 10—What do you think of
Jimmy liebcrts? I think he’s just splended!
Second candid miss—I don’t—ho tried to kiss
me last night!
“And didn’t he do it?”
“No, he let me get away from him!”

pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c

am sorry to see you here,
Kastus. Only a week ago you
ligion. and now you are up for chicken

Magistrate—I

cure;

saint.

Castorla,
When she
Child, she cried for Castorla,
When she became Mias, she clang to Castorla,
we

1 1 v 14

gave her

8

When she had Children, she gave them Castorla

himself)—

Didn’t know her father was well enough
ail Island. Guess I'd better pluuge!

oft to

own

,

Ib -.coun-

l 60
11
Jement.
lb
1|
matettes.
11
Russia.
50
gross
Manilla
12V4@13V4 I Star,
Manilla Bolt Rope 14 I lirigo. 39@ 41
Mrtala.
Sisal.HVa@12V4i

Amer’nt*

ANOTHE GUMS

HEALTHY

I

tart....

NO GRIT.NO ACIO j,!/
ANYTHING INJURIOUS.

Bleb powders
Borax.

SfjfcCONTAINS
^SBNOR

JlE!:

direct ions
PIP THE BRUSH IN
WATCR. SPRINKLE ON A FCW
UNOPS </RUBIFOAM'AND APPLY IN THE USUAL MANNER.

PRICE 251

A

BOTTLE

^UT UP BY.

e.w.hoyt
#

rooppittops

I

88385c ;|

killed turkeys,
young fresh
choice nominal 15c: do fair to good 1 "(a. 14c: Wes
at 13o
tern young fresh killed turkeys, choice,
choice at
13Vic; Northern fresh killed chickens,
16c; fair to good 12{gjl4c.

&.

?w3ninHSL
Railroad Receipts.
Tiiim AM>. .Ian. 2H.1H87.
Hwiveii 'I Maine Centra! Kaiiruad—K«r Pori•(. carp lomeellaLeeuPlBiercnandtse; tor eocroads BO cars .miscellaneous morcliar-

necttiig
1lse.

__

Crain Quotations.
OK TltADE.
CH It’AOO BOAltU

Tliursdav’s quotations.
WHKAT.

.Jan.
76%
76%

Opening.

Highert,....
Lowest.
Closing.

,76%
75%
CORN•lam
Moll.

Opening....
Highest....

l-ow l.
n

slog.

Keb.
76%
76%
76%
76%

May
81%
81%
81%
81%

Keb.
47%

May.
62%
68%
62%
62%

4»

48

*

48

_

Friday's quotations.
WHKAT.

H fls «$t
«4 «8 a

W»"K.

SS~L~

™Hr"
Jau.

Opeuiug.

Highest.

48%
48%

Feb.
148%

48%

May.

68%
63%

20 Saleratus.
6@ 6V4
Npicen.
Ounpuwder—Mb at.
Blasting.3 50® 4 00 Cassia, pure.. 15@ 17
35
Sporting.6 25®U 50 Cloves. 33®
6
lilnger. 13® 16
Drop shot—
Mace. 76® VO
1
Buck.

76®
22®

80
28

Laundry.3Vi@

6

Nutmegs.

Hay.

Pressed.*12®S

Straw... j... *. 8®*

14
10

Pepper.

Mlarcb.
Tran.

I roll.

Commou..... 2Vk(§2Vi Souchong. 18®
20®
Nolined.2V4®2% Oolong.
do choice.. 35(a
.4 «4V4
Roivvay..
.12
® 16 Japan. 25®
Cast steel
do choice.. 35®
German steel 6 @7
Tobacco.
3
Shoe steel....
brands.. 50®
Best
Sheet Iron—
Common.... 3%(a4V4 Medium. 30®
Common. 26®
H.C. 4® 4%
liussla.13V4@14 Half
Natural leaf.. 60®
7fa,8Vfe
(ialv.

Flour market—
NRW YOltK Jail. 27.
bbls auu
receipts 12,468 packages; exports 3945
809 sacks; Arm; sales 24,oobbls.
Flour quotations-Flue at 2 05 *2 05; supermie
1888.

Western ami Male 2 4o« 3 <ki common to good
extra Western and Stale at 2 90*3 40; good to
choice oo al 3 60*4 90; common to choice II tote
wheat I West cm extra at 4 20 *4 60; fancy do at
a' 4 (!6<t4 90; common to good extra Ohio at 2 90
a4 90; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 90*
4 90; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4|l0a 4|(>5; choleeitofancy do at 4 70*600. Including 2,409 bbls city mill extra at 4 31*4 76;
1500 bills tine do 2 06*2 CG; 2600 bbls superfine
2 45a3 00; 13000 libls extra No 2 at 2 9008 40;
7600 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 90*4 90;
8,700 bbls Minnesota extra ut 2 90 »6 oo. Southern Hour steady and moderately active; common
to fair extra 3 2504 90; good to choice at 4 oo@
6 00. ltye flour steady,
Wheni receipts 5&0
bush; exports —bean;' sales 1280bual); liiglier
hut rattier quiet; No 2 Mil quoted at 88Via80e
store; No 2 lted at 89Vi'a90V»c store and elev.
90%c*,9lV4c delivered, 90%cfob; No 1 lied
llarley Is
nominal 93V«c. ltye quiet and steady,
111 light demand.
Inn receipts 30,400 bush
exnoris 38 bush; sales 74,000 oush; higher and
Hi m; No a at G9'a69Vic; steamer at 59Vs « 59%
elev, BOV4(a;00%c delivered; No 2 al 60*4*60%
elev, 61 Vi «62M;c delivered. Oho receipls 10,OOO Dusli, exports 40 bush; sales '41 000 bush;
higher, closing Arm; No 3 at 39e ;Wlilte do 39% *
40c; No 2 al 39 V» "40; White dii42«42Vic; No 1
nominal;Wliile do 43c;Mixed Western at 3n«41
White do at 40a4t>c. t offee—fair Bio weak and
nominate. The irngnr market Is dull and ent re
Iv nominal: refined quiet, um hauged; C 6 9-16®
Extra C
U-l«c;KxtiaCat 6%<*,&%c:White
ofl A 6 3-16<fs6Vi ;
Yellow
at

15
60
3o
.33
33
70
30
00
50

Naleralua.

:16

8 oz.
10 oz.

By Telegraph.]

6%*oVjC;

40®

...

domestic Markets*.

6@6Vic;

80®32
,20

Tin—
Straits.

7®7ya
Vanilla, bean.* 10® *16' Red Lead
Am. Zlnz.6 00@7 00
Rochelle Yellow... 2Vs
Dim p.
Bice.
33
No!.
30 Rice, ^ lb— 6V4@7
No 3.
20! Rangoon. 5y®6%
No 10.

rw&wdTT&s&wtopofcCthp

niy*»

14
25
17
20

Paint*.
Hulpur.2'/4®3V4l
Sugar lead... 20® 22 Pure gro no kI650@7 00
White wax... 55® 60 Pure drv lead6 00@6 25
3ia 3Vfc
8 Eng Ven lied.
Vltrol. blue..
6@

f®HoK»,reeMpt8at16,000;

CO.

or

HOYTS GERMAN COLOGNE.

St.

Olive.1 25®1
peppt.2 76®3
\Vmiergreen..2 20®2
Potass hr'mde 40®
Chlorate. 20®
I odide.3 10®3
Ouicksilver...
65®70| Sperm.100®1
Ouinine.
Ktrhueharb.. 75®160i Whale. 50®
Rt snake. 35® to I Bank. 30®
Saltpetre. 10® 16' Shore. 28 a
®
Senna. 25® 301 Porgle.
4® 4 Vi I Lard. 60®
Canary seen..
Cardamons. ..1 00®1 75| Castor.1 25 a1
Soda, bi-carl). 3% ® 6% I Neatsfoot. 90® 1
31 Elaine. 62@
Sal.2 Vb®

Bjj'

1

Bolts.
Y M sheath
Y M Bolts..
Bottoms....
Ingot.

28

75l Wll. Pitch....300@3 26
00| Rosin.3 O0@4 00
SOI Turpt’ue, gall 47 o 64
481 Oakum. 8V4@9H
Oil.
221
@8V4
251 Linseed. 58® 63
72 Boiled. 01® 60

marKet-reCHICAGO. Jan. 27. 1888-Coltle
exports
ceipis 8,000; shipments 4000; strong;
stiwser*
90:
6 10a6 f>0; steers at a °0&4
mixed 1 06
and
nulls
2
lna8
at
60;
cows,
feeders
active
shipments 7000;
at 6 a*
and higher; mixed at 6 20&6 85; heavy
oo.
8
00
00®6
skips
6
6 ho; nghl
06*5
Sheep— receipts 6000; shipment* good, steady,
natives 3 00*6 25;Wesiern at 4 60*5 lu,Texans
at 3 oc®4 oei. Lambs at 5 oo-go 26.

}
1

26

—

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]

If

14x48 com
14x48 planished.

42
10®
Brimstone— 2Va'English. 37® 40
40
Char. I. C..6 76@6 26
Dochineal
Char. I. X..8 00®8 6"
Copperas.1%
Terue.6 25 It 770
Cream tartar. 3C
Joke.525(d. 560
Ex. logwood.
(C. marablc...
Antimony. 14® 15
Zinc.7 00@8 00
Aloes cape....
22
Solder V4xVfe.
Camphor....
II olll.MCM.
Myrrh. 50® 55'
tipitim.4 60®4 761 Porto Rico... 28® 40
Shellac. 25® 3o| Barhadoes.... 28 a 30
Indigo. 85® 1 OOI Jicnfuegos.... 24® 26
Iodine.4 26® 4 3K| Boiling.
@24
.2 00 fancy. Ponce.. 38@40
ipecac.
NaiU.
Licorice, it... 15® 20|
Lai ex. 34® 401 Jask..........2 15.0.2 25
Naval Mfores.
Morpliiue.3 10®3 361
Oil bergamot.2 75.a3 001 Tar t> bbl....3 26@3 50
Tar....3 25—3 60
Coal
Cod liver.1 60®2 00]
Lemon.2 25®2 501 Pitch (C Tar) 3 25®3 50

*1312. Bull’s Eyes, *16: Nova Beotia 2s,*10/*;
Is, *15Wm$16,extras *173*18.
J’rlme Georges Codflsli selling at S6 *> qtl for
large and*3% for small; trawl Bank *4 for large
at
and *3% for small; hand line Western Bank
large Dry Bank at
*4<ks and *3% Shores *4'/*
Scotia
.Nova
picklemedium
Largo
*3%.
*4SA ; 1 24
.*l|i**xrl ft
Cusk quoted 814 p qtl; pollock *2; slack salted
do *3; haddock $2Mi, and hake
Boneless and prepared fish at 3V*® ec p lb for
lb lor
c
hake, haddock and cusk, and fiCmW* Phalibut
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked
Uo
Colic p lb; smoked salmon 15c;
haildockjBe.
Medium herring at 16e t> boxjtucks 12c; lengtlismoked
wise 16c; No Is at 12c; Bloaters at 76c;
mackerel 11 c P lb. Canned do fresh at $1 Vs per
fresh
halibut
*U4;
doz; canned trout *1 ‘/a ; fresh
salmon at 1.76 ; clams 1 76 ; lobsters 1 75.m in
ed
1
;m
spl i t
5
labrador Herring * f>fm* Vipbb
*344; pickS41/*; Newfoundland do *6; Eastuort
3
at
heads
V*;
*4
jhahhut
led codfish *6; haddock
and sounds8 60;
longues *6 sounds *12; tongues
at
salmon
California
alewlves 8 25; trout *14Vi:
Clam halt $7 to *7Vi
*14V4; Halifax do *19.
do at
medicine oil at 60c P gal; crude
at
40c; hlackflsh oil 66c; cod do 27c; porglc
bucket.
26c
Livers at
p
Fish scrap *0 P ton; liver do *4.
hall
Fish skins *203*40; fish waste *53*10,
blit guano at *6._

I

3'

Beeswax.

jopper—

J2@14l

__

Ammonia—
carb. 1
Ashes, pot.. 6%
P.ais coaDia.. Ou

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, Jan. 26.
Mackerel in light slock. We quote bloaters at
*25, is, at *1814, 2s at*16V4, and 3s at fl3>A®

|I

!

Ibyes.

Strugs and

Acid Oxalic

9*Beflned
V

South pine,30 00@40 00

'•

..

KEEPS THE TEETH WHITETHE BREATH SWEET

l!

Shingles—
»26| X cedar_S 6u®3 75
Old
*20® *231 Clear cedar.? 00@3 26
Short do 8 ft (10®*12| X No 1....
00@2 60
7 ft
*81 No 1 ceda». 1 25®1 76
staves
Spruce. ...125(1160
Pop’r
*12@*14|
12l Latns—
Iprucerough
l Spruce.-..i 2 00@2 15
Dak mid
1. lute—Cement.
staves
*12 60@*14|
.line t» cask..
1 Ob
Cordage.

'^Poultry—Northern

times down

iS)3()

New 14 ft

ltosc 85@90c V* bush ;do He^potatoes—Houlton
Aroostook Itoso at 8639 JC; do

Miss Felps—We have awfully Jolly
at Governor’s Island In the winter.
tschwelnfurth (of Boston to
Mr.

98

Boons—

Hay^Choice

brous

ri<»

60
30

60
30
40
60
40
30

70

■AILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
KBOM

rOB

.Jau 26

Marsala.New York..Hamburg.
20
Oily Washington .New York..Havana.Jan
Marcos.New York. Havana .....Jan 28
28
New
Utty of Berlin
York..Liverpool ...Jau
Slavonia.New York.. Stettin.Jau 28
San

...

N.

w

Jau 28

Yyrk..Bremen....

28
Edam..New York..Amsterdam. Jau 28
New York. Havre.Jau
La Bourgogne..
Jan 28
Colon.New York. Panama ...Jun
28
Australia.N'cw York. Hamburg
Jan dl
Oily of Para.New York..Panama. ...Keb 2
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool
0
Oeplialonla.Boston .....Llverpoo'....Keb 2
Santiago.New York. .Clenfuegos.. Keb 2
Manhattan.New York..Havana.Keb
Keb 2
Bohemia.Me" York. .Hamburg
Kelt 2
Atlios.....New York Kingston.
....

...

...
■■

MINIATURE

ALMANAC....JANUARY

rnir21
Monli'ri^;..:::: gs

•HOI,

ant,

loo R

bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
From the first dose, I found relief.
Two bottles cured me, and my health
has since been perfect.”

Pectoral,
Ayer’s Cherry
PREPARED

■

Indigestion
is the first form of Dyspepsia. It may be the
fault of the food, but the
chances ake it is the
stomach’s fault.
Whatever the cause,
it can be cured—and
cured permanently—by

28.

For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
3 boxes for 65 cts.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. 11. Sclienck & Son, Philad'a.

sepl2

_«Qd&w6mnrnM‘e2wM
V/hl I can be cured of your

SiH J^HEUMA TISMj NEWfALlJlfl
or fjEK/oua fjwoflCHE by usiruy

■for v/ears
it has been
thorough k

tested

CF PORTLAND

is today the
onIvf siac-

Press Office, Portland,

Ladles and gentleCENT* WANTED
men to represent the C. K. Jewett Pub. Co..
(Estes & Laurtat) of Boston, in all towns in Maine
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
«
Apply to JOHN BBOWN, General Manager,
Telman Place, from 8.30 to 9.00 a. m., and torn
12.30 to 2, and 0.30 to 8 p in.93-4
—

A

1

laiMCKi.i.ANEOin.
ARE D ANGRROP*- In
suow

ply
should Insurance be wanted, telely ircrcased ;
phone ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange street,
during office hours, or Krauklin J. Robins, or E.
27-1
L. O. Adams, at any time before or alter.

VAX.IJABI.E FHAtlE* carefully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
to Koche & Eaton, lid Exsuccessors
& SONS,
93-4
change street, Portland, Me._

for thebeautlfil
THt

picture

ATHLOpioRQ^CoV/l WALL

ST NttvYorlf.
eodSwlvnrmceod

ap9

This Plaster

roK A 1,1.

JE^-For Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

Pain In the Side and Back
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.
PAIN.

Sold by druggists for 26
cents, or five for $1.

Dl ftCTFD
I K
I■•raw ■I mia

1
S
" ■

[ Sjajie(i on receipt of price
Trade mark, Patented by **'•• t:flk Co., General Agents, Boston
eod6m-nnn
nuvl

OI.lt

Temperance people to know that
the NEW YORK VOICE, the great temper
on sale at
ance and probibit'on newspaper, Is
3
Marquis’s and at Jewett’s news stands. Price
90cents.
TXT A NT ED-

I.ET—House and stable connected 88
St.; will be to let Feb. 1st. GEO.

Brackett
TO
MILL1KEN.

I.ET—About Feb. 1st, house, No. 03 Gray
Street, furnished or unfurnished; can be
seen from 11 a. m., to 1 p. m.. each day, Saturdays
excepted. Enquire of BENJ. SHAW, No,.48‘/j
42
Exchange Street, or toC. W. EOKD, at No.
Exchange Street.
_90-2
BENT—A house on the corner of Franklin
and Congress Sts., opposite the park, containing 13 rooms, suitable for a boarding house.
Also a flue location on Free St., fora boarding
17-tf
houie Apply at 320 CONOBESS ST.

TO

low prices, best of stock,
WANTED-Your
such
also

as new bosoms, cuffs.
anteed j
repairing,
H. H.
&c.
Fitting large men a specialty.
HATCH, No. IS Temple Street.27-1

atgood pay, rations, clothiug aud medical for
Desirable men especially needed
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white aud colored.
Apply at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 42% EXlan7SAl.hu
CHANGE STREET. Portland, Me.
years;

to

.Library; FRANK

ular books added
published.
616 Congress St.
soon

as

B.

26-1

CLARK,

HTRINERH CHANTER.
HA I.E—$1300 buys one of best restaurants in theot city Boston, near big markets,
seats 48, doing a splendid business, clearing from
$40 to $50 per week, good lease, low rent, established years, fine class of patronage; sickness sole
cause of selling; must be sold at once; well fitted
throughout; steam tables and all modern convenW. F. CAKRUTHERS, 24
a bonanza.

FOIt

iences,
Tremout row,

Boston._27-1

EE— $4000

RACK—$4,000- Vs interest in a first
class manufacturing business with store conon
Washington St., Boston, for the sale of
nected,
Picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Goods,
established 8 years, splendid showy store,is will
one
stand the most thorough investigation and
referof the best openings on my books, best of
ence given and required, eulovs a 1st class patreasons for
ronage aud will show up well, good
a
selling, a partner retires from the business, at
a bargain
no
bonus,
with,
met
seldom
chance
Fremont
24
the price. \V. F. CAKRUTHERS,
*3'1
Row, Boston.
NOB

I

eod&wnnn

^STARTLING FACTS^
Are contained In the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
vet anyone who wants absolutely
rare Spices can get them by

calling for
SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,

lie testis the World.
the best selected cultjvated spices, powdered, perfectly
pure, all dust, leaves and other
impurities being removed. More
than double the strength of the
common pure spices.

They are

MAI.E—Biddeford GraniteQuarries,late-

FOK
ly operated by Janies Andrews & Son. with
derricks, steam drills and other tools

YOUR GROCER SELLS

k

§
■

1'
E:

J

THEILJB

Me._+

RALE-“HairDressing Establishment
III
tlie finest in the city, with “bath rooms;
health of owner the cause for selling. Terms rea3P8 CouE.
HASKELL,
to
C.
soi able.
Apply

FOR

St.___86-1
MALE—Horse blanke s, cheap, to close
have
good trades
out winter stock;
FOR
six pairs of those
five
the lot

grcss

some

we

h

>me-

—

VITIATED BLOOD

LIEBIG

Scrofulous, Inherited and Contagious Humors Cured by

liavtug been given to the
Hoard of Health, that fishermen and lobster
dealers are in the habit of throw lug Into the docks
fish offal and lobster waste ; the attention of such
the
persons Is called to the following extract from
Ordinance on Health.
Sec. «—"Nor shall any person or persons throw
or cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter in any dock or place between the channel
and the shore, nor shall land any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal In the waters of
the liai bor or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision Is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Uealib.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 11, 1888.Jan 12d lm

INFORMATION

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with
pump, inspirator and all fittings at a barAddress, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUN-

gain.

OF

CITY

POKTUND.

DRY, Biddeford.

Me._
FOUND.

MINT AND

the foot of Pearl St., and the
Sts., a
corner of Congress and Exchange
facing*.
Scotch goods shoulder cape, with
DOMESTIC
the
It
at
leave
Will the Under please
Sewing Machine Rooms.

sjlk
_28-1

Street blocked with customers for Way’s Compound Syrup of Lungwort
to relieve coughs and colds. Price 25 cents per
24-1
bottle.

ORDERED,

Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Doering to Cumberland.
New Stale from Cumberland to Portland.
MeUen from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danforth from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.

crutches I

used before

Newell’s Mixture for rheumatism.
LOMT—The
bottle at C. WAY & CO’S.
50 cents
per

FOUND—A

EXTRACT

no other being substituted for it.
N. B.—Genuine only with fac-simile of
Baron Liebig’s signature in BLUE INK
""
across label.
Sold by Storekeepers. Grocers aud Druggists.

dlawlyS

Iuii21>

UBATETDIi—CEBFORTINC.

SCROFULOUS ULCERS.

EPPS’S COCOA.

iikkakfant.
“By a thorough knowledge ofof the natural law
digestion aud nuthe
which govern
operation
trition, and by a careful application of the line
Mr. Epps lias
Cocoa,
ol
well-selected
properties
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
save
us
which
may
flavored beverage
many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the Judicious useofsuen
articles of dietthat a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape man. a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
nourished frame.”
pure blood and a properly
Civil Service Oazette.
water
or milk.
Sold
with
boiling
Made simply
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAlflKSEPPS * C*.. HOMOEOPATHIC
Tas&wly CHEMISTS. I.oadou, Knulund.

SCROFULOUS?'INHERITED, DR. E. B.

REED, Clairvoyant

Physician.

and Dotanic

Medical Booms 93 Frarklln 8t., Portland, Me.
BEED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to: all eases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic aud homeopathic physicians, I will take their esse to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-fifths of the cases
Examinations at a
given up to die can be cured.
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp ami $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at theofflee, ft OO.

DB

Office hours 9
■

i

»

Klv

§

m

y
|
I I

a. lu.

to 9 p.

m._sepi4tf

without Hie

■gkrurn!
rfl or ligature,
■

■■

or

use

of knife

detention from

All diseases of tile
business.
.. successfully ireated
i»r. c. r.
m.k, t»

5 ;:f
1 ilny
1 bk wEleiiaitulNl.,Aub„rn,.VI)

Pori laud.Boom
guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel,
in to 4 p. m
Befer18,every Saturdayfrom 9 a. free. Send
fur pauipb
Consultation
euces given.
Hundreds
cured.
lot. 10 yearslcxperlouce.
eodtf
Cure

sepa

Japan

aad Ckiaa.

2 p.

in.

Freight, Passage, or general Information
or address the General Eastern Agents.
apply
it. A. ADAMS A CO..
For

to

Street, Car. Mr on.I Ml., Ho.t.a.
dtf

Our Liquid Food is free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids (BATBICTi
A 1C K NOT), and shows the blood corpuscles. It
is adapted to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make,for an adult, by the use of one tabid
spoonful four times daily, eight per cent, new

weekly.
Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened iu Boston in Septemoer, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

Mood

1, 1885,
1, 1886,

WINTER ARRAN6B.HKNTM.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’cloct; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains tor

alternately

for Pravideace,
P*Throug^°tic'kets
Wsrcnwr, New York, Ate.

l.awrll,

1, 1887,
1,

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

From BOSTON wry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
Frtm PHILADELPHIA

953,

tien

Tuesday

and

Friday.

Lone Wharf, Boston, 8
p. m. From Fine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-ball the rate ol
._sailing vessel.
West by the Penn. B. B., and
the
tor
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of commission.
Roald Trip SIX.
Plavage 810.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
if. H. HAJlPHON, l|(M,
TO a.aia Wharf. H..I.S.
Sldtf

Portland and Boothbav Steamboat Co.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE—CAPT. ALFRED RACE.
Alter Jan. 1, 18S8, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Ticadiy at H.'tO
a. at., for Bootlibay. South Bristol, East Booth-

bay and Pemaquid.
Every Friday ai S .tOa. in., will leave for
Bootlibay, Soutb Bristol and East Bnnthbay.
»» edae.Returning wld leave Pemauuld every
diy at 7.00 a. in. (or Portland ami Intermedi-

Landings.
Every awiurday it H.OO a. at., will leave I
Boothbay lor Portland and Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.0" p. in.,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland Freight
_

East

BALE

Freight and Passenger Line,

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

by

The benettt of our Free Surgical Hospital foi Women is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladies suffering for the want of au operation (known as capital case) from all sections.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Uauseway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin diseases.!hey recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
imw

BEDS,

we have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical

The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are In dally attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients, ana assign beds.

EVERY BED FREE.

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Great Medical Work for Young and
Middle*Aged Men.

STEAMSHIP CO.
“lITt
Hr»”
OF *1 M ON”erery THIIMD * V, »l 3
P.lt .IrraiUOlIH PIK«,
('•■grru ntrerl, Ho*loa.

Mtenw>.hi|»‘G«TE

RICHARDSON «t BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
O. O. PKARSON,
St
K. R„ 201 Washlngto
Agent, S. F. & W. R’v .11 Washington St.,
OK

Ocean Steamship Co.
A 1>K W

VIA

take the agency of
our safes; sizes 28x18x18 inches; weight
500 lbs; retail price *35; other sizes in propor
tlon. A rare chance to create a permanent business at home. These safes meet a demand never before supplied by other safe companies, as wAlpine Safe
are not governed by the Safe Pool.
Co., Cincinnati,

More Than One Million

C'oplee Sold.
upon Nervous and Physical Debility. PremaDecline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, agd the untold m'senes ummnieut thereon.
Contains SUO pages, substantial embossed binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only gl bv
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper. Illustrative sample free if you send now.
PUBLISH BP by the PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE, No. I Bulflnrh St.Boston,Mnan.
WM. II. PARKER, M. D., C onsulting Phyolrinii, to whom all order* should ho addressed

O._nov23W&S3me
man

who

WANTED—A
gineer ami fireman as
to take
n..t

is

a

competent

SA1PSOJI, I. E. Agent,
301 Washington Street.

WANTED

young

ED -An

WANbookkeeper.

man

18

WANTED
quarrymen
Lake

STOUT,

_20-1

Cumberland, ss.

supkemk

Judicial Court.

George P.Gonld to. Guthrie Wrench Has
ufarturiag Co., in Equity.
In Equity by the clerk ol said corporation
to terminate its legal existence, brought by
direction ot the stockholders by a vote passed at a
meetlug of said stockholders holden at said Portland, on the fourth day ot January, 1888, alleging
no asseis, small liabilities and that it has ceased
transacting business, it Is therefore prayed that
said corporation be terminated and dissolved willi
out the appointment of trustees or receivers.
Said bill was Hied in said Court on the tlfth day of
January, 18SS, and it was thereupon ordered:—

BILL

STATE OT MAINE
Supreme JudicialCourt
he.
In Equity, January 6, A. I>„ 1888.
That subpcetia Issue to the respondent, the Guthrie Wrench Manufacturing
Company, to appear before the Court at.chanibers.
In Portland. In said county, ou the first Tuesday
and
of March. A. D., 1888, at ten o'clock a. m;
publishing an abstract of
that notice be given
the bill and a copy of this order or court thereon,
Press
attested by the clerk. In Hie Portland
and Daily Eastern Argus, newspapers, printed In
successive
said Portland, once a week for three
weeks, the last publication to be fourteen days at
least prior to the return day, that said corpora,
ttou and all persons interested may then and there
not
appear and show cause why a decree should

Cumberland,

ORDERED.

by

Dally

prayed for
THOMAS U. HASKELL,
Sitting Justice.
Abstract of Bill, and copy of Order of Court thereB. C. STONE,Clerk.
on.
Attest:
issue

1

as

11 I

m

'A

R. STANLEY & SON.
IMPORTERS.

410

Fore

Street.

Megantlc Railway,

STARRS, ASKWITH & CO., contractors,
Greenville Junction, Moosehead Lake, Me.;
25-1
steady employment for months, ensured.
MEAN W ANTED—Small line ot

sam-

SACK
ples from manufacturing corporation offered
average ol
One traveler earned
live
an

man.

*350 per month for six years past.
1371, New York.
dm <1EN

WANTED

—

1.

O.

BOX
2o-2

Immediately;

WOO
choppers, sled tenders and swampers. BER36-1
Berlin Falls, N. H.

LIN MILLS CO,

by a skillful penman;
bookkeeping or place where good penman
ship Is required; can furnish references. Ad24-1
dress J. W., Press Office.

WANTED—Position

WANTED-A young

man

of

clerk
SITUATION
temperate habits desires situation
ill
store; have had 3 years experience;
a

a grocery
best uf references furnished.
full particulars, G. A. F.,

as

Address at once,
Yarmouth, Me.
23-1

\\TANTEo—A gentleman ot good address,
who can give good references and who has
TT
energy and perseverance; a good salary if suitable ; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 ta"9.80 a. ill.
and from 12.3u to 2.3u and 6.30 to 8 p. m„ to MR.
24-8
JOHN BROWN, 6 Tolman Place.

Neodod by every young man,
ed in a abort space of time at

can

bo

acquir-

Shaw’s Business College.
PORTLAND,
ME.

None

but

°

1

and experienced teach*
Rooms open for business day
days each week. For full par-

thorough

employed.
and evening six
era

tic ulara send for

catalogue.
F. L.

SHAW. Principal.

Jam)_«gg*

piQTl
IL
In A
^ 0
W

the

uae

ot

the

detention from buanesa, also all other dla
Cure guaranteed.
e»*. «* of the Rectum.
11KAD (M. P. Harvard 1*42) and ROBERT
Evans House, Fo.
P.
Harvard
1*76),
REAP \M.
175 Treinont Ktrert, Itoatou. References giwn.
Office
Bend for pamphlet.
Consultatton free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. ^Sunday* and holiday#
knife

or

lioiptltl )

wand

—

(“SteaiM'-r Maryland Route") for Fbiladalpbia.

Bnliinere, Washington, and the Heath, and
with Boston 4k Albany K- R. for the Weak.
■Close connection made at W aatbraeh J awes
tlaa with through trains ol Maine antral R.R. and

St Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
may be had of 8. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland s Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s
oct22dtfJ W PETERS Soot.

HAl.Vt I'OTKAL RAILROAD
On aad after

VtOMUkY, Oel

24,

I1»».

PtMuei Train* will leave
n Cortland at fallawsi
%al ara aad
I.ewUtaa, 8.80 a. m.,
Pur
via HraaaI.ewUtaa
in.;
12.60 4.Ml p
wiek, 7 5 a.m.. 12.65 til. 16 p.m. Kor Balk,
7.06 a. in., 2.66 and 4.66 p. m., and on SaturKaeklaad and
d; ys ouly at 11.16 p. m.
Haas and l.incelu H. K., 7.06 a. m. and
12.66 p. m., Kraatwlck, Gardiner II» Hawell, aad 4u|utu, 7.05 a. in., 12.65, 4.66
and tll.16 D. m. I'araaiaglea via I. aw lala a, 12.60 p. m.i via Bruaawiek. 7.06
.Tlaaataaik, Wiam. and 12.55 p. m.
a
Ihrap. Headdeid, Oaklaad aad Marik
A

12.60 p. in., Walerville aad akaw-

area.

hrgaa. via I.ewUtaa 12.60, via Aagaala,
7.()6 a. m., 12.'6 and tll.16 p. m., and W nterBelfast
in.
ville Saturdays only 4.55 p
12.50 aid til. 15
Dexter.
aa
p. in.
via
in.;
12.60
l.ewiotan.
p.
Haagat via
Aaguota, 7.06 a. m„ 12.66 and til.15 p. m.
m
H
a.
R7.06
6
PUsIrvviBang r
aad
Bar
Kllvwat tb
ami
ill.16 p. in.
Ml.
m.
p.
llarbsr,
til.15 and 12.65
Canary,
Mttphr t (I'ntit), Araastaak
aad
the
Praviaees,
Halifax,
Ja’
Mi.

minute* lat-r where through tickets and
-hecks may be obtained lor principal
points Vast and West. :The night -xpress with
g oar attached.rnns every night Sundays
elec
Included, through to Bangor but not to Show begun on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows; Thebm.ii,
lag train from Watervtlle, Augusta and Bath
a.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; day train*
from Bangor at 12.40. 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervtlle,
Bath, Augusta and Ro kiaud ai 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Nlghl Pullman at 1. 60
a. m.

(L

...

nurd Tickets, dr* I aad aecaad elase. law
.ill paiauia the Previnct aa sale at re-

duced

rates.

_

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manages*
r. E. BC'iTHHY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Ajir
octOdtt
Portlam.. Oct.20.1887.

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OP CAYADA
WINTER ARHANUEHIENTI.
On

and

after

MONDAY, Ro.W, IW?,
run us fellewe ■

trains will

i

i

>

r

<

a

*

5
R

S
5

I

?

It 1* acknowledged to be the best, safest end
most potent an t effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.
Mold Toy all Drusslst*.
PltlCE 3Rc* SCO. and Ml .00.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE 4 00.,

Proprietors,

Tape Worms
Specialty.
hour and thirty minutes

erTane Worms a
removed In from on*.
to three hours.

or

m.

а.

Far liorhaa, Menlrenl and
m and I 30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.80 p. m
For Hurltdeld and Cnaten,

1.80 p.

thirnge, 8.4*
8.45 A

m.

and

m.

AMKIVAL8.
From l,ewl«tew and Aobnra, 8.4* 4. A
45
and 6.45 p. in.
12.15, 3.16, 5
Front Gorham, ,3.45a.m., 12.16 and 6.4* p. to.
From ('hicwge and Montreal, 12.16 and
б. 46 p. in.
From Quebec, 12.16 p. m.
d Pullman Palace Sleeping care on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

Montreal.

and
and

rgfJgkmT oFFICBt

35 Euhang* St, and Ogoot Foot t< India Stmt
Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction .uni Danville Junction as follows; To Chlca$21.00 and *19.00; Detroit. *16.76 and
16 00; Kansas City, *32.60 and *28.86: 8L
’aul *32.60 and *28.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
*26.00and *21.26; 8t. Louis via. Chicago. *28.6#
and *24.90; California, *82.60 and *63.75.

{o.

JOHBPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. KDGAK, G. P. A..
J. STBPHKNSON. Supt.

Not. 28.1887.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
la

rllnl Mandat,

IBM.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Par Baaiaa 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 11.40 3.81 p. m.
Hatlan (ar Parllaad 7.30. 8.36, a. m. 1.00.
4.00 p. 111. (6.00 p. m. arriving Na. Berwick at
8.00 p.m., connecting wttli 6.35 p. m. train lor
Part la ad.) Mrarara Brark. Piar Paial,
Mara, Hn.drfard 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 a. m.. 8.30.
Old Orchard, 7.30. 8.40,
•5.30,8.16 p. m.
10.25a. m.. 12.40,3.30. •5.30. 8.16 p. m. Bank
Bare. 7.30.8.40 a.m.,
Palls.
Berwick.43real
fc'actar, Haeerkill,
12.40,3.30. *6.30 p. m.
3.40 a. m., 12.40,
l.awell,
7.80,
■.awreace,
Bachrslcr Pnctnlaglan, Alla*
3.30 p. m.
Vliiucbesirr
ni.
3.3o
a.
8.40
12.40,
m..
p.
Kav,
and 4'aacartl (via Lawreu. ) 8.40a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 |). m.
•Via Eastern Dly. to Scar boro Crossing.

BENDAV TRAIN*
(01 Hasian 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Sear:
boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Ba>iaa att2.oo a.m., daily,t«.in a m., 11.00,
Haslan far Partlaad 7.30, 6.00 a.
tB.OO |>. in.
in., 12.30 p. m. (-7.oOp.in. daily). Cape MDa
brifc. 6.00 a. in. (5.30 p. m. West. L'V. Pass.)
Mara 6.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddefard 3.00. 8.00
a.iu„ 1.00,8.00 p. m. Parismauib, Bewbwryparl, Mulrnt, l.yoa 2.00, 8.00 a.m., 1.00,6.00
p. in. Amesbnrv 6.00a.m., l.()0, 6.00 p. m.
•Connects with Rail Lines for New York.
M'oonects with coii.vl Lines for New York.
—West Division-North Berwick to Scarbors

Crofslng.

_

Through Tickets to all points West and South
for ‘ale al Pat tin ad Mtntiau Ticket outer and
at l uiau 1 trkrl 6«rr. IO Kichawr Mirect

eodSwly

For Sale

.30 and 8.4*
Anhurn and i.rwlalen,
a. m. and 12 45 and 5.20 p. m.
and 6.20p,
and
1.80
a.
in.
Per Go* ham. 8.46
t

To Let, in Boston, Mass.

Estate 415 Dorchester Avenue consisting
O'
land with a
on
Avenue, only
frontage
one and a quarter miles from State street, mu*
used for a Planing Mill aud Lumber Yard; no better stand In Boston for the retail trade. The
buildings are large and substantial, containing
about 25.000 feet of floor room and are tltt. d with
shafting; a large and well fltted brick dry house
which will contain loo.ooo lect of lumber; a first
rate tubular holler of 125 horse capacity, one engine of 40 horse power and one of 2n horse power
a iw»
so arranged as to run together or separably.
Htory counting ro m l uiuliu^; a lai'tf** luniwr sdhI
also
feet
of
a
200.000
lumber;
contain
which will
stable with stalls for 10 horses, wagon sheds large
The
build
and
grounds.
piling
and roomy yards
lugs are all protected with Hall’s system of perfnrateu pipes and sprinklers and could be readily
fltted for any manufacturing purpose. The euglnes are now running and the property can he
examined by application to the subscriber.
UAM'L H. L.T1EKCE.
Box 54, So. Boston. Mass.
J.U124TUTh&Slm

JAS. T. hT,RBKK, Uen'l Manat-r.
Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. t.en. P. IT.A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, lleu’l A rent,
Portland.
oct21)tf

00,000 square feet
THEof about
Dorchester
of 476 feet

_dtf

and masons, immediately, to
Mate of Maine; ap-

at 1.00 p. a.
For Hacheater,NariBgvale, Alfred, Walosa
boro, and duo Hirer at 7.30 a, as., I.Otk
and (mixed) at 0.30 a. as.
Far tierhna, at 7.30 a. as., I.OO, 3.00,
0.30, SI d (mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
For Nacearoppa, f’anibr rlaad Mills, Witt
l Ibreok Jaaetiaa and Woodford’s at 7.JO
10.00 a. at., 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 and
J(mlxed) *0. 'O p. at.
For Forrsl A east (Decriag) IllWIs.a,,
3:00 and 0.30 p. os.
The I .OO p. at. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with Hoeanr Taanel Haate tor
the West, and at Caloa Depot, Wereeater, lor
Mow York via Norwich l iar, and all rail.
Via MpriagSrld, also with N. T. 4k M. K. K. K

wSlUv

Rl

]snl3

nov24

TR/'NS.

and after Monday, October 34, IN®7,
Passenger Trains will I.«»ro F rtlaad!
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Jaaetiaa,
Nashua, Wiodbnat and Kryiaf at 7.30
sta. at. and 1.00 p na.
For Haachrster, Concord, and polata North

Ft

For Bale In the Original Package by

or

Several granite stonecutters,

Portland & Rochester R. R-,

DCPAHTIBM

STATE OF IWAIME,

AUBURN. MAINE.

experienced double entry
Address BOOKKEEPER.

This Office.

—

Bass English Ale
GUINNESS’

oct7dtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINL

roOSiii

nov2

a

20 years of
abilage. of good habits and some business
Address In
clerk.
a*
ity,
assisting corresponding
P. O. BOX 1136, Portland,
own handwriting.
2b-tf
Maine.
A

eoUSwly

mylO

en-

spare man, when
place ol oiler etc.;
engaged firing,
must have good recommendation. Apply personally and at once to SUPERINTENDENT, Portland Rolling Mills, Portland.28-1
—

treats

turv

WANTED-MAN—To

GHA8. U. POYE.O. T. A.
Oct. 7.1887

from Sew York.

23-1

HELP-

way stations.
Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, BupL

eight
but

V I

average of 100

From the fact tliat no two beeves or sheep are
alike Is the reason of our different brands being
the
different in flavor. All brands are made
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, aud the figure the tank. If richer, It is
stronger in smell and flavor, and will bear a greater reduction, and you may change the flavor aa often as you may desire.

'♦

Arrive in Fartlaad.

Trails

• 0.33 a. as. from Bartlett and
M.33 p. na. from Montreal,

12.60.12.66andtll.16p.ro
the above landings »l low rates
Uy-All train* timed aa above from Commercial
Freight received and delivered on the wtiart by I
Station, stop at
street
K.
Vo.
OS7
W. H. Bohanou. Telephone
A. MONTGOMERY. Pres.
JanlSdtf
CONOllEMM ST. STATION.

Fast

operations each month. No hospital in
London Is doing any more, aud only two
We challenge auy other hosas much.
pital to show such a record where our
Liqnid Food is not used.

150 FREE

Sher-

taken lor

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY

...1,114 1

Jolmsbury. Newport,

From

SAVANNAH

I..

St.

_

FIB8T-CLA88 8TKAMKB8

ate

TOTAL OPERATIONS

au

Montpelier,

brooke, St.John*. Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ugdemtburg and West.
3 13 p. na. Local, Portland to Bartlett and la
termediate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham. Slandish, Limlngton. Hehago, Naplefc ParsonsBetd, Kezar Palls. Denmark, Lovell,
aim Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.

ARRANGEMENT OF

FARE ONLY $1.00.
THE

The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. €., 1887:
By the Brltlsn Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
do. at Richmoud, Ya., 1881;
do. at Saratoga. N. Y., 1886;
do. at lleer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed l>y
some of the ablest Physiciaus aud Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

haring

1*77,

IO

and until further notice, Passenger train* will
leave Farllaad a* follows: * 31 a.
«M,.u>au,«,gall. for Brldgton. Pryeburg, No. ConKnb>an'*. Bethlehem Lanras■■
ter. Whltcfleld, Littleton Wells' Riv-

CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Feb. II,

No. 7

LET—A very pleasant furnished front
bay window on first floor at 161
Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 tf

giving

Paaaasa,
CITY OF PARA., .sails Wednesday, Feb. 1, Noon
From San Francisco. 1st and Brauuan Sts.
For

amniraring MONDAY, Ocl.

er,

From New York, pier hot of Canal St.. North
*lver. for Man ■rrimci.ro via Tkr l.ibuiu. of

MURDOCK’S
Boston; Philadelphia
LIQUID FOOD.

took
Price
24 l

TOroom with
Cumberland St.

a

..

TRUE'S PIN

KOO

work
ply to

FOB—

23-1

VIM TO I.ET-Rooms to let at
CHAPEL STREET, right hand bell.

■

—I.INK

California, Japan. China, Central
and South Amerioa and Meiico.
*1

Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J- B. COY LB. Manager.
novltf

near

particulars.

aud insist upon

PACIFIC MAIL 8TKAM&IIP v(IMPIN'*

t

On

A

are now

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

General Avert

STEAMERS.

City Marshal’s Office, 1
Portland, Nov. 7, 1887. (
REWARD of twenty-five dollars will b paid
for information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or church to
EZRA HAWKES,
this city.
novSdtf
City Marshal.

W'e

Canadian Pacific Westbound Train*
leaving Moulreal same Evening.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday s
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
J8 East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m

$25.00 REWARD.

Dec.

STAOK l'038k(ITIO8*.
DAILY—Prom W Minot 3.30 p. m. tor Hebron
Academy; BuckMeld 3.60 p. m. for W Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arrlvlug at Pern
5.80; DtxBeld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also for
Hreltun’s Mill*. Livermore.
Returning, leavn
Mexico 8.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m. arriving at Port*
L. I,. LINCOLN.Hunt,
laud 12.15 p. m.
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.
Jan83dtf

PORTLAND and MONT EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with

For NEW YORK.

Ian4__*ltf

During the year endiug Sept.
we had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
Durlug the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

_

Pnniand and Ogdensdurg R. H.

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.

I

LET-Stoic Nos. 117. 119 Middle SL. one
finest stores In the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted on three sides; almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of 1L E. THOMPSON, 184
Brackett St.24-4

MEAT

The
Steamers ot this Line will leave Kaliroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 3.00 p. a., fur EAST PORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
T. n igb tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. (^"Freight received upto 4.00 p. si.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fon
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
Uen’l Manager.
novl4dtf

BOSTON

TO ol the

of

—

Nava Mraiia, Priace Kdwardo lalaad. aad
Cape Krrlaa.

Read and passed.
GEO.C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

Geo. Kilpatrick's
store in K. Deerlng; call at THIS OFFICE
lap robe,

AMD ALL PABT8 OP

New Brum wick,

elO

BOONS.

Cuticura.

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.46 a. m. ;
U.60: Mechanic Palls (mixed tram' 10.
60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; K. Hebron 11JX);
12.20; Hartlord
Buckfleld 12.00; E. 8uniner
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
__
l.eave Portland 1.30 P. m.; Lewiston 8.00,
Mechanic Palls 3.16; arriving at W Minot 8.30;
Humner
E.
4.0«;
E. Hebron 3.40: HuckHelJ 3.60;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
KKTUKNI.NO-Leave Canton 4.30. 3.00 a. m.|
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.16 p. m.
Lewiston

-ros-

113 Ntale

FOUND—Myrtle

FOR

COMPANY’S

STEAMSHIP CO.,

sept21-dtf

In Board or Mayor and Aldermen, I
January 2d, 1888. )
That it shall be unlawful for any
person to slide with a sled or other vehicle
upoi- any street except those assigned and designated below, viz.:
The following named streets tiave been assigned
sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast,
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson’s house, to Eastern Promenade.
Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.

one

oc6»

IViatcr 4rr*i|cwil-U Klftcl ill. 33,
IMS.

WINTER AKKVNUKKKNT 1887-8.

Dealer*.

Yi.hermrn und l.abater

RALE-1

FOR
engine, and
heated

for

ASK

la

Kuuiford Falls & Buekfield Railroad.

Internationa!

CITY ADVfCKTIMK.VIKNTM

are

engines,

offered for sale, by FIRST NATIONAL, BANK,
of, Biddeford,

LOST—Between

I

On ami after September 19tb 1887.
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally at
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.48 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harp*well, 7.16; Emit End,
IsGreat Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope
land 8.08; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
a.m.
8.16
at
Portland
In
8.40, arriving
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager
sepl9dtf
steamer

rOR MLR.

MALE
Air Tight Weather Strips.
A Berry, 87 Cross street, are now
their
patent air tight weather
filling orders for
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
out
the cold in winter and
windows, as it keeps
dust In summer. 07 CROSS ST.‘24-2

Sooken.
19, lat 7 S, Ion 33 W, barque Edw Kidder,
York
for Valparaiso.
from
New
Staples,
Dec 2(1, on the equator. Ion 36. oarque Henry A
Litchfield, Davis, from Portland for Kosarlo.

THIS 1 APKR?Kl.TciiW^

know that the

—Every body
WANTED
cheapest way to get your reading is to suball the popscribe to Clark's Circulating

1

Dec

tssss&fsz#* 8p™~

For the United States Army, Cav-

WANTE
alry, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 35

1XOR
Blaisdell

■

id*

mercan-

MALE—The James Andrews’

Philadelphia;

relieved by
And Weakness
I Ilf Cnticiirn Anli-fHin Planler, a
Iiiflainiiiailon
to
Pain.
/=U Perfect Antidote
anil Weakness. A new, Instantaneous
and infallible pain killing plaster. 25 cents.
W&S&w2w
|an 18

no

good laud,
barn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
low at a bargain, by FIRST NA.XIONAL BANK,
of Biddeford,
_7-4

Hooper, Gilkey, unc; Falmouth, Clark, for North
d Hatteras; Sarah A Fuller, Brown, and Ger:riide L Trundy, Davis, do; Grace Davis. Dyer,
iml F L Ktcliardson. Ualauo, disg; Euw Waite,
York, do; S M Bird. Merrill, for Philadelphia;
John H Converse, Leighton, do or New York.
Cld at Matanzas 2oth, brig Screamer, Berry,
Philadelphia, (to shll 21st.)

UTERINE PAINS

gentleman having

A

WANTED

tile experience but of sound business habits
and strict integrity, with a fair capital, wishes to
enter into partnership with a party whose honor Is
above question, having experience necessary to
suceessluliy conduct a business venture. Address
26-1
A., CITY HOTEL.

stead in Biddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
FOR
brick house with ell, 2 stories, large

Clytie, Laughton, disg.

IHUI'LES. black-heads, chapped and oily skin
I llu prevented by Cuticuha Medicated Soap.

style

fit guar-

an

FOR

At Cardenas Jan 20. barque Hannah McLoon.
J B Kabel. Sawyer, for do; John
tor New York;
1 Marsh. Whittier,for Philadelphia; Belle Woosschs Maggie Dalling. Dalling,
:er, Higgins, disg;
Susan P Thurlow. tor do; Belle
tor

And Contagious Humors, with Loss of Hair, and
Eruptions of the Skin, are positively cured by
Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally, aud
Cuticura Resolvent internally, when all other
medicines fall.
Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 50c; Soap,
Prepared by the Potter
25c; Resolvent, $1.
Drug and Chemical Co Boston. Mass.
E B'-Send for “How to Cure Skill Diseases,” 64
100 testimonials.
pages, 50 illustrations, aud

LEASE !

TO

RALE-We have received another lot of
those fresh.killed Vermont turkeys which we
are selling at 18 cents a pound; also new prunes
at 6 cents per pound. C. A. ROUNDS, cor. Frank21-1
lin and Oxford streets.

_

TAYLOR & TAYLOR, Druggists
Frankfort, Kan.

_97-1

ex-

Mew York.
Ar at Manila Dec 7, ship Henry 8 8anford. Manion. Cebu, (will tit with uew fore and maiutopnasts and return to Cebu to load for United States
Sid fm Troon 11th iusl, barque Naveslnk, llall,
Uatanzas.
Cld at Aux Cayes 11th Inst, brig Mary C Marnier, Wharton, for Boston 12th.
At Deiuarara 8th Inst, barque Matthew Baird,
Williams, Baltimore, ar Dec 30th; brig Abbie
Jltfford, Storer, from Feruandina; sch Carrie E
Woodbury, Bryant, from do, a r 6th.
At 1’once 24in Inst, barque T L Sweat,Gooding,
Irom Portland. Just finished discharging.
At Sagua 14th Inst, barque Miranda, Corbett,
luc; brig Motley, Harper, uo; schs Georgia,CofJu, and Luis G Kabel, Murphy, for North of Hat-

We have been selling your Cuticura Remedies, for years, aud tiave the |flrst complaint yet
One of the worst
to receive from a purchaser.
cases of Scrofula 1 ever saw was cured by the use
of five bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, CutiThe Soap takes the
citra, Cuticura Soap.
“cake” here as a medicinal soap.

I.ET.

TO

or
are
left, among
to
tra large blankets; we strap and leather them
suit you; our 75c whip still leads. JAb. G.Mcand
GLAUFLIN, Manufacturer of Harness
21-2
dealer in Horse Outfits, til TREBLE ST.

Foreien Ports.
At Calcutta Jan 2o, ship Saral Skolfleld, Bishop.

ONE OF THE W)RST CASES.

nod

tions in tile cily of Boston; not changed hands
six years. W. F. CAKRUTHERS, 24 Tremout
Row, Boston.
_27 1

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 26th, sch LT Whitmore,
look, Rockland.

James E. Richardson Custom House, New Orleans, on oath says: “In 1870 Scrofulous Ulcers
broke out on my body until I was a mass corruption. Everything Known to the medical laculty
At
I became a mere wreck.
was tried in vain.
times could not lift my bands to my head, could
not turn in bed; was U constant pain and looked
upon life as a curse. No relief or cure In ten
years. In 1880 I heard of the Cuticura Rkmeeies, used them, and was perfectly cured.”
Sworn to before U.S. Com. J. D. Crawford.

con

and limited supseauence of the deep
DEI.AYN
of water the lire hazzard of the city has great-

INOKRA

Hoboken.

Through the medium of one of your books recelv
ed through Mr. Frank T. Wray, Druggist, Apollo,
l“a., 1 became acquainted with your Cuticura
Remedies, aud take this opportunity to testify
to you that their use has permanently cured
me of one of the worst cases of blood poisoning, in connection with erysipelas, that I have
ever seen, and this after having been pronounced
Incurable by some of tbe best physicians in our
country. 1 take great pleasure In forwarding to
you this testimonial, unsolicited as it Is by you, in
order that others suffering from similar maladies
may be encouraged to give your Cuticura Remedies a trial.
F.8. WllITLINGER. Leecbburg, Fa.
Reference: Frank T. Wray, Druggist, Appollo,
Fa.

94-1

Me._

buys one-half Interest in
1
a first-class restaurant; dining room seats
60; 16 private supper rooms connected; also a
finely fitted bar connected; well patronized; nowdoing a splendid business; one of the best locafor

Baltimore.

j

FRIDAY, Jau. 27.
i
Arrived.
Steamship Wlnthrop. Bragg, New York—passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.

a tier

Harps well Steamboat Co.

Notice

Utll.HOAIM.

DTEA.1IKB*.

—

A

ATH-LD-PHO-ROS.

Cld 26th, sch A11 eda Willey, Copeland, Sagua.
Cld 27th, sch Jennie S Hall, Hall, Cordenai.
Sid 27th, brigs Lahaina, for Cardenas; Eugene
Hale, fur Surinam.
SALEM—Ar 26th, sch Governor, Low, from

SSSiS
NEWS.

_

Profitable employCENT* WANTED
ment furnished to active intelligent men and
We
boys throughout the New England States.
do not agree to pay live hundred dollars a day,
but assure agents who attend strictly to business
a liberal remuneration for their labors. For particulars send 25 cents lu stamps to J. W. K.,

D

injurious ingredients.

rom Baltimore for Boston.
Sid 25th. sen T A Lambert, (from Portsmouth)
I or Baltimore, In tow.
OH Chatham 27th, sch John F Merrow, from
Newport Newsl r Boston.
BOSTON-Ar 25th, sch Mary Eliza, Morrisey,
Ielfast via Provlncetowu; Palestine, Chadwick,
faugor for New Bedford, with loss of anchor and

eras;

CENTS WANTED—For canvassing ill an
established business. Address giving age
previous occupation. BOX 1298, Fomaud,
9d-l
Maine.

A
and

order for fine custom shirts,

Robbins, New York for Boston; Gardner G
Jeering, Baltimore for do.
Outside 26th, schs Isaiah Hart, ISproul, Baltluore for Boston; J X Lowell, and Mary E Morse,

iproul.

AUBNTM WANTED.

WANTED.

which are
vegetable and free from all

TKA.UKRn.

..

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
jauBtf

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give Instant relief by
applying between the
sfiuuWer blades.
SHARP,

26th, schs Anna E J Morse, Lansll, and B W
Morse, Roderick. Baltimore; Geo Moulti n, Jr,
Lauderkin, Philadelphia; Nellie T Morse. Baker,
Hoboken, (all in tow from Vineyard-Haven.
Also ar 26th. sch Clara Goodwin, Wyman, from
Portsuioi th for Baltimore, leaky; Isaiah Hart,

m&.TaITtboiit.

International House,

D^Sc^c^s
py\NDR^E Pills
purely

Boston; Ida L
M B Welling-

Ar

1116 SU",m<‘ri

After March 1, 18SS, the

he
acts directly upon
muscles and nerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.

Beverly; A lfayford, do for
lay, Marshal!, New York for-;

A
C0Z%'u

TtO

tocklaud.
11Y ANNIB-Iu port 26th, seb Edw H Furber,
Wentworth, New York for Portland; Carrie Bell,
i leavey,do for Boston; Louise Hastiugs, Hoboken
I or

GOOD COOK and LAUNDRE88; must be
well recemmended and willing to go Into tlie

BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass,
field by oil Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5.

len, F’ernandina.
Cld 25th. sch Maynard Sumner, Dyer. Calbarleu
Cld 26lli, sen B L Eaton, Grearsou, Boston.
Sid 26th. sch Walter L Plummer, lor Ponce.
NEWPORT—Ar 26th, sch J Kennedy, Bunker,
,’alals for New York. See Mem.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Robt Byou, Hilliard, Rocklaud for New York; F Merwin,
’lark, Carver’s Harbor for Baltimore; S A Reed,
,’alais for New Bedford.
Sailed, schs Annie E J Morse, B W Morse, Nelie X Morse, and Geo Moulton, Jr.
In port, schs Laura. Penobscot, June Bright,
iace Horse. Etna. Fred Walton, E M Reed,
Annie T Bailey, RD Bibber, E R Emerson, Car■ie A Norton. Mary L Allen. Lucy A Davis.
Also Import 26th. brigs Edw H Williams, Harry
Stewart, and Golconda.
EDGARTOWN—In nort 26tb, schs T H Dixon,
rorrey, New York for Dauversport; Charlie &
iVIllie, Philbrook. New York for Rockland; Jeulie M Carter, Eaton, do for Salem; Nettie Cusling. do for-; Ann Eliza, Bishop, New York for

Instantly

MARINE

sumption.

a

lr.rU.jn

Martin, Charleston.
MOBILE—Cld 26th, sch A L Henderson, Henderson. Boston.
Sid 26th, sch Herald, Heagan, Cuba.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 26th, sch Jennie G Plllsbury, Rockport.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 26th, sell 8 G Loud, Torrey,
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, sch Maud H Dudley.
Oliver, New York.
CHARLESTON-Ar 25tli, sch Belle O’Neil, Butler, Perth Amboy.
NORFOLK—Ar 23d, sch Milllordl Lqpk, Wilmington.
Sid 26tb, sch Mary Sanlord, for Portland; JR
smith, and Sami Dillaway, for Boston.
Cld 26th. sch Nellie Coleman, 8mith, Demarara.
NEWPORT NEWS-Sid 25th, sch Warner
Moore, Crockett, Charleston.
FORTRESS MONROE—In HamptonRoads 24th
tclis Robt G Dun. from Baltimore for Boston; W
Abrahams, do for do; Jona Bourne, Norfolk for
I'rovldence; Yale, Hodgdon, Baltimore for do;
L, A Burnham, do lor Galveston.
BALTIMORE-Ar 26th, sch Win L Walker,
Pierce, Somerset.
Cld 26th, barque Lizzie Carter. Goodman, for
Portsmouth.
PHILADELPHIA-Cld 25th, sch Viola Replaril. Smith. Cardenas.
Sid lm Delaware Breakwater 26th, sch Nelson
Newbury, King, (.from Philadelphia) for Portland.
Ar 26tli, sch M K Kawley, Alley, New York for
Savannah.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 26tli, sch M M Chase,
Brewster, New York, to load for Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 25th, sch Minnie Smith, Han-

...

Elder

and Consumption. I was so weak that
I could not sit up, was much emaciated,
and coughed incessantly. I consulted
several doctors, but they were powerless, and all agreed that I was in ConAt last, a friend brought me

1 on,
21
23
25
34
21
00

Puie

prime hay at 17 00@18 00; falrto
good at *16 003*16 00; Eastern hue *123*16;
door to ordinary *12 m*14; hast swale lOigJll.
a 60
Bye straw, choice, 17 00@*18 00; ;oat straw

was s

York—

Hear pine—
Cooperage.
Li 111 ui shooks Hint lids—
Uppers. $56®866
Mol. city...1 60® 1 76
Select..$45® 855
Fine conunon835@t42
Sug. city... 95® 1 06
Sug. s’d silk 60® 70 Spruce.$13@S14
Hemlock.811®$! 2
Pine sugar—
Box shooks
® 46 jiapooaras—
Sugar Heading—
Spruce. X..t28@*30
Clear.S26@f28
Spruce 36 in 18® 20
18® 20 2U clear.$20;a|23
No 1.*15aS16
20
Hard pine
221 Pfne. $26{§$60
Mol. heading

7c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
extra first
80fe32c: some fancy Elgin 33,«34c;
Western creamy at 26K29c; do firsts at 22(K25c,
made
fall
creamery,
New
York
do June 20a23c;
extra at 2 c: Vermont fresh made extra ernry at
onoabove
The
30.a]3 lc; do extra firsts 27&29C.
tations are receivers' prices for strictly wholesale lota. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 1244i£13c; Uhio
choice at 12% a. 12%c: Northern sage 14c. Jobbins: prices Vac runner.
■r.ggs—Eastern fresh nominal at 25c; Uo firsts
21 a 22c; extra Vtlaml N 11 at 2-c; choice Canada
21 a22c; good to fresh Western 2(kg24c;Mlchlgau
at 20m2fo; Nova Beotia at 20322c, Jobbing
price vStmlcIhiglier.
Beans—Choice small N V hand picked pea at
2 60@2 66 »*bush; choice New York larci jbaud
ed do 2 40y*g EOJsmail Vermont hand picked do

experienced restealing.
Uncle Kastus—Yes, yo’ Honah, but It ’quires
1110’n er week, sab, to’ ter git to be much ob a

When Baby was sick,

.? i!"

trv do at

Uncle

I ■Jew

@6 60 Light. 20®
Mid weight. 22@
Icadia.
®
1 'hestnut.
23®
@7 60 Heavy.
32®
franklin.
*8 60 Blaugliter
@7 60 ! Goodd’med. 20®
.ehlgh.
1. Lin calf...'... 90@1
Coffer.
Lumber.
Rio. roasted 22*26
I

day's quotations ol Provisions. Sic. :
Pork-Long cut 17 60018 OOjshort cuts 17 75a
18 25: hacks 18 36@18 60; light backs 17 2,.;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%@8%c t' lb in tes; 8%@Bc
iu lo-lb pails; 9(g9%cIn 5-lb pails.
Hams at ;io%@l2c, according | to size and

Positively Ugly Faces
Can be made clear and attractive. Those horrid
pimples and blotches can be removed by one application of Hop Ointment. Xever /ails. Take
25 cents, at druggists, or mall stamps
no other.
to the Hop Co., New Loudon, Conn.

Leather.

Cumberland..

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan.27.1887.—The following are to-

sun

8® 8%
^ipe.7 @7%
Pig.6 00®5 62

*

Jracker»jpib..8®8V4
Coal.

"i’

Jacket. 8%
Crown Point.
”7*
6%
&
Belcher.
Best
Horn Silver. 1 00

toll-wrought bun.

nor

ii
y
*

Yellow

•The Somerville Journal I’aragraplier has adopted lor his motto the following:—

l.caa.
I sheet.

Hrrao.

'ilot Sup.7V4@8
do sq.6V4®6
ihlp.4Mi@.6

Mono.

Will bo found an excellent remedy
for sick headache. Carter’s Little Liver Pills.
Thousands of letters from people who have used
them prove this fact. Try them.

Count that day lost
Wliose low descending
Vl< ws no bad joke

ei^Ms"..24®25

2 70
Standard.
1 ‘0 i
Amador.
18
A
Cou.iAl. & ..
.

NRW mtl.RlKR—riM

coveredll%®ll%

26*4
dessina’and Pa:au & Western..23n,24
'alermo Ulix.2 75*3 001 I,lined. 19®20

Tornado.

Bullion.

do

(tore.16®16
36!1
f,orld^r.an?30!o®4
4
601 Eastern
falencla

NEW YORK, Jan. 27 1888 The I0ll06.lv ,r<
closiug quotations for mining stocks to-day;
••.36%
Colorado Coal.
2700
Hocking Coal
..
J"
i7
Ontario.

Avenue, New York.

Evolved,

Express.•••12*/

Pullman Palace.1
Ohio Si Miss. 2c%

Why Labor with Books
if you forget iu a week what you have learned iu a
month? No fact, number, name, poem, lecture,
hook, law or conversation, learned by Professor
Loisette’s System of Memory, a new and great
discovery, can ever he forgotten. It Is taught by
correspondence, to individuals or classes. Send
for prospectus to Professor Loisette, 237 Fifth

76®4%

Oil.
lerosene—
Ket. Pet. 7%
Large ..12 00*14001 Po
<
Produce.
JranDerries—
Pratt'sAstT,»bbl. 11
Marne.... 7 00* s 001 Oevoe’s Brilliant. 10%
Cape Cod 11 00*12 00| Ligonla. 8%
i'ea Beans...2 66*2 761
.Medium....2 46*2 80I1 lenteunlal. 8%
German ma2 25 a 2 401
Raisins.
fellow lives.2 20*2 401 iluscatei
2 25 a 3 35
t'otaioesbusll 76c®85c L ondou bay'r 2 50 a3 00
HI ndura bay
8%@oo
It Potatoes 4 00®6 001 Valencia.
7®8
mions 4* bbl 3 75*4 001
Sugar.
ft.7%
Curkevs.16*t6i, rranclated
’blckeus.12*161 Extra C.7
fowls. .|ll*141
Seeds.
}ee<e.llal2Mil led Top....j2%g!$2%
lucks.16® 181 ttmotby Seed 2 75®2%
8 Hover. 8%®12%c
Apples.
, ibolce eating|3 00®3 6O1
Chose.
1 76*2 001' Vermont— lo @13%
lomrnon
Baldns
00
«.Y.
I
factory
@3
10;@13%
fancy
ivaporatea c it 12* 13c.
Butter.
|8
Lemons.
Ireamery t> ft... 20®27
'alermo.3|50®4 00l( Hit Edge ver—25@26
dessma.3 60*4 0011 Iholce.19® 20
iood.17«18
dalagers....

Alton A Terre Haute.
78
do pref.
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy. 130%
Nortn western pref. 1*8%
Boston air Line, pref...... 97
Bullugtor, a Cedar Rapids. 30
.13*
Metropolitan El.
7
Mum « St. Louis..

A youog preacher picked up Bishop Pierce’s
hat and put It on his own head, and found It was
an exact fit.
...
the
“Why, Bishop, your head and mine are
same size,” he said.
"Yes, on the outside,” replied the Bishop.

76*6 00

phia.

00
50
00

bag...24 00®25
Middlings. 24 OOM26
lo bag lots,25 00®27
Provisions.!
Pork—
Backs ...18 50@19
Clear ....18 00@18
Mess. ...16 00® 16

Shore is.18 00*18001
Shore 2s. 14 00*18 00|
Med. us. 11 00*13 001

934*
Oregon ..
Denver A.Klo Grande, new. 21%
16%
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do] pref..... 2'
Ilousum & Texas .... 20
Mobile & Ohio. 12
Chicago A Alton... l3»
38

too!

urairit

do

Darien, Conn., was
doctors said he was in Consumption,
and that they could do nothing for him,
hut advised him, as a last resort, to try
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. After taking
this medicine, two or three months, he
was pronounced a well man. His health
remains good to the present day.
J. S. Bradley, Malden, Mass., writes :
Three winters ago I took a severe cold,
which rapidly developed into Bronchitis

Hall, Hall, Pensacola; Cbas
H Wolslou, Binkley. Providence.
Ar 26th, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Arey, Philadel-

Patents.6 00*6 26
00
Fish.
25
Cod. *) qtl60
60
LargeShore 4Vi®4
Large Bauk4 00*4 26; BeetEx
761
Mess.
8
8
50
00®
Small.3 25*3
9 00@9 25
Pollock.2 50*3 261 Plate....
Haddock.16052 001 Ex Plate 9 50&10 00
Hake.1 76®2 00| [.ardTubs & ip..7% ® 8o
Herrmu
Tierces.... 7%® 8e
Scaled!? bx.l6®18c
No 1. 11®16I Palls.8 ®9 c
Bams lb ft 10%@11%
Mackerel 0 bbl—

••••

nTy

guilty!

tit LOUIS St’Kt
roller.4
dear do_ 4
Winter Wheat

Birchard, of
severely ill. The

Boson.
Cld 26th, sch E B

H Mxd Corn.
67@68
Superfine and
low grades.2 75®8 75 Corn, bag lots—70®71
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots... 07@*!8
45®46
XX Spring. .4 15*4 36; Oats, car lots
Patent Spring
; Oats, bag lots
47@48
Wheats.5Vs®6 60, Uottou Seed,
Mich, straight
i car lots..24 75®2B GO
roller .4 60*4 761 do bag .26 60@26 00
clear do_4 2654 601 Sack’dBr’u
stone grouud4 26®4 361 car lots. .23 00@24 00

_

Ayer’s Cherry

Several years ago, James

—

38s ed.

take

Pectoral.

Domestic Ports.
TACOMA—In port 18th, ships Reaper,(Sawyer,
for Great Britain; Alexander Gibson, Speed, do;
Southern Chief, tor Sau Diego.
POKT TOWNSKND-Ar to I9tb, ships Kichd
P Buck, Carver, San Diego; Baring Brothers,
Marsters, San Francisco; Richard 111, Mclntlre,
Sau Diego.
SAN DIEGO—In port 18th, ship Win A Campbell, Hathorn, from Newcastle, for Puget Sound.
SAN FRANCISCO
Sid 19th, ship Ivanhoe,
Carter, Seattle.
Ar 25ih, ship Alex McNeil, Davis, New York,
200 days passage.
Cld 26th, ship St David, Pearson, Sydney, NSW.
to load for San Francisco.
Cld 26tli, ship Elizabeth, Coloord, Liverpool.
GALVESTON-Ar 26th, ech Welaka, Cottrell,

By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Jan. 27.1888.—U. 8. 4s, 128V4; do
4Vis, HOVi.
LlVtKP-iOL, Jan. 27,1888.—Cotton marketquiet; uplands 6Vid Orleans at 6 ll-10d; sales
10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Jan.27. 1887—Quotations-Winter Wheat i6s;8d@6s9d; Spring wheat 6s 8d®
6s »d; Club wheat at 6s 9s. Corn—mixed Western
4s 10%d; peas 6s 5Vid. Provisions,fcc.—Pork at
67s 6d; bacon 41s for Bhort clear and 39s Od for
long clear. Cheese 60s 6d. Tallow 27s. Lard at

to

immediately

Memoranda.
Sch Sarah A Blaisdell. Kay, from Ellsworth via
Portland for New York, has been frozen In at Salem five days.
During the night of 26th she
dragged her anchors and struck on tne rocks at
She
came
off at high tide leaking 300
Fort Point.
strokes per hour and rudder unhung.
Seh J Kennedy, Bunker, Horn Calais for New
York, put into Newport 2Gth with loss of both anchors and 46 fathoms chain In the ice off Handkerchief Lightship: also lost part of deckload.
New anchors and chains were purchased at Newport.
Sch Governer, Low, which arrived at Salem 26th
from Hoboken, was In the ice five days on Nantucket Shoals; lost boat iu the bay.
Sch Plnneaa Sprague, Strong, from Pensacola,
now discharging at Philadelphia, is leaking badly
and will bo docked for repairs.
Kockland. Jan 29—Sch Lizzie Eells. before reat Seal Harbor with caigoof lime on fire,
ported
Inis been towed back to Kockport, where she will
remain sealed up some time.
Boothbay, Jan 27—Sch Aurora Borealis,Gayton,
lrom Boston for St John, put in nere last night
with foresail and jib blown away.
Bath. Jan 24—An unknown barque, supposed
the Casilda. from Boston, In tow of tug Clara
Clarita, is ashore on Spinney’s Fiats.
Barbadoes, Dec 13—Barque Lizzie Perry, which
was wrecked near South Point Ughthouse, had ou
board 'woof the crew of ship Alfred Watts, before reported lost at sea. Tne ship capsized Oct
]8th, in a hurricane, aud twenty two persons perished. Five men clung to the wreck, three of
The ship rightwhom perished a few days after.
ed ou the fourth day, and the two survivors were
taken off thirty days after by tne Lizzie Perry.

00.

..

Of all Lung diseases are much the same :
feverishness, loss of appetite, sore
throat, pains in the chest and back,
headache, etc. In a few days you may
be well, or, on the other hand, you may
be down with Pneumonia or
galloping
Consumption.” Bun no risks, but begin

FROM MERCHANTS’ XHCHANOB.

Receipts—Flour, 3,000:bbls,wheat 17.000 bush,
corn 76,ooo*bush. oats 44,000 bush, barley 2,000
bust),rye 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 fbbls, wheat 13,000
bush,J.iorii 27,000 bush, oats 4,000 hush, Parley
0,' '00 bush, rye 0.000 bush.
DETROIT, Jan.27. 1H88.—Wheat-No 1 White
at 85% c; No 2 R'd at 86c.
Corn—No 2 at 61c
asked. Oats—No 2 at 34% c.
Kecelp s—Wheat 67,OOo bush
NEW ORLEANS, Jau. 27. 1888.—Cotton Is
firm; middling 9% c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 27, 1888.—Cotton steady;
middling 9% c
CHARLESTON,Jau. 27. 1888.--Citton Is firm:
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, Jan. 27, 1888.—Cottuu is firm;
miuuiiag at 9 13-16
MOBILE. Jan. 27, 1888.—Cotton Is firm; mid
•time 9 13-16c.

..

..

The First Symptoms

Ar at Sydney, NSW, 26th inst, barque Jennie
Harkness, Amesbury, New York.
Ar at Padaug 22d inst. ship Lucy A Nickels,
Nichols, Philadelphia, (Oct 2.)
Ar at Gibraltar 18th inst, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Oakes, New York, 30 days.
Ar at Passages 24th inst, barque Sicilian, Bartlett, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cape Haytien 2d lust, sch Belle Brown,
Perry, Wilmington, NC.
Ar at Barbadoes 7th inst, sch Maud Briggs,
Young, Fernandina.

V bbl; Southern winter at 3 60®8 86; Mich
and Wisconsin winters 3 60@4 05; fair to
choice seconds 2 60®3 80c; holce to fancy Minnesota patents at 4 35@4 60. Wheat is stronger;
No 2 Spring 76Vi@78c; No 2 Red at 80%. Corn
Is higher :No 2 at 48 Vic. Oats—No 2 at 30c. No2
Rye 63Vic. Barley—No 2 at 83@85e. Provisions
are higher—Mess Pork at 14 20®14 26. Lard at
7 47 Vi®7 60. l)ry salted shoulders 6 90®6 00;
short clear sides 7 95®8 00. Whiskey 1 13.
Receipts—Flour,; 25,000 bbls; wheat, 38,000
bush; corn 126,000 bush; oats 105,000 bush; rye
6000 bush; barley, 54,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 19,000 bbls; wheat, 20,000
tush; corn, 78,000 bush;! oats, 70,000 bush: rye
1000 bush,barley 20,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 27, 1888.—Flour firmer and
better. Wheat Is higher; No 2 Red at 80Vi@81V4.
Corn strong aud blguer at 47Vic. Oats firm 30%
a 31 c.
Rye at 66c bid. Barley strong at 80@96.
Whiskey steady at 1 08. Provisions firm. Porknew at 14 76® 16 00.
Lard at 7 16. Dry salted
meats—shoulders 6 00; long clear 7 60; clear ribs
at 7 62Vi ; short clear at 7 75@7 87Vi.
Baconshoulders 6Vi; long clear at 8 S7Vi; clear ribs at
8 45; short clear at 8 62Vi- Hams steady at lo 26

CNI.VVD*

EK9ULE HELP.

WANTED.

J Nickerson & Co.
SAILED—Sch Bebago.

4 26
laau

7 India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts,;
Abbott, '243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros.'
agents on all trains running out of the citv,
Auburn. Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. 1„ Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, K. 8. Raymond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
C. Gerry.
Frye burg, J. H.
Evans.
Fairfield. E.
Marwick.
Farmington,White& &Co.
Palmer
Gardiner,
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Boston stock Market.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenntng.
[By Telegraph.]
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, Mernll & DeuThe following quotations of stocks are receive*
*
danv:
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
96
1 Aten., iopeita amiSanta Fe Railroad.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince & Son.
Mexican Central R 7s.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
*.
l*%
Rockland, O.S. Andrews, R.H. Burnham & Wm. Mexican Central.....
Mexican Central 4s....
““J*
II. Hyde.
Railroad.
37%
New Vork and New England
Saecarappa, W. B. Boothby.
donrel
J,1*
Saco, II. II. Kendrick & Co., Wm.Stackpole.
198
Boston A Albany..,..
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
—.
Bell le'ephone
Spitngvale, C. H. Pierce.
Calllornia Southern Railroad.... 42%
8kow began—Bfxby & Buck.
17
Ce *ral.
Wisconsin
Tliomaston, S. Delano.
24
K’mt & Fere Marquette l.ailioad com
Vinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
iref
<K
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
pref.129
Railroad
Eastern
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.
New York Stock and Money Market
•••••

88V.!

P«u»'®“". steady-united

flISCELLANEOC*.

Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston lor
Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamer Dallas, (US) Barr, cruise.
Soli Douglass Haynes, Dunton, Wiscasset for
Bridgeport.
Cleared.
Si h Bradford C French, Conary, Newport News,

tVE Wil t 1*0 IT QCll KLY
WE WILL 1*0 IT I I EAP1.Y.
WE WILL DO IT WELL-

H. THURSTON &

ch6

SOUTHERN

yellow pine

LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock uu th- wliart. or
direct from our Southern Plue Mills, and In the

quick;

st

possible

time.

UEKHIltd, It lSWLOW A CO.,
1‘urlluno, .Via
JM.'i 4 .iummisi;|sirm,
eodCm
octlO

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
07 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

Ma.
audit

75 New and second.hand Portable mid
Mteam t nglnes and Ibtllers,
High and Medium speed Automatic Engines for all kinds of duly. We have
the be«t Engine in the market for 1 leetrie Lighting, or uuy place where ahsol lit,* iiMirormily of speed is required.
Seud (or illustrated Catalogue.
S. L. HOLT A CO.,

Stationary

anlleodlm

07

Ssdkury Hi., Bastaa, Mass.

^

THE

PI 1ESS

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 28.
OSTLAKP AND VICINITY.
to-ua»'.

n«\v

AMUSEMENTS.
Gllbert's Dancing Academy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Millett. Evans & Co—517 Congress Street.
J. M. Dyer & Co.-51t Congress Street.
Boarders Wanted—Blanchard House.
Don’t Come—Zenas Thompson, Jr.
Insurance—Dow & CliampUn.
Why Priests Should Wed.
Messenger's Notice—2.
Wanted—Young Men.
For Sale-Two P lings.
Hines Brothers—2.
Ely's Cream Balm.
Situation Wanted.

PERSONAL.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

died at his home in
Captain David Torrey
Deering yesterday.
feu on
Hon. T. R- Simonton of Camden,
last week
the ice in front of his residence

gilmobe's band.
The two concerts to be given at City Hall,
this afternoon and evening, by this celebrated band will no doubt, as it should pack
the house.
What can be said of this celebrated band of fifty musicians more than is
already known. The name Gilmore is a household word among all lovers of music for the
celebrity of his band has been re-echoed from
foreign shores. His list of solo performers
Miss Letitia Fritcli, the
is remarkable.
prima donna vocalist, is a St; Louis girl who
won the gold medal at the St. Louis conservatory. She is a pupil of Randegge and
Damro9ch,
Vanucim, has sung at the
Wilhelmj and Joseffy concerts, and been
prima donna for Gilmore’s baud, the Strakosch and Hess opera companies. Tickets
can be secured at Stockbridge’s.

sustaining

severe

injuries.

Mr. P. S. Ifeald is mentioned as a candidate for mayor of the new city of Water-

ville.
Mr. C. A. Pillsbury, editor of the Republican Journal, and Mr. A. W. Hall of the
Waterville Sentinel, made the Press pleasant calls

_

for a Horse.”
he Buffers from scratches, cracks, cuts,
galls or wounds of any kinds. Veterinary Hop
Ointment is warranted to cure. Never /a lie.
$1.00 a box. At all druggists.

‘‘ifly Kingdom

But If

jan28_eodlw
If sick headache Is misery, what are
Carter’s Little Liver Pills if they will positively
care It? People who have used them speak frankly of their worth. They are small and easy to
take.
jan24d&wlw

yesterday.

Union revival services are being held at
the Congregational church, Lyndonvill, Vt.,
by Mr. Lewis of the Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association.
Several Portland parties have subscribed
for stock in the new Democratic publishing
company of Biddeford, among them Wm
H. Clifford and Nathan Cleaves.
Mrs. S. H. Weeks gave a very elegant re
ception at her residence on State street
Griuimcr’s orchestra
Thursday evening.
furnished the music.
Mr. T. H. McDonnell, the well known furniture dealer on Exchange street, is very ill
with pneumonia. Yesterday morning he
was

thought

to be

improving

but he

is

not

out of danger.
Rev. A. J. Swarts, editor of the Mental
DON’T
Science Magazine at Chicago, will give a f ree
let that cold of yours run on. You think it is a
lecture in Thatcher Post Hall, corner Elm
light thing. But it may ruu luto catarrh. Or into and Congress streets, Portland, Sunday
pneumonia. Or consumption.
night, January 29th, at 7 o’clock. He will
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia Is dangerous.
explain divine healing and will answer
Consumption is death Itself.
questions from the audience.
The breathing appantus must be he kept
Aroostook papers announce that Mr. John
healthy and clear of all t structions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there s trouble ahead.
Scott of Clifton, intends to apply for admisAll the diseases of tli re parts, head, nose, sion to the bar at the February term of
throat, bronchial tubes ana ungs, can be delight- court. Mr. Scott represented Clifton in the
fully and entirely cured by the use of Boscbee’s
last session of the Legislature, and there
German Syrup. If you don't know this already
made a notable speech in opposition to the
thousands and thousands of people ean tell you.
railroad.
Megantic
They have been cured by it, and “know how it Is
themselves." Bottle only 75 cents. Ask any
OFFICERS ELECTED.
druggist.
MADISON WOOLEN CO.

Sunday Services.
fyTlio Sail Loft Meetings are held at No.
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing at 10.30 a. m. Strangers and others are cordially Invited to he present. All are welcome.
syElliot King, Esq., will give a free lecture Sunday at 10.30 a. m. In Good Templars
Hall, 437 Vi Congress St., on the question, “Who
is to blame for the non-enforcement of the I rohlbltory I.aw in the City of Portland.” Citizens interested in this Important question are cordially
invited to attend.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Revival prayer
meeting at 9.16 a. m. At 10.30 a. m. Mrs. Van
Cott will conduct an “Old fashioned Love Feast.”
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 3 and
7 p. m. by Mrs. Van Cott.
Congress Square Church.—(First Universalist)—Rev. Henry .Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10.30 a. in. and sermon on “The Two Forces
which gave power to the Early Church.”—the fifth
in the series on Church History. Sunday school at
0

12.16 p. m.
CHURcn of Christ—Rooms 6 and 8 Brown’s
Block. Treaching 10.30 a, m. by Jra C. Mitchell.
Tb< me, “The Religion of the Heart.” 7 p. m.:
Theme, “Salvation, what It is and how secured.”
Seats free.
/

a

Chestnut Street M. E. Church—Rev. N.
T. Whitaker, D. D., pastor. Preaching at 10.30
a. m. bv the pastor.
At 3 p. m. I)r. Crandall will
lecture in the interest of the W. C. T. U„ on
Temperance Instruction in our Schools.” Sabbath School at 1.30 p. m. Revival Services at 7
p. m.
Church of the Messiah—(Universalist). Rev.
M. Crosley, pastor.
30 a.m., and 7 p.
Unlversalisin of the

Services tomorrow

at 10

Evening subject: “The
Gospels.”
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
•ongress St. Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, will
preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer and social meeting at 7 p. m.
Free Church, Deering.—Sunday school at 2
p. m. Pleaching by Rev. L. H. Iiallock, followed
by the Lord's Supper at 3 p. m. Gospel Service
by a 16 minute service of song. Subject,
opened
•
Come," at 7 p. ni. All are welcome.
First BaptistChurcb.Opp. Lincoln Park.—
Preaching 10.30 a. m. by the pastor, Rev. A. K.
P. Small, D. 1). Sunday School at 12 M. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
m.

—

Friends’ Meeting.—Oak St. Rev. A. J. Swarts
of Chicago, will give a free discourse on Sunday
at 3 p. m. Subject, “Faith and Divine healing.”
All are Invited.
F'ibst Parish Church—(Unitarian) Congress
8t., Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor. Services
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. in.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. A. T.
Dunn, pastor. Prcachtngatl0.80a.nl. Evening
service at 7 p. m. Sunday School at close of morning service.
Gospel Mission.—Rev. 8. F\ Pearson pastor*
Sunday school, F. J. Russell, Sup't., and Paster’s
Bible Class at 1.80 p. in. Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m. Praise and Testimony Service at
7 p. m. Preaching by the pastor at 8 p. m. Seats
free. AU are welcome.
High Street Church—Rev. Win. H. F'enn,
D.D., pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by RevW. H. Fenn, D. D. Sunday school at 12.00 m.
There will he no lecture Sunday evening on account of the Illness of the pastor.
New Jerusalem Church, New High StreetRev. Howard 0. Dunham pastor. Divine Worship and preaclilug by the pas tor at 10.30 a. m.
Sabbath School at 12 M. Meeting in the vestry

J

at 7 p. m.
Preule

Preaching

Chapel.—Sunday
at 3

in.

p.

School at 2 p. m.
Service in the evening.

Portland Spiritual Temple, 467 Vi ConSt.—Afternoon: Medium’s meeting at 2.30.
veiling: Conference meeting at 7. Seats free.
Pine Street M. E. Church.—Preaching at
at 10.30 a. ill. by Rev. S. D. Paine, formerly of

S'ess

Evening service

at 7 p. in.
Reform Club—Reform Club meeting tomorrow
evening, corner Temple and Congress streets,
commencing at 7.16 o’clock. The public are corm.

dially invited.

Second Advent Church, Mechanics’ Hall,
Congress and Casco streets.—Preaching by
Kev. Wjn. If. Mitchell at 10.30 a. m. Subject,
;-Hie Consummation.” Preaching by Rev. Mr.
Lowden, of the Free Baptist Church at 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 12. Social Service at 7 p. m.
State Street Church.—Rev. F. T. Bayley,
Rev. A. T. Dunn will occupy the pulpit
In
n the morning in exchange with the Pastor.
the evening, the Rev. Mr. Puddefoot will speak
in
the West.
Sunupon Home Missionary Work
day School at 3 p. m.
8t. Paul’s Church—Kev. A. W. Little, Rector.
Holy Communion at 7.30 a. m. Morning prayer
Litany aad sermon at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
at 3 p. m. Evening prayer and sermon at 7.30 p.
corner

fiastor.

m.

Second Parish (Congregational) Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Kev. C. H. Daniels,
pastor. Preaching service at 3 p. m. by Rev. W.
G. Puddefoot, Chinese class at 12 M.
Sunday
School at 1.46 p. m. Special Gospel services at 7
p. m.
The Young Men’s Liberal Association
meet in Science Hall, corner of Congress and
Temple Sts., entrance on Temple, at 2 p. m. Sub“What evidence have we of a continuation of
ject.
life beyond what is called death?” Opened by Mr.
James A. Magnussen.
Vaughan Street Church.— Rev. D. W. LeLaeheur, pastor. Prayer meeting at 10.30 a. m.
and 7 p. nt. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching by M. C. Pendexter at 3 p. m.
Woodford’s Clark Memorial M. E. Church
—Rev. Koscoe Sanderson, pastor. Sunday School
v

Preaching at 2.30 p. ill.
Meeting at 6.30. Song and Social

at 1.30 p.

People’s

m.

Young

Service

Prayer Meetlug Tuesday Evening.
p.
Class Meeting Friday Evening at 7.30.
Y^ung Men’s Christian Association—
Prayer and conference meeting at 0.16 a. m.
V. K. Foss, leader. Subject: “Mull loo busy to be
saved. Song service at 4.30 p. m. Singing by the
Portland Male Quarette and congregational singing with orchestral accompaniment. Geo. L. Kimball, leader. Topic, "The Redemption provided
by Jesus Christ.” All young men are cordially
Invited to attend.
at 7

yet

m.

The Madison Woolen Company held its
annual meeting recently and elected the following officers:
President—J. P. Baxter, Portland.
Secretary—A. li. Small, Oakland.
Directors—J P. Baxter, H. J. Libby, A. P. Benjamin, G. H. Bryant, W. B. Snow, B. P. J. Weston, Nathan Wood.
The report of last year’s work was a very
favorable one. The sum of #32,527.81 was
reported as the net earnings for the year. A

semi-annual dividend of 3$ per cent, was
delared, beside paving #7,571.43 floating
debt.
INDIAN SPRING WOOLEN CO.

meeting of the Indian
Spring Woolen Company held recently the
At the annual

following officers

were

elected:

Directors—T. II. Weston, H. 0. Libby, A. F.
Benjamin, K. T. Jones, B. P. J. Weston, Elmer E
Hideout.
Treasurer—J. B. Libby.
Cleric—K. C. Gray.

Peeps Behind the Throne.
not in the books,” was tbc

“Something

re-

mark made by one of the hearers of Hon. W.
W. Thomas, Jr.’s, lecture at High street
church last evening, and that expressed it
well. His address upon “Peeps Behind the
Throne” revealed to his audience facts in reto the Court of Sweden which are not

gard
generally known. His listeners were interested throughout and applause was frequent.
Perhaps the most interesting portion of the
lecture was that describing Mr. Thomas's reception upon his appointment as Minister to
Sweden. The description of the pomp and
glittering elegance of the vast retinue of the
King, the magnificence of the royal palace,
the King himself, a noble, courteous, liberal
man, held the closest attention of the audience.

The minister presented his letters from his
own government, and, having made his little
speech of good will, was replied to by the

King as

follows:
the

Mr. Minister: 1 am liappy to greet you
representative of a great nation which In many
departments of|human activity has aehieved a position of first rank. I am also happy to receive
the greetings you have brought from:tthe President of the people of the United States, that laud
which takes to Itself so many of the sons and
daughters ol the Scandinavian Peninsula, and
which has also a special claim upon our Interest
as

and regard.
Mr. Thomas

King

as a

spoke In high terms of the

man, and closed his very interest-

ing lecture with vivid comparisons of monarchical and republican forms of government.
Narrow Escape of the Estella’s Crew.

Captain Barter, of the schooner Estella,
which went ashore at Cape Elizabeth,
Thursday, gives an account of the accident,
which shows that at one time the vessel and
The Estella is a
crew were in great peril.
small vessel of only 47 tons. Wendesday
night she anchored midway between Diamond and House Island. Ice was all around

her, and she could get no further up the
harbor. About 12 o’clock Wednesday night
the chains parted and the schooner began to
drift to sea. Off Fort Preble Captain Barter
then sot the flag at half-mast with union
down, as a signal of distress, for he knew
that to go to sea meant certain death. The
people of the Cape saw the flag but could
not get to the Estella, until her captain
managed to run her through the ice Into the
Then men from the' shore came off
with a life line, took the hawser and pulled
the Estella ashore.
Captain Barter wishes
to express his thanks to Capt. H. E. Willard
and his neighbors who rendered this service
in his time of peril. Divers will go this

cove.

morning to look for the Estella’s anchors.
J. M. Dyer A Co.
This well known dry goods firm located at
No. Dll Congress street, will hold their grand
annual sale of silks, French dress goods,
taole linen, and

house-keeping goods,

com-

mencing Tuesday, January 31st and ending
February 3d. Tuesday will be devoted to
black and.colored silks, Wednesday to silks
and dress goods, and Thursday and Friday
in ad-

to table linen and housekeeping goods
The
dition to the silks and dress goods.
firm claims that they will give the public
such bargains as have never before been
equalled In Portland, and as a proof of this
they publish in their advertisement a list of
prices. If Tuesday should prove stormy,the
sale will begin the first pleasant day thereCuards.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Lee Carlson.
unty jail.
Lee Carlson.

Twelve days In

Intoxication.

Malicious mischief.

(1 costs.

Michael Crowley.
,tfs.
Edward Brown,

Intoxication.

larceny.

Fined $3

Fined $3 and

Fined |10 and

costs.

Henry Davis. larceny. Fined $10 and costs.
Edward Greer. Larceny. Fined 110 and costs.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The steamer Gordon was repaired yestersoon make her regular trips.
The Ciceronian Debating Club, consisting
ol classical scholars of the High School,
have presented a bust ol Cicero to the school
and have had it placed in the classical room.
At 7.30 o’clock this evening, there will be
a meeting in the vestry for converts, for
those who have been reclaimed, and for en-

day, and will

Mrs. Van Cott will speak,
T here was a slight Are in the upper story
of the house occupied by N. S. Heseltine, at
No. 2G7i Congress street, yesterday. The
flames were extinguished before much dam-

quirers.

age was done.
The steamer Winthrop, of the New York
line, dne here yesterday morning, had not
arrived last night, at G o’clock. The Eleanora passed Chatham at 2.30 o’clock p. m.
ail right, and was probably not

Thursday,
affected by

the storm.
There will be a meeting under the auspices
of the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union on Sunday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, in
the Chestnut street church. The address

will be given by Dr. Charles Crandall. Subject, The need of temperance instruction in
our public schools.
The public are cordially

invited._
Cospel Mission.

By special request Rev. S. F. Pearson will
preach a series of temperance sermons com-

Montgomery
As will be seen by reference to the advertising columns, the Montgomery Guards are
to give a grand military ball at City Hall on
next Tuesday evening, Jan. 31st. There has
been already a very large sale of tickets by
the members of the company and the floor
and balconies of City Hall will undoubtedly
be crowded. The company have decided to
give away a number of valuable gifts to

The most desirable
those who buy tickets.
of these gifts, an elegant steel engraving of
“The Battle of Gettysburg,’’ can be seen in
the window of W. W. McIntyre’s clothing
store on Middle street.
E.

S.

Hamlen

A

Co.

A meeting of the firm of E. S. Hamlen &
Co. was held at the office of Symonds & Libby at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon. The com
mittee appointed at the first meeting to investigate the books and affairs of the firm

submitted its report which report was accepted. A majority of the unsecured creditors present voted that if Mr. Hamlen should
make an offer of 50 per cent to accept the
and to allow him thirty days in which
to make said offer. It was also voted that
same

There was a good advance sale of seats for
Miss Maude Banks’ performance of Joan of
Are at the box office yesterday. The play
will be given at Portland Theatre next Mon.
day evening. The Chicago Daily News says:
"The role of Joan, the maid of Orleans, is
impersonated by Maude Banks, daughter of
General N. P. Banks, ana this is her first apMiss Banks is above
pearance in Chicago.
the medium height, with a slight and very
is admirable,
Her
elocution
graceful figure.
and she acts with force and intelligence.
BEWITCHED.

Sol Smith Russell will appear in “Bewitched” at City Hall, in the fourth Stockbridge popular next Monday night, and those
who have not ^procured seats should get them
at once at Stockbridge’s for tills wiil be Mr.
“Mr. RusRussell’s last appearance here.
sell is a host in himself, of course, and fur
nishes the major portion of the fun, but
there are other characters that have snap
and dash as well. The cast was a very capaMr. Russell introducod several
ble one.
new songs and specialties.”
The Eclipse of the Moon.

The moon will be totally eclipsed this
evening; and again July 22d; both eclipses
being visible in America, Europe and Africa.
The eclipses of the sun, the present year, are
visible only in nearly polar regions.
An eclipse of the sun gives us all a chance
to test the accuracy of the predicted times.;
since it is easy to see the solid moon enter or
But in an
leave the face of the solid sun.
eclipse of the moon, it is hard for us to say,
from observation, when she enters or leaves
the all-defined, hazy outline of the earth’s
shadow. For this reason, eclipses of the
moon have had, for astronomy, less interest

Now, however,
than eclipses of the sun.
physics have extended their domain, out to

the heavenly bedies. The present secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution has added a
marvellous instrument, his bolometer, to the
spectroscope and polariscope. By these instruments it is hoped that eclipses of the
moon can be brought on the witness stand,
aud be made to testify on several exceedingly
interesting questions, concerning our own
atmosphere and concerning the moon’s condition. The source of the deep coppery, or
blood red, color of the moon, even in the
middle of a total eclipse, may now be inves-

tigated

with a chance of success.

The shadow of the earth, properly speaking, is the space in which the earth would
hide all the sun. Around this is a space of
fainter shadow, penumbra, in which only
part of the sun would be hidden. At the
distance of the moon, the earth’s shadow is
about twice the breadth of the moon; and

the penumbra around the shadow is the
same; making a circle of a little more than
six times the diameter of the moon, within
which some part of the sun’s light is cut off.
This shadow is of course opposite the sun,
and so moves eastward among the stars, finishing its circuit once a year. The moon
goes past it, of course, at every full moon;
but usually dodges the shadow; and very
frequently even the penumbra. But twice
this year she proposes not to dodge it, but to
divein and through; almost through the
centre. Tonight she enters the penumbra at
3.37, and the shadow at 4.30; but this is beAfter she rises she
fore she has risen to us.
goes deeper into the shadow, until 5.31,
when she will be totally immerged. She remains in total eclipse until 7.09, when she
begins to pass out. At 8.10 she has left the
shadow; and at 9.12 the penumbra, and is

full moon, in full splendor.
But, as we have said, these are theoretical times; they could be verified only by an
observer on the moon; to us sublunary creatures there will be no difference in the
moon’s appearance at 8.05 and at 8.15. Theoretically the total eclipse will last 1 hour 38
minutes, but no observer could say whether
the totality exceeds the hour by 30 or 45
minutes.

Reception to Rev. Mr. Stackpole.
Rev. E. S. Stackpole, who has recently
been appointed a missionary to Italy by
Bishop C. D. Foss, was tendered a farewell
reception by the M. E. church at Lisbon,
Wednesday evening. He was pastor of this
church in 1879 and 1880. The present church
edifice was built during his pastorate, and a
deep and abiding work of grace was wrought
in the hearts of his people. Since his removal to other charges, he has repeatedly
assisted the pastors at Lisbon in revival
work, especially the present pastor, Rev. T.
S. Record, so that the attachment between
this people and himself has been steadily
strengthened. A purse of $40 was presented to Mr. Stackpole by the people present, as
substantial evidence of their esteem and
The people from Lisbon Falls prelove.
sented him an autograph album, in which
the names of the church members were
A bountiful collation was served
written.
in the vestry of the church at the close of
a

the

reception.
The Salvation

Army.

The Salvation Army will celebrate their
on Saturday, Sunday and
Monday,
by Marshal Booth, assisted by
Major Bryant, Adjutant Bovill, and officers
and soldiers from the surrounding corps. On
Saturday evening a grand reception will be
held in their barracks. On Sunday morning,
afternoon and night the meetings will be
held in the Park Garden Theatre.
Monday,
a great anniversary feast will be given, followed by a march, headed by a brass band.

third anniversary
led

SUBURBAN NEWS.
DEEBING.

There will be no session of the Deering
High School today on account of the snow
blockade.
YARMOUTH.

The employes in the cutting and stitching
in Hodsdon Bros. & Co.’s shoe manufactory, have presented Mr. Edward A.
Loring with an elegant easy chair as a token
rooms

of their friendship and in honor of his recent marriage.
James P. Baxter, Esq., of Portland, delivered the third lecture in the Young Men’s
Course at the First Parish church last evening. The proceeds will be used for replenishing the First Parish Sabbath School li-

brary.

A fine entertainment was given at the
Good Templars’ Hall at Duustan’s Corner,
Tuesday evening. The drama, “The Little
Brown Jug,” was the principal feature of
the entainment, and was given in a very
pleasing and satisfactory manner to a large
and appreciative audience. The music and
songs by the Snow sister* were well rendered ; the tableaux pleased all, likewise the
farce “We are All Teetotalers.” The entertainment was given for the benefit of the
Stephen SewaTl Lodge, I. O. G. T., and it
proved to be a successful affair, and credit is
due the young ladies and gentlemen who
0.
projected it.
THE STATE.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of Deeds:
Gorham—N. E. Murray to K. B. Meserve, wood

in the custom house at
Ellsworth, Levi B. Wyman, deputy collector
and inspector, has his salary reduced from
81200 per annum to $900; Richmond I.
Wooster, reduced from $3 per diem to $700
A. Heath, reduced
per annum; William W.
from $3 per diem to $500 per annum. Samuel N. Higgins, deputy collector and inspectoral Bar Harbor,and Charles II. Eppes.
collector and inspector, are dropped
from the list of officers.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The will of the late Gorham L. Boynton is
on file at the probate office in Bangor. By its
his sons, C. W., A. G. and F. G.
are apioyntou, and Levi Bradley, Esq., with
its
pointed his executors. The house,
contents and $1,000, are left to Mrs. Louisa
receives
G.
Boynton
M. Boynton. Mr. Fred
$7,000 and his gold watch as a keepsake.
of a few hunof
a
nujaber
bequests
Quite
dred dollars each are bequeathed to a numof the
remainder
The
ber of relatives.
large estate is divided between his daughter,
Mr*. Charles H. Wood, and his three sons,
each receiving the same portion.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Rev. J. L. Hill, of the Bath Law and
Order League, writes a letter to the Bath
Times in which lie says lie and his associates
are perfectly satisfied with the State constables appointed for Bath by Governor Marble.
W. Green, postmaster of
Capt.

IL’Bucknam to Lucy T. Bucknam.
^Falmouth—C.
deputy
$1 and other considerations.
to Mary J. Fogg.

Brldgton—Loretta Simpson

Hall to Enoch Gammon. $1
*2Naples-Soplironla
and other considerations.
r„,„

Gray—A. S. Foster

to

GurtyM. Sawyer. $250.

League.
prevented the contemplated meeting Thursday evening to form a
Irish National

severe

Hon.

Dennis Moore,

6torm

branch of the Irish National League. A
meeting for that purpose will, however, be
held in the I. A. R. A. hall tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock. All who are interested are cordially invited to be present.

Y. M. C. A.

Shaw’s Business College.
At the regular monthly meeting of the
stockholders of Shaw’s College Bank, the
following board of directors was chosen:
Miss Alice G. Kennard, Geo. L. Witham,
Chas. W. Thorpe, Frank L. Starbird, W. H.
Marr; President, A. G. Kennard; Cashier
C. W. Thorpe.

a

Erovisions

Henry

Topsliam, died on Tuesday morning January 24th, aged 64 years. He was appointed

__

GOODS

Lawrence returned from Boston
Wednesday night and reports that there is a
good prospect that a 10-ton bisulphate pulp
mill will be erected at Somerset Mills this

season._
A Veteran Engineer.
[Fairfield Journal.]
The notice of the Journal last week of the
deatli of one of the oldest employes of the
Maine Central recalls the fact that there are
several survivors of the first crews that ran
the trains over what is now the Maine Central railroad. One of the oldest and best
preserved is William G. Penny, who has
charge of the oils at Waterville. In 1849
when the road was opened from Danville to
Waterville he went on a construction train
He had formerly run a steam
as engineer.
boat on the Kennebec to Waterville and was
As soon as he learned the
a fine engineer.
road he was given a train, C. M. Barrel, now
living at Waterville, was his conductor, and
Conductor Bodge was baggage master. He
ran au engine on the road until eigiit years
ago when ne was given spare work to do.
He is now hale and hearty and recalls the
early days of railroading in Maine with
much satisfaction. He says there is no comparison between the storms we have now
and what they nad in Maine 30 years ago.
In the winter of 1832 they were three days
with five engines getting from Waterville to
Danville. In many places in Belgrade all
that winter the snow was three feet higher
than the tops of the cars and a train was in
constant danger of being buried at any time
by the snow slides from the high drifts
above. The engines were light and carried
but little water and fuel and had to be con-

All Previous Prices ever Made by Us will be Eclipsed at our
Sale Next Week.

by

opened Monday

to be

yards White Checked Nainsooks

2100

at 5

White Corded Pique in good linn quality at only 7 cents yard.
These last have the weight and will wear as well as any 12 or
15 cent goods now on the market.

yards White Nainsooks, assorted

2000

Dresses,

Checks

Aprons and

for

at lO cents.

yards large Plaid 17
cents yard.

lOOO

pained for itself a reputation for
strength, liberality and promptitude, unequalled by any other company in the world.

The Liverpool & London & Globe, besides
being the strongest compauy on the globe,
is also the most liberal. Its claimants are
not required to wait sixty days for settlement of loss. In case of loss or removal,
this company pays the full amount of loss in
cash without discount. Fire risks are taken
exclusively. Its credit is stronger than that
of many governments, and its stock commands over 1000 per cent, premium.
Dow & Champlin are their representatives
in this city, at their new office, No. 60 Ex

change street, opposite the First National
Bank, where they are prepared to insure all
classes of property at current rates in the
above and other well known companies.
A Fatal Despair,

striking originality, written by a
Portland gentleman, will|be one of the features of tommorow’s Telegram.

A poem of

“O my prophetic soul! My uncle!”
thy clothes “in soak” with Index Soap.

Put

Rleached Cotton

Flannels, sold previously much higher,

Portland.

The funeral service of tho late Ellen F. Miller will take place tills Saturday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock, at tho residence of Miles T. Libby, No. 35
Pine street.
[The funeral service of the late Charles H.
Thorpe will take place on Sunday afternoon at
1 o’clock at his late residence, Ocean street, Deer-

ing.

9

nwin

UKANU

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County. State
of Maine, Cumberland, ss., January 27, A. D.

It is that Impurity in the blood, which, accumulating in the glands of the neck, produces unsightly lumps or swellings; which causes painful
running sores on the arms, legs, or feel; which
deveiopes ulcers In the eyes, ears, or nose, often
causing blindness or deafness; which is the origin
of pimples, cancerous growths, or the many other
manifestations usually ascribed to “humors.”
It is a more formidable enemy than consumption
or cancer

alone, for scrofula combines the worst

possible features of both. Being the most ancient,
it is tlie most general of all diseases or affections,

for very few persons are entirely free from it.
How can it be cured? By taking Hood’s Sarsaprrilla, which, by the cures it has accomplished,
often when other medicines Iiave tailed, lias
proveu itself to be a potent and pecular medicine
for this disease. Some of these cures are really
wonderful. If you suffer from scrofula In any of
its various forms, be sure to give Hood’s Sarsaparilla a trial. Send for book of cures.

cents, at
at lO ets.

H. It.

ten.

SARGENT,

Messenger of the Court of
Deputy Sheriff,
solvency for said County of Cumberland.

Silks, French Dress Goods, Table Linens and

Housekeeping Goods.

messenger’s Notice.

WE

ditwiyurm

Janl

The

Passages,

Small Fill Small Dose, Small ft*'
in hkkkiiy iiivkn that the
subscriber lias been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust ot administrator with
the Will annexed ot the estate of
ABNElt SHAW, late ot Portland,
In the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate ot
sons
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
to make payment to
upon
y
JOHfi W. MUNUER, Adm’r. v. t. a.
Portland, Jan. 18tb, 1888. Jau25dlawW3w*

Notick

Fonluuil

Ian24dul*

Come in and Look Them
Over.

Frank B. Clark,

ELEGANT

—

BY

Striped Velvets at Half Price!
15.00

50 cts.

......

commence

—

o!

the week;

We hare thus far been able to keep up wiih our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we bare
hail to Uo, which still gives those who wish to sit
lor presents

A Last Chance Before it is
TOO

LATE.

HERE AND I
Photographer,
Is selling

for 91*00
Ca
Good F
Scotcli Cap, 50 cents.
a

514 CONGRESS STREET.

tleclO__dtl_

COE
good Far Coat for $14.00.

a

COE
will sell

a

Good Far Robe for

OUR

ATTENDS

is selling all kinds of Ladies’ Fnrs,
very low, and guarantees to show
as large variety as any dealer.

will see

success

immense

COE

$3.50

CONGRESS STREET.

ANNUAL SPECIAL COST SALE.
Sharp, close hovers appreciate line stylish durable goods when they can buy them lower than
cheap and medium goods are sold. We shall continue our Special Cost Sale for a few days only.
<140 pairs of Ladles' Fine French Kid Boots, manufactured by James Boyd & Sons, and A. Uarslde
& Son, N. Y., the best on earth for »4.JO, former
price $8 to $6. 040 pairs of Gentlemen's Newark, N. J. Goods, all hand sewed and cti-tpm
made, well known to the trade, Only
We have
never sold In any store less than #7.00.
them In Button, Congress and Balmorals, all sires
D. W e
and
C
and half sizes, widths AA, A, B.
are over stocked on line goods tod desire lo sell
as we
Goods,
at once and make room for Spring
S TOHIC
propose to make our New store THE
at
durable
goods
For business by selling solid,
prices that will defy competition. Our Kent and
to
buy your
Expenses Invites you

BOOTS AND SHOES

SIGN COLD

Real Estate,

.......

Other Admitted Assets

......

BRANCH.

...

Perpetual Policy Liability,
All other Liabilities,
Surplus,

■

1,984,500.00
345,600.00
699,124.73

BO

$2,800,433.64
355,717.53
332,650.84
263,436.09
$3,041,337.72

_

AGENTS,

Exchange Street,

AUCUSTUS CHAMPLIN,
_eo“3w

1an28

UNDERWEAR !

accommo-

St.__US-1

CHEW FOREE’S

'BARGAINS.

IMBBNSE

MILLETT,

a lot of Ladies’, Gents’, Misses’ and Children's Undcrwoar which we shall
close out at once, and offer them at the following astonishing prices:
lot White Cashmere Wool Vests and Pants, sizes from 16 to 22, at 25 cents each; regular

tVe have left,

THE

50 cents to 62 cents.
lot White Cashmere Wool Vests and Pants, sizes from 28 to 34, at 37J cents; regular nrice
75 cents and 84 cents.
lot Boys’ Colored Vests and Pants, sizes 20 to 26, price 39 cents; regular price 62 cents,
lot Ladies’ Vests and Pants 37J cents each; a bargain,
lot Ladies’ Saxony Wool Vests and Pants at 68 cents; been sold at 88 cents,
lot Ladies’tine Wool Vests and Pants at 98 cents: regular price $1.25.
lot Gents’ very heavy Scotch Wool Shirts and Drawers, all sizes from 32 to 44 in \ ests, 30
to 42 iu Pants, at $1.13 each, worth $2.00; this is an extra bargain,
] lot Gents’ Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers at 75 cents; marked from $1.25.
] lot Gents’ White Norfolk, New Brunswick Vests and Pants at 98 cents; marked from $1.25
; lot Gents’ Camel Hair Shirts and Drawers 42 cents each; much under price.

price

Improve this Opportunity

nnd Siecure Our Extra

*

jftU28

:

Office 322 Commercial

St.,

PORTLAND, MR

The Hatter,

County,

STEPHEN
|

Job

BERRY,

<md (gaAd

Ho. r? rv-r-

<■-

ffiinhi,
k.

A. D.

—

ARE

CHUUK._dtf
THINKINC

OF HAVING A

Size

—

Crayon

or

Colored Picture
of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

197 MIDDLE ST.

REWARD!

STUDIO,
and examine those on exhibition.

Opp. the
A reward of $1000i one thousand dollars Is offered for the apprehension and
convietion of the murderer of Mrs. Abide
Stack, late of Cumberland Mills; ($500
live hundred dollars by the town of
Westbrook, and t$500> live hundred dollars by S: D. Warren A Co., of Cumberland Mills.
GEO. W. LEIGHTON,
for the Town.

JOHN E. WARREN,

17.1888._Jau 18<12w

KOVAL.
We luive Kemoved lo

bv the

Falmouth

Hotel.

sepgs_*_

dly

PROPOSALS.
—

roa a

—

lligli School Building
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
for furnishing materials
performing the labor required for the
Mason's and Carpenter’s Departments of a .brick
High School Hulhiiiig for School District No. 4,
BltTdeford, Maine, according to plaus and spccin
cations prepared therefor by H. O. Wadlln. *m
be received by the building committee until reoruary 11, isss.
..
outPioposals to be properly endorsed on the
side aud sent to the committee on or before »aia
ath «date. Separate bids will be received tor
partment, or lor both Included under
The right Is reserved to.rejectJR”?"
Plans may be seen at theotBee1 4 Bnps
,t r
on aud anc
of School, City Building, iliddeford.
Tuesday. Jan.n

Proposals
^EALED
and

lo

L.BUv

prem-

1888, at
February,
ises, on the 36th day
ten o'clock a. in., the follow ing described Real
Estate situated In North Yarmouth:-A certain
the bulldlugs thereon, contain| parcel of land with
ing twenty-one acres more or less, situated lu
as follows, viz:—
|I North Yarmouth, uud bounded and
road leading
On the East by G. T. Railroad
to John Young's, on the South by land of John
land
West
of
Alfred
N. TitMerchant, on the
by
comb. and on the North by the road leading to
the Smith Schoolhouse.
JA8. LAWRENCE,
w3w4
Guardian of Bonis B. Kichardb.
of

TONING TO

YOU

tlec7font!

for S. D. Warren A Co.

me

IF

COE,

llnrgnias.

license to

II.—Ask far Ike B1RDETT OH <4 AN

Jyl6

granted
PURSUANT
Hon. Judge of Frobato (or Cumberland
1 shall sell at public auction, at the
a

No. 3 Free Street Block, Poriiaua.
M.

1_dt*
to

SAMUEL THURSTON,

sells Trunks. Bags, Shawl Straps, Silk
Umbrellas, Soft and Stiff flats
tery low.

“
&
EVANS
WILLETT,
CO., “i>« R

—

A full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
aud plank in stock at our yard on Brown’s wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

COE

Westbrook, Jan

ES, R 1C HA RDSO N & CO.
DEALERS IN

The sole agency of this world Irenowned Instrument.

CO.

&

EVANS

PIANO!

COE
a

I.ife

Portland, Me.

STERLING DOW.

and board at the BLANCHARD

homestead of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Gray, Maine: house new and modern; commodious barn and out buildings, all In
good condition: three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central R. R. Station: the farm
contains about loo acres, nearly equally livlded
between wood, pasture and tillage; all exce..ent
for hay and farm crops;
would make a splendid
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business In the city.
The many trains each wav on the Maine Central
R. R. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all [mints
east and west.
For particulars and terms inquire of
ARA CUSHMAN, Anbni'O, Me.,
or on the nremises.
aug22eod&wtt

Horse Blanket for 70 cents

514,937.82
$6,793,575.82

&T CHAMPLIN,

INSURANCE

be

FARM FOR SALE.

will sell

$1,450,000.00
1,799,413.27

$0,793,375.82

DOW

Buck

Genuine
Plymouth
Glores for 75 cents.

LIABILITIES.
Unearned Premiums,
Unadjusted Losses,

BOOT,„

COE
Is selling

1st, 1888.

....
Loans on Bond and Mortgage
...
U. S. Governincut 4 per cent Bonds
......
Stute and City Bonds
......
Cash in Banks

runner

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than is
useciyn Foree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealers In tobacco who do not sell Foree’s Rainbow,
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a Go -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
noddBin
ocl8

See Show Window, 640 pairs Ladles’
$3.00 Boots only $2.25.

ASSETS.

gentleman and
be

BROWN’S.

will sell Boys’Winter Cap- for 25 Cls.
Men’s Winter Caps, same.

~

STATES

UNITED

JANUARY

Enquire

can

OF

STATEMENT

ONLY $45.00

SALE-Two first-class double

AND

COE

GLOBE INS. CO.

COJflE

jan28dlw
ANTED-5 young men, good salesmen
(book men preferred), to act as Trainers

Uo2Ueo<Uf

WINTER IS

pleasant day.

first

LIVERPOOL & LONDON

Thompson, Jr.,

—

(11 weather Is lair at the last
give a lew lor

Christmas.

1an29

UNION STREET.

H AIN

o-o-o-o-o

we can

—

READ THIS:

Free

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

•

J. M* DYER& CO.,

Book

A line ftleigh, elegantly painted, trimmed
w ith green all wool cloth, spring bat k.
hair Muffing, wing* on dash. placed
dash rod and handles, ironed clip
pool, foot scraper, step, steel
shoes, a ad line set of shaft

or
room

75 cts.
55 cts.

.....•$ 7.50

If stormy, Tuesday, sale will

In and tell um thin In going to be “an open
winter,” *bui come auil buy one of the
few remaining FI NR HER I *3 IIS at
PKICEM I.OWEB (Iran the
LOW KMT,

Zenas

atl

]an24

“
7 1-3
......
Glass Linen
“
......5 cts.
Crash
1.00
.....
Marseilles Quilts from
1.00
.....
$1.35 Crochet Quilts for

_d3t*

beiu.

SITTINGS

ALL

subscnDer,

COLCOBD

W.

J.

tbe

DINNER, LUNCH and TEA SETS.

“

“

5.8

HOYT,

DON’T

....
.....

.....
upwards
Bleached Damask from
“
“
“
“.»®
*‘
“
“.“
Turkey Red
“
3-4 Napkins from.1.75 dozen
“
“

A few hundred copies of the above book having
been obtained during the Fulton meetings, Boston, they will be sola to the public; price *1.76,
sent postpaid or delivered to any address in the
city on receipt of price. Address

Jan28

private pupils by

Cream

Justin D. Fulton, D.D.

A.

Given to

dtf

Janli)

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

50 cts.

WHY PRIESTSSHOliLii WED.!
Suppressed

NO. 515 CONGRESS STREET.
i

1.50

35.00

registered. 00 cts. ELY BROTHERS, 236 Greenwich St., New York.
Jan28eod&wnrmly

The

cod2in

i.n„

“

“

Dresses for
$15.00 Pattern
“
“
“

SICK

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

For information address,
KL.ENNEK, J»l Mpriug Ml

Me.

of these Silks are from a recent bankrupt sale in New York
aud we will sell them at about 50 cents on a dollar.

Summer Dress Goods at Half Price!

the

Evt^TRYthTCURE.

HOUSE,

Is the bane of so many lives that here is whoro
we make our great boast.
Our pills cure it whilo
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
■*Very easy to tako. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
osethem. In vialsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
Ty druggists everywhere, or sont by mail.

French, German, Italian aud Spanish.
S'.
■■HOE. K.

50 cts.
.50 cts.
1.00 0-4 Plaid,.«0 cts.

particle is applied into eacli nostril and is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at druggists; by mail,

dated with

ACHE

BOOKS!

System

most

87c

Pain and
Inflamniati o n,
Heals the Sores,
Rest ores the
of Taste
[and Smell.

WANTED— a

HEAD

—

....

1.00 Bouclc, suitable lor wrappers,

CREAM BLAM

A

75 cts.

....

Satin Rhadatne for

“

1.00

elys

BOARDER*
two gentlemen
wife,

Acho they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortu
nately their goodness does notend hero,and those
who once try them will find theso little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Klenner

#1.00

“

French Dress Goods,
$1.35 Colored
“
“
“
“

jan28&feb4

Allays

PRICES:

....

WHIP CORD, MURE, CAMELS HAIR id BOUCLE.

WANTED—A

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pre
venting this annoying complaint, while* they also
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate tho
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“

/—IN

75 cts.
“
1.12 1-2
1.50
“
“
“
“
1.02
2.25
90 cts.
1.12 1-2 Colored “
“
“
“
“
1,00
1.37 1-2
.......
50 cts.
Colored Silks for
Black and Colored Falle Francaisc Silk, new Plaid and
new
to
Checked Surah, with Plain
match,
Spring
......
75 cts.
Shades Surah Silks for

situation by a faithful experienced nurse. Please address one week
MRS. H. M. L„ 1131 Congress 8t„ Portland, Me.
28-1

Sick Headache and relieve all tho troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has been shown In curing

Congress

NT

St. Portland, Me.

“

__28-1

CURE

MissA. L. Sawyer. 637

popular

C

10

Send for circular.

Agent fort he Uuligrap 11.

England.

FEW OF THE

A

“

“

“

2.00
1.00

»ed

s e s

QUOTE

Gros Grain Silk for
#1.12 1-2 Black
“
“
1.50

THIS

Clea n
Nasal

New

retail couulcr in

TUESDAY—Black aud Colored Silks. WEDNESDAY—Silks and Dress
Goods. THURSDAY aud FRIDAY-Silks, Dress Goods,
Table Linen and Housekeeping Goods.
Wre propose to give our customers ami the public burgaius never before equalled. A great variety at very low prices. It you wish
to save from 25 to 50 per cent buy the goods now.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County, State
of Maiue, Cumberland, ss., January 27, A. D.
1888.
Is to give notice,that on the twenty-seventh
day of January, A. D. 1888, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
HORACE H. WALTON, of Westbrook,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Debtor, which petition was liled on the
twenty-seventh day of January A.D. 1888, to which
date lntereston claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of ills estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate Court Room
in said Portland on the twentieth day of February,
1). D. 1888, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. It. SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

FOR
Pungs suitable fcr Groeery business, will
at 85 COMMERCIAL ST.
sold low.

100 Doses One Dollar.

Portland Mrhool of Rlraegruphy.
Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

(lie cheapest lots of Black and Colored Silks, French Dress Goods,
Table Linen aud Housekeeping Goods ever placed

_'_jan28&feb4

ICARTtRSI

Sarsaparilla

those

JANUARY 31, FEBRUARY I, 2, 3,

In-

as

r_----—i

Hood's

I have Just Received another large lot of

143 PEAKL STREET.

We Shall Offer on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
on a

THE-

AGE !

Congress Street, Opp. City Hall,
PORTLAND, ME.

-OF-

is to give notice, that on the twenty-sixth
of January, A. D. 1888, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
THOMAS L. KIMBALL, of DeerlDg,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was Hied on the
twenty-sixth day of January, A. D. 1888, to which
date Interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, on the sixth day of February,
A. I). 1888, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ-

THIS
day
in

and Managers. Must have experience as salesmen, not afraid of hard work, willing to go into
the field and make agents successful. Will pay
salary and commission. Only first class men need
apply. Position permanout and salary Increased
each year according to success. A first class position. Give age, full particulars of experience,
salary wanted. Security required. CASSEI.I. &
COMPANY, LIMITED, 822 Broadway, New
York.
_jan28eod3t

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for |5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

The Class In AH II iolmry willI begin the Hl.iory
of Mrulpture and an additional class will
be formed to begin the Hi.lor,
of Pninling.
these classes
Special pupils are admitted to both and
Vroach.
and to existing classes 111 Herman
For circulars or Information apply at D(> Fark
in.
St., between 2 and 8 o’clock p.

Will conduct Classes on the

oALt

ANNUAL

1888.

PORTLAND, DIG.

What is Scrofula.

-or

cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY. A. M.. Principal.
UJisnssi

Island, Jan. 20, William W. Randall,

Peaks Island.
At Peaks Island, Jan. 26, Elizabeth Cudworth.
widow of tho late Luther Sterling, aged 87 years
3 months 2 days.
[Burial service Sunday afternoon at 2.80 o’clk,
at the Church. Eastern papers copy.
At Morrill's Corner, Deering, Jan. 27, David
Torrey, aged OG years
[Funeral on Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
his late residence.
In Bath, Jau. 26. Lizzie A., wife of George P.
Purington, aged 34 years 11 months.
InChelsea. Mass., Jan. 27, Mrs. Mary C. Kendall. daughter of the late Capt. William Norris of

Street,

practical

DEATHS.

at

The Wonder

The oldest Business School in Maine. Best
facilities offered. Experienced teachers In
each Department and thorough Instruction
Short-hand and Type-writing
guaranteed.
Stenographer. Sessions
taoght by a
six days and live evenings. Rates very low.
additional information
free.
Any
Catalogue

(Senses
At Peaks

_

WILL OPES OS FEBRUARY 1st.

SALE MONDAY MORNING AT 8 O’CLOCK.

In this city, Jan. 26, by Kev. Henry Blanchard,
James Gill and Miss Elizabeth Pengllley, both of
Loudon, Eng.
In Falmouth, Jan. 24. by Kev. Q. H. Shinn,
Frank H. Butler aud Mrs. Velma F. Valpey, both
of Falmoutb.
In Mt Vernon, Jan. 17. Daniel S. Newton and
Mrs. Ellen K. Williamson of Keadlleld.
In Skowhegau, Jan. 21, Herbert H. Berry and
Miss Mary L. Gurney.
In Athens, Dec. 26, Kobt Hayden of East Madison and Miss Maria L. Bixby of Athens.

aged 74 years.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock

90 Park

Meisterschaft’s

Lace Goods in Cream and in White Remnants, worth 17
lO cents.

Catarrh

MARRIAGES.

—

lO Prof. R. F.

to 25 cent Nainsooks in Remnants at

and the various branches. Some 25 barrels
of kerosene are used alone for illumination
every month, while it takes five barrels of
lubricating oil to keep things running
smoothly. These figures do not include what
is used in Portland or Bangor, or on the road
east of Bangor.

claims

SECOND TERM
OP

«. w. AI.I.KN

KAII.KY.
maria

KKFEHE.vrK-Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
decseodtf

These will make good Aprons or Children's Dresses, and many
people will be happy to see goods at so low prices.

a

We take pleasure in calling attention to
the statement of the Liverpool & London A
Globe Insurance Company in another column.
This company is represented in every business city in the Union, and its policies are
sought after by men in every business and
profession. Having the largest assets, the
largest income, and having paid the largest
loss ever paid by any company on a single
fire, it stands unrivalled as the largest Fire
Insurance Company in the world. It has
paid $38,000,000 in losses in the United States
alone, and has by its manner of meeting

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
V. O.

Specialty.

a

Auctioneer and Commission Merchants

Jan 11)_dlt

yard.

cents per

of the road is now
glance at Mr. Penny’s present duties. He has charge of the oil used
all over the road from Bangor to Portland
seen

Literature.

Delsarte Expression

MRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

stantly replenished.
An idea of the growth

easily

Elocution aud

—

Tues-

Mr.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

THE

SALE!

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

MOSES,

ALICE C.

WHITE

AUCTION HACKS.

EDUCATION A I,.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

prominent and

much-respected eitizen of Anson, died
day morning, aged nearly 88.

ury’ Department

Real Estate Transfers.

NEW

80MEB8ET COUNTY.

By tho recent changes made by the Treas-

committee.

The

his father, Nathaniel Green, kept ,a tavern
Subsequently the
for a number of years.
father removed to the Green house, so called,
on the island, the second house north of the
mill, where another son, George,a
paper
Henry, fancying
kept it as a tavern.
sailor’s life, went to sea, rqse through the
lie got comuntil
regular grades of office,
mand of a .ship, and for several years he
was in the employ of the Patten Brothers of
Bath. He also served on board naval vessels during the rebellion.

BCAISBOBO.

the committee already appointed continue
to act as an advisory committee with the assignee. Voted to adjourn to the call of the

The
mencing tomorrow at 3 o’clock p. m.
subject will be the “Effect of Alcohol Internally and Externally,” illustrated by oil
paintings. All Interested are cordially invited to Ue present._

The annual meeting of the Woman’s Auxof
iliary to the Y. M. C. A., for the purpose
electing officers and the transaction of whatbefore them,
ever other business may come
Jan.
will be held next; Monday afternoon,
of the Aux
27, at 3 p. m. A full attendance
iliary members is desired.

joan or ABC.

postmaster by President Cleveland, not long
after the President was inauguarated. He
was a native of Topsliam, born in the house
now occupied by the Franklin school, where

i

Building

Janl7___-

Whitney Building, EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA.
Corner Federal and
Temple St.,

Kendall &
]an3

every week via all urn

Whitney.
Sit

For tickets and Information, apply to the Tlcke
Commercial stree
Ageut. Boston 4> Maine B. K-.
Station. Lowest rates to all potutsi Wet* and
fltClwUl
goutb.

